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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Luft/Brennstoff Vermischung in einem

vorgemischten drallinduzierten Brenner für Gasturbinen. Die Schwerpunkte

liegen in der Modellierung, Kontrolle und Optimierung des Mischungsvor-

gangs, um Druckpulsationen (auch thermoakustische Schwingungen genan-

nt) und NOx-Emissionen zu kontrollieren. Das Modell stützt sich haupt-

sächlich auf Untersuchungen, die in einem Wasserkanal durchgeführt wer-

den. Die Standard-Gaseindüsung des Brenners wird mit zwei weiteren

Brennstoffeindüsungsstufen ergänzt. Durch Anpassung der Brennstoffver-

teilung können thermoakustische Oszillationen deutlich reduziert werden,

ohne dass es zu höheren NOx-Emissionen als bei der Standard-Eindüsung

führt. Messungen der mittleren, turbulenten und kohärenten Strömungsfel-

der sowie des passiven skalaren Konzentrationsfeldes bestätigen die Ähnlich-

keit zwischen Wasserkanal und Brennkammer. Desweiteren zeigen Messun-

gen im reagierenden Fall, dass die Flamme einen geringen Einfluss auf das

Strömungsfeld stromaufwärts der Verbrennungszone hat wenn diese nicht

innerhalb des Brenners verankert ist. Somit ist die Modellierung aus Un-

tersuchungen in nicht reagierenden Systemen gerechtfertigt.

Die Qualität der Mischung am Brenneraustritt wird für verschiedene Be-

triebsbedingungen und an verschiedenen Stellen modelliert. Um die Ge-

nauigkeit des Modells zu verbessern, wird die Position der Flamme aufge-

nommen, um die Mischungsqualitaet an der Flamme abzuschaetzen. Mit-

hilfe einer empirischen Korrelation können dann die NOx-Emissionen ge-

nauer vorhergesagt werden. Ein wichtiges Werkzeug zur Entwicklung von

stabilen Brennern ist die Flammentransferfunktion. In nicht reagierender

Strömung kann zuerst die sogenannte Mischungstransferfunktion gemessen

werden. Diese wird aus der Sprungantwort der Mischung und mithilfe von

Hochgeschwindigkeits-Konzentrationsmessungen im Wasserkanal gemessen.

Die Mischungstransferfunktion wird dann mit der Flammenposition kom-

biniert, um eine Abschätzung der reagierenden Flammentransferfunktion
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zu bekommen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass sich die geschätzte Flammen-

transferfunktion der in der Brennkammer gemessenen gut annähert.

Um die Brennstoffverteilung am Brenner optimal einstellen zu können,

wird ein sogenannter Extremwertregler implementiert. Der Regler stellt die

Brennstoffverteilung so ein, dass Druckpulsationen und NOx-Emissionen

reduziert werden können. Die Fähigkeit des Reglers, lokale Minima zu

umgehen, kann durch den Einbau der Stabilitäts- und Emissionsmodelle

verbessert werden. Letztlich wurden sowohl aktive als auch passive Maß-

nahmen eingesetzt, um die Mischungsqualität am Brenneraustritt zu ver-

bessern. In Wasser kann eine Verbesserung der Vermischung am Bren-

neraustritt mithilfe von rechteckigen Brennstoffpulsationen nachgewiesen

werden. Des Weiteren können selbst-oszillierende (fluidische) Aktuatoren

an einer generischen Konfiguration sehr gute Ergebnisse erzielen, bei der

die Qualität der Mischung, gemessen mit dem Danckwerts “Unmixed-

ness” Kriterium, um etwa 50% verbessert werden kann.



Abstract

This work deals with the fuel/air mixing process in a lean premixed gas

turbine combustor and how it can be modeled, controlled and optimized to

reduce pressure pulsations and NOx emissions. The methodology used to

derive models is primarily based on cold flow measurements conducted in

a water test rig. The standard fuel injection of the swirl-inducing burner is

completed with two additional fuel injection stages. Through adjustment

of the fuel distribution, stabilization of the combustion chamber can be

achieved, with NOx emissions comparable to the ones produced by stan-

dard fuel injection. Measurements of the mean turbulent and coherent flow

fields as well as passive scalar mixing properties confirm the similarity of

water test rig and combustion chamber. Furthermore, velocity and chemi-

luminescence measurements with combustion show that the flame has a

weak influence on the mean and coherent flow properties just upstream of

its stabilization location when it is not anchored inside the burner, validat-

ing the cold flow modeling approach.

The fuel/air mixing quality at the burner outlet is measured in the wa-

ter test rig for numerous operating conditions at different axial locations

and the flame position recorded in the combustion chamber is used to

predict the real mixing quality at the flame. The information gained is

then implemented using an experimental fit to more accurately predict the

NOx emissions of the burner over a wide operating range. A method is

then developed to record and model the temporal response of the burner

to fuel/air fluctuations. The so-called measured mixing transfer function

confirms that variation of the fuel distribution in the burner strongly influ-

ences the convective time delays and partly explains the stabilizing effect

of switching the fuel distribution. Using the recorded flame shape recorded

by a camera, an estimation of the response of the flame to fuel/air fluctu-

ations is obtained. Comparison with the directly measured flame transfer

function shows that a satisfying estimation of the response of the flame to

fuel/air fluctuations can be obtained with the new method.
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An extremum seeking controller (ESC) is implemented on the fuel distri-

bution for the purpose of reduced pressure pulsations and NOx emissions.

The chemiluminescence signal is used as a surrogate of the NOx emissions

to increase the controller speed. The ESC is then able to track the best

injection configuration when the operating conditions are varied as well

as avoid local minimum when the cold flow model is taken into account.

Passive and active fuel injection methods are then tested to improve the

mixing quality at the burner outlet. The investigations show that high fre-

quency fuel injection pulsations can improve the mixing quality recorded

at the burner outlet. A fluidic injector array is then developed and im-

plemented at the inlet of the burner. For this configuration, the mixing

quality is only weakly influenced by the fluidic injector. However, tested in

a generic configuration, these fluidic actuators improved the mixing quality

by up to 50% over a wide range of operating conditions, confirming thus

the effectivity of such devices.



Résumé

Le présent travail a pour sujet l’étude du procédé de mélange air/méthane

dans un brûleur prémélangé pour turbine à gaz. L’accent est mis sur la

modélisation, le contrôle et l’opti-misation de ce procédé pour contrôler

les instabilités des combustions, connues sous le nom d’instabilités ther-

moacoustiques, ainsi que les émissions d’oxydes d’azote NOx. Le model

développé s’appuie en particulier sur de nombreuses expériences en envi-

ronnement non réactif (canal à eau). L’injec-tion standard du brûleur est

complétée par deux étages d’injection de gaz. Les instabilités thermoacous-

tiques peuvent être fortement réduites lorsque la répartition de méthane

entre les 3 injecteurs est modifiée. Dans le cas d’une chambre de combustion

stable, les nouvelles injections entrâınent des émissions de NOx comparable

à l’injection standard. Des mesures de champs de courants moyens, turbu-

lents et cohérents ainsi que d’un traceur passif montrent que le canal à eau

et la chambre de combustion sans flamme donnent des résultats similaires.

De plus lorsque la flamme se stabilise en aval du brûleur, l’influence de

cette dernière sur le champ de courant est marginale. Les mesures en envi-

ronnement non réactif décrivent ainsi très bien le système réactif, validant

la modélisation à partir d’investigations dans le canal à eau.

La qualité du mélange à la sortie du brûleur est modélisée à différentes

positions en fonction de différents paramètres de combustion dont la dis-

tribution de carburant. Pour augmenter la qualité du modèle, l’information

sur la position axiale de la flamme est prise en compte. Une régression faite

à partir d’une expression empirique permet de prédire quantitativement les

émissions de NOx. Ensuite, la fonction de transfert de la flamme est es-

timée à partir de mesures de concentrations instationnaires dans le canal à

eau. La fonction de transfert du mélange ainsi obtenue est combinée avec la

forme et la position de la flamme pour obtenir une estimation de la fonction

de transfert de la flamme. Les résultats obtenus pour différentes distribu-

tions de gaz montrent que cette dernière approche raisonnablement bien la
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fonction de transfert de la flamme mesurée directement dans la chambre

de combustion.

Afin d’optimiser la distribution de gaz dans le brûleur, un contrôleur cher-

cheur de valeurs extrêmes est implémenté. Le contrôleur ajuste la distribu-

tion de gaz afin de minimiser l’amplitude des oscillations de pression ainsi

que les émissions de NOx. Les modèles décrivant la qualité du mélange

ainsi que le domaine de stabilité peuvent être intégrés dans le contrôleur

pour éviter par exemple des minimas locaux. Enfin, des mesures pas-

sives et actives sont testées pour améliorer la qualité du mélange. Des

tests conduits dans le canal à eau, il en ressort qu’un forçage carré de

l’injection de carburant permet d’obtenir une nette amélioration de la micro

homogénéisation. Afin de s’affranchir de valves mécaniques, des injecteurs

oscillant de manière propre (type fluidic) remplacent les trous d’injection

standards de gaz. D’excellents résultats sont obtenus, ces injecteurs perme-

ttant, dans une configuration générique, d’améliorer le mélange d’environ

50% (critère de Danckwerts).
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivations

1.1 Generalities on dry low NOx combustors

In order to react to even more stringent emission limitations, lean combus-

tion became the state of the art for modern gas turbines within the last

few decades as it allows for flame temperature and hence pollutant emis-

sions like nitrogen oxides (NOx) to be reduced. This technology change,

combined with other combustor modifications, has helped to achieve a con-

tinuous decreasing trend of emissions of this pollutant over the last 20 years.

Regarding the situation in the United States, a recent report from the En-

vironmental Protection Agency confirms that the NOx emissions coming

from fuel combustion sources decreased by 41% between 1990 and 2006

(Fig. 1.1). This change occurred mostly between 1998 and 2006. What is

the main positive impact of these reductions? In the U.S., a reduction of

smog and acid rain has been recorded as NOx are, as is sulfur dioxide SO2,

causes of these environment damaging phenomena.

The biggest step in reducing the NOx emissions has been achieved through

a reduction of the combustion temperature and an improvement of the

combustor/oxidizer mixing quality in gas turbines as well as furnaces and

other industrial processes working with the combustion of fossil fuels. This

decrease in combustion temperature is obtained when the ratio of fuel to

air is decreased in the combustor, below the stoichiometric conditions. In

contrast to a diffusion flame, the fuel and air are mixed well upstream of

the reaction zone. For these reasons, this process is called lean premixed

combustion, which is the combustion used in dry low emissions (DLE)

combustors.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Motivations

Figure 1.1: NOx emission decrease over the last century in the United
States [EPA08].

The main drawback of lean combustion technology is that it is much

more prone to generating heat release fluctuations than when rich mix-

tures (equivalence ratio φ ≈ 1) are used (Lieuwen and Zinn[LZ98]). Cou-

pled with the acoustic boundaries of the system, they can lead to strong

combustion instabilities. These instabilities are also called thermoacoustic

instabilities, as they can occur if the heat release fluctuations match the

resonant acoustic modes of the combustion system. In the harmless case,

they lead to an increase of the overall noise of the gas turbine; in case

of high amplitudes, mechanical fatigue can lead to material failure and

destruction of the combustor.

The influence of fuel/air equivalence ratio on the emissions of NOx, un-

burned hydrocarbons UHC, and carbon monoxide CO is depicted schemat-

ically in Fig. 1.2. When going to lean conditions, CO and UHC increase as

a consequence of the incomplete combustion, whereas higher equivalence

ratios produce more NOx and smoke. Hence, only a small operating win-

dow around φ ≈ 0.6 is available to ensure a good combustion efficiency (i.e.

low UCH or CO) associated with low NOx emissions.
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NOx emissions
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Figure 1.2: Combustion emissions depending on the fuel/air equiva-
lence ratio illustrating the operating range of a lean premixed combus-
tor.

1.2 Fuel/air mixing and its impact on ther-

moacoustic instabilities and NOx emis-

sions

1.2.1 Thermoacousitc instabilities

The first observation of the phenomenon, which was later to be called

themoacoustic instability, was made by Higgins in 1777 who reported the

existence of a “singing flame” when a hydrogen flame was enclosed within

tubes of defined lengths [Bro11]. This phenomenon was reported in a few

works on similar configurations over the following 100 years (including the

work of Rijke in 1859 in the eponym tube who used a preheated gauze

instead of a flame to generate heat) without satisfactory physical explana-

tion until 1878, when Lord Rayleigh focused on the topic in a lecture at the

Royal Institution of Great Britain [Ray78]. He observed that if pressure (or

acoustic) fluctuations p′ and the volumetric heat release rate fluctuations

q̇′ of an enclosed system are in phase over the time interval considered T,

then acoustic energy will be added to the system. He then formulated the

well-known Rayleigh criterion R

R =
1

T

∫ t+T

t

q̇′p′ dt > 0 . (1.1)
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This criterion is not a necessary criterion for instabilities. It is valid only if

the acoustics losses of the system are zero, which is an assumption seldom

valid in practical application. The generalized Rayleigh criterion derived

from the acoustic energy balance reads [BMP09]

1

T

∫ t+T

t

∫

V

(γ − 1)q̇′p′

ρ̄c̄2
dV dt >

1

T

∫ t+T

t

∮

S

p′u′ · dSdV dt . (1.2)

The left-hand side describes the acoustic energy gained from combustion

and the right-hand side the acoustic losses across the boundaries. γ is the

adiabatic index, S is the surface vector of the volume considered to be ori-

ented outwards, and ρ̄ and c̄, the mean flow density and acoustic velocity

respectively. Equation 1.2 is valid for systems without mean flow, which

is an extremal case not completely invalid for practical gas turbines, due

to the low Mach number M present in the burner and combustor. More

exhaustive derivations, taking into account the effect of mean flow [Chu65]

or viscous effects [NP05] can be found in literature. The expression of the

acoustic energy balance (Eq. 1.2) shows that, in case of periodically oscillat-

ing systems, the phase between pressure and heat release rate oscillations

is a key parameter which can stabilize or, on the contrary, destabilize an

enclosed system where heat can be periodically released. If one wants to

control such instabilities, this phase difference must be respectively ad-

justed, e.g., by setting pressure and heat oscillations out of phase. The

modeling and controlling tasks thus consist of answering the following two

questions:

1. What are the sources of the phase difference between pressure and

heat release fluctuations in modern combustors?

2. Is it possible to control such phase differences and if yes, how?

The phase difference is a consequence of physical time lags inherent to the

system such as, for example, the convective time needed by the fuel to travel

down to the flame front. This time lag is present in every combustor, and

can trigger or suppress thermoacoustic instabilities. For now more than

60 years, since the first combustion instabilities led to strong damages in

industrial furnaces [Put71], ramjets or rocket engines, the identification of
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the mechanisms leading to such time lags has been extensively performed.

As summarized by Candel [Can02], these mechanisms involve, among oth-

ers, acoustic boundary conditions, equivalence ratio fluctuations, flame area

fluctuations, reaction kinetics, atomization process, entropy waves, etc. In-

dependent from its physical origin, the transport of a physical fluctuation

with a certain velocity toward the flame will create fluctuations in heat

release at the flame location with a certain frequency and phase relative to

another physical signal. If this heat release oscillation frequency matches

the frequency of an acoustic mode of the system, then a combustion insta-

bility might occur. This mechanism is illustrated by the schematic propa-

gation of an equivalence ratio fluctuation wave of a single fuel injector in

Fig. 1.3.

1. pressure
    at flame

2. pressure
    at injector

3. air mass flow
    modulation at 
    injector

6. heat release 
    oscillation

5.    fluctuation
    at flame base

4.    fluctuation
    at injector

t

t

t

t

t

t

Figure 1.3: Propagation of oscillation in equivalence ratio leading to
combustion instability (from [LTJZ01]).

The works of Putnam [Put71], Lieuwen [LTJZ01] or recently Richards [RR08]

illustrated also the importance of acoustic impedance of the inflow and out-

flow boundaries (such as air inlet, fuel injection or combustor outlet) of the

system in the generation of thermoacoustic instabilities. The choice of the

geometry and boundary conditions is therefore critical for the combustor
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stability. Changes in the geometry can be used to decouple the heat re-

lease oscillations from the acoustics of the system by either increasing the

absorption of acoustic energy (Helmholtz dampers) or changing the phase

of system impedances (by changing the fuel feed line length or, as shown

recently by Bothien [BMP09], actively controlling the impedance of the

outlet of the combustor).

1.2.2 Thermoacoustic instabilities, NOx emissions and

fuel/air mixing

Figure 1.4 summarizes how the fuel/air mixing process is involved in the

control of the pressure pulsations and NOx emissions of a DLE combustor.

Figure 1.4: Controlling emissions and combustion instabilities in gas
turbines

Even if it is not the only mechanism responsible for thermoacoustic in-

stabilities, fuel/air convective time delay - i.e. the time which is needed

for a fuel pocket to travel from the fuel injector to the flame front - ap-

pears to be one of the most critical mechanisms for the stability of a pre-

mixed combustor. Changing the values of those time delays as well as their

temporal probability density functions (PDF), also called residence time

distribution RTD, allows to control the system stability as shown by Sat-

telmayer [Sat03], Paschereit et al. [PFS01], Lieuwen [LTJZ01], McManus et
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al. [MHD+04], or Bothien et al. [BMLP07]. In these works, simple time lag

models, sometimes completed with a Gaussian PDF shape, are used. Good

agreements are obtained for predicting the stable and unstable boundaries

of the system with linear stability analysis tools. In particular, the works of

Sattelmayer and Paschereit as well as one of Kato et al.[KFDK05] demon-

strated the generally positive effect of temporal spreading (i.e. the vari-

ance) of the time delays on the combustor stability. Therefore, a proper

adjustment of the RTD of the fuel from the fuel injection to the flame may

be sufficient to control a combustor.

Figure 1.5: Impact of fuel/air mixing quality on the NOx emissions
for different fuel/air equivalence ratios φ, from Joos [Joo06]

By adjusting the residence time distribution of the fuel, good mixing qual-

ity must be ensured, as it remains a key parameter in the limitation of

NOx emissions. In all combustion systems, parameters like the residence

time in the combustor, flame temperature, pressure and heat losses are rel-

evant in the generation of NOx. When these parameters are set (through

the power output required and the geometry of the system) a minimization

of these emissions in DLE combustors is achieved when the fuel/air mixing

quality is optimized, i.e. when the mixture is as homogeneous as possible

which means that the mixture unmixedness is minimized, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.5. Such improvements have been reported first by Fric [Fri93] and in

practical engines by Stufflebeam et al. [SKS99], Tanimura et al.[TNI+08],

among others. However, this is not true for mixtures with equivalence ratio

corresponding to stoichiometric conditions Fig. 1.5.

One can therefore summarize that coherent temporal fluctuations are re-

sponsible for thermoacoustic instabilities while spatial inhomogeneities,
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combined also with temporal fluctuations, control the NOx emissions. A

perfect premixer, i.e. thermoacoustically stable and generating low NOx emis-

sions, should thus have the widest residence time distribution possible but

the sharpest equivalence ratio probability density function, as illustrated

in Fig. 1.6. The ”worst case”, illustrated on the right picture in Fig. 1.6,

depends on the thermoacoustic modes of the combustion system involved.

Critical times at risk of exciting one thermoacoustic mode are not only

equal to the period of the dominant frequency of the mode involved but

also to the period of mode’s harmonics. Furthermore, acoustic modes with

different critical times are susceptible to becoming unstable in complex ge-

ometries. Therefore, many critical times are generally involved, which also

depend on the operating conditions.

TT/2T/4 T2

other critical
times

ideal

idealworst case

worst case

P
D

F

P
D

F

Equivalence ratio f Residence time t
1

real

real

Figure 1.6: Typical mixture quality PDF (left) and residence time
distribution (right) for the ideal real and worse mixer design

A trivial solution to achieve such perfect mixing is to give the fuel and air

enough time to mix. Because of safety, costs, and weight considerations for

an engine, the best mixing quality should technically be achieved within the

shortest possible time or mixing length. The perfect premixing will thus

seldomly occur and the designed mixing injection has to be optimized under

the given size constraints. In particular, the mean convective time delay

must be adjusted to ensure stable combustion. Therefore, regarding the

numerous parameters involved, there is a need to characterize the mixing

process and develop models able to predict the main features of the mixing

and its coupling with the combustion system considered.
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1.3 On the modeling of turbulent mixing

1.3.1 What is mixing?

Before discussing mixing modeling, it is useful to summarize briefly what is

to be understood when dealing with mixing phenomena. As mentioned by

Pratt [Pra75], the classical mechanistic in fluid mechanics has been mostly

interested in modeling the turbulence itself, and little attention has been

paid to the scalar mixing until recently. The first modeling attempts con-

sidered simply the scalar mixing as a diffusive process which could be

obtained from the mean concentration profiles. From extensive study of

so-called coherent structures between the 1970’s and the 1990’s in even

very simple configurations at various Reynolds numbers (see shear layer of

Konrad [Kon76], Dimotakis and Brown [DB76]) brought new insight into

the mechanism of homogenization of two fluids. Most of these observa-

tions were summarized in the work of Broadwell and Breidenthal [BB82]

as well as in the later work of Broadwell and Mungal [BM91]. They show

that molecularly mixed fluids have to be distinguished from simply stirred

fluids and that large-scale coherent structure play a key role in the homoge-

nization of scalar flow properties. This distinction is very well summarized

in a citation reported by Broadwell [BM91], “Stirring [...] is a process of

stretching of immaterial area. Mixing [...] is the process of diffusion of

substance across immaterial surfaces. [...] Mixing depends on material

properties such as diffusivities, whereas stirring is a purely kinematic as-

pect dependent on flow parameters. Indeed, it is possible to stir fluids that

do not mix at all”.

In practical configurations, the coherent structure as well as an increase in

the Reynolds number promote the stirring effect, while the degree of ho-

mogenization depends solely on the diffusivities of the species considered.

Hence, as also suggested by Coats [Coa96], the mixing of systems domi-

nated by coherent structures cannot be modeled accurately with gradient-

based techniques. As in most technical applications, the stirring effect

of large structures will namely outperform the molecular diffusivity. The

problem can become even more complex in the case of counter gradient dif-

fusion processes which occur during combustion (Veynante et al. [VPDM96]).
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Furthermore, the length scales of the coherent structures are much larger

than the mixing layer thickness, at which scale a diffusion-like process takes

place.

1.3.2 Mixing modeling

Because of the generation of large-scale coherent structures, turbulent mix-

ing modeling is a complex task. The prediction of the mixing field in a

practical combustor remains computationally heavy and requires experi-

mental validation to accurately capture the mass transfer. Thus, low-order

models of the mixing, describing the most relevant parameters of the flow,

are of interest.

The field of chemical engineering is historically interested in the interac-

tion between mixing and chemical reaction, generally of low order, and

has developed tools based on single reactors like the plug flow reactor

(PFR) and perfectly stirred reactor (PSR or WSR) to model the scalar

mixing as well as chemical reactions [Fox03]. Tools were also developed

to characterize the mean residence time distribution of those simple reac-

tors as presented by Danckwerts [Dan52, Dan53]. Indeed, new commercial

tools are based on the interconnection of a large number of single reactors

(CHEMKIN from Reaction design). However, the reactor parameters (vol-

ume, residence time, mass transfer, etc.) must be calibrated, whether from

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or experimental measurement.

Some more basics models which describe the mixing in premixed combus-

tors are reported in the literature:

1. Solution of 1D convection/diffusion equation: Chishty et al. [CBFY07,

CY08]

2. Inter-connection of 3 reactors and 1D convection/diffusion equation:

Ferro et al. [FPG01]

3. Lagrangian model and Langevin equation: Scarinci et al. [SF00, SFD04]

4. Analytical flow field model and Boussinesq hypothesis: Flohr et

al. [FSP02]
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5. Transport equation of mixture variance: Syed et al.[SRM07]

The previous models are mean flow models (items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), some of

which are based on the convection diffusion equation (1,2,5). Temporal

time delay distributions are modeled with a Péclet number (1,2), spatial

fluctuations derived from the shear stress field within the burner (4), and

temporal and spatial fluctuations modeled with turbulent noise (3). Even

if relatively simple, these models capture the dominant mixing mechanisms

of premixed combustors quite well and can be used as reliable design tools.

The complex coherent structures are not explicitly modeled, but their effect

on the mixture quality can be captured through the calibration of the

models. Therefore, an explicit model of the coherent fluctuations is not

required to model the mixing quality in the case of very simple reactor

networks.

1.3.3 Mixing in oscillating flows

Thermoacoustic instabilities may induce strong oscillation amplitudes of

the velocity in the burner. Such oscillations generate oscillations in the

fuel/air mixing composition and a question which needs to be answered is,

whether such oscillations are able to have a positive effect on the RTD and

mixing quality at the burner outlet.

Two parameters must then be considered: the frequency and the amplitude

of the velocity fluctuations at the burner inlet. As shown in the theoretical

work of Chishty [CY08] on a co-flow jet mixer, high-frequency pulsations

(oscillation period lower than two times the mean burner residence time)

are more likely to be damped at the burner outlet than low-frequency

oscillations, as the frequency response of a premixer can be modeled as

a low-pass filter. Furthermore it shows that an increase in the oscillation

amplitudes leads also to an increase in the amplitude of the concentration

fluctuations at the outlet and hence, to a worsening of the mixing quality1.

Therefore, if a simple flow (e.g., a pipe flow) is considered, high-frequency

forcing with moderate amplitudes may improve the mixing process.

1However, the relative temporal mixing efficiency of a premixer increases with forcing
amplitude
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However, if coherent fluctuations are involved, as it is the case in even

simple jets, then an increase of the mixing quality may be achieved when

the frequency of the oscillation and its phase are properly set. Such positive

effects could be recorded in non-premixed flames [OHY09] and in swirl-

inducing burners [PGW99] and may be obtained if active control strategies

are followed. However, in case of self-excited thermoacoustic instabilities,

the probability that the frequency of the instability matches that of the

flow instability is very low. Hence, only high-frequency velocity fluctuations

may have the potential to improve the mixing quality in standard premixed

combustors.

1.4 State of the art of fuel injection designs

1.4.1 Experimental steps

The typical development steps of a burner are depicted in Fig. 1.7. As

shown in the early sixties by Clarke et al. [CGH63], water flow measure-

ments are well suited to derive information on the velocity field and passive

scalar field of a combustion chamber. The high quality of the data and the

low cost compared to reacting tests make them very attractive in the early

design stages of a burner. Different burners with varying parameters can

be tested to select the best configurations regarding, for example, the flow

field or the fuel/air mixing profile. The best configuration can then be

tested in an atmospheric combustor before being mounted into a multi-

burner section. Eventually, the burner is implemented in a high-pressure

test rig prior to final implementation into the full-scale engine.

Typical data obtained from cold flow test rigs are velocity and concentra-

tion profiles. However, only a few works have reported on the investigation

of the residence time distribution in premixed combustors, and publications

reporting on the interaction scalar/velocity field in such configurations are

also rare. Therefore, a methodology will be presented in the next sections

to increase the knowledge gained from cold flow measurements in the design

process of a burner.
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Figure 1.7: Burner Development Steps

1.4.2 Fuel injection in gas turbine burners

As aforementioned, the design of modern combustors must prevent the

occurrence of thermoacoustic oscillations over a wide range of operating

points and, at the same time, ensure good fuel mixing and flexibility. It is

therefore interesting to compare how this is achieved in typical gas turbines.

Figures 1.8 and 1.9 report some of the different techniques used by different

gas turbine manufacturers to mix fuel and air prior to combustion.

All of the burners shown in Fig. 1.8 and Fig. 1.9 have two types of fuel

injection in common: a pilot for startup and a premix fuel path for partial

and full loads. Controlling the fuel split between the lines allows for control

of the flame between the different operation regimes. Depending on the

manufacturer, two and more stages can be used, the limitation still being

the cost of such flexibility.

When taking a look at the injection types of most of the burners, the fuel

is generally injected into the crossflow with a 90◦angle. Most of the man-

ufacturers modified the type of injection by integrating the fuel injectors

inside the swirling vanes. The first hybrid burner generation of Siemens

injected the fuel upstream of the radial vanes in co-flow, before the new

crossflow injection was integrated into the swirling vanes. This injection

type is used by all of the manufacturers except for Rolls Royce in its Trent

combustor.
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of the injection technologies and NOx emis-
sions achieved by the main heavy-duty gas turbine manufacturers (1)
([Moo97], [TNI+08], [BP08])

The mixing characteristics of such arrays of jets have been investigated

for 60 years and allow, through reliable empirical correlations, good mix-

ing at low manufacturing costs to be achieved. The implementation of

such injectors is generally done without strong modifications from the

90◦configuration, and few works have reported on the modification of the

injection angle and shape of the injection holes. Still Stufflebeam [SKS99]

reported that alterning between small (d=0.73 mm) and large (d=2.03 mm)

holes also had a positive impact on the mixing quality of the burner for fuel

injection momentum ratios ranging from 10 to 50, so that an improvement

of the (passive) fuel injection design may still be achieved. The schematic

of the combustor of PSM shown in Fig. 1.9 (middle row) indicates also that

a modification of the fuel injection of the premix stage associated with a

premixed pilot injection contributes to further reducing the NOx emissions.
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of the injection technologies and NOx emis-
sions achieved by the main heavy-duty gas turbine manufacturers (2)
([SFD04])

A complete redesign of the fuel injection concept has been performed by

Scarincci [SFD04] who instead of injecting fuel into air suggests injecting

air into fuel and implemented it on a Rolls Royce Trent gas turbine. A

well stirred reactor is then achieved. This has the effect of minimizing the

temporal equivalence ratio oscillations over a wide frequency range and,

at the same time, achieving a very good mixing quality. The concept was

successfully implemented into the land-based Trent engine (see Fig. 1.9).

The drawback of such injection is its limitation to gaseous fuel, which

is restricting regarding fuel flexibility (liquid and gas) proposed by other

manufacturers with fuel in crossflow injections.

All of the combustors achieve low NOx emissions with low pulsations, and

the question which arises is, whether there is still a possibility of further in-

creasing the degree of fuel/air homogenization in order to eventually further

decrease the NOx emissions, even if the part of the NOx depending on the

mixing quality may decrease with an increase of the engine pressure[BG07].
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1.5 Optimization of crossflow fuel injections

1.5.1 Passive modifications

Figure 1.10(a) presents the type of injections which have already been in-

vestigated regarding the mixing of two gaseous mixtures. A lot of work has

been performed by the NASA research group including the works of Holde-

man [Hol83] and Liscinsky [LTVH92, LTH93, LTH95a], who tested different

jet arrangements as well as shapes. Two parameters characterize most the

mixing of crossflow jets: the jet momentum ratio and the orifice spacing

ratio. Adjustment of these values from empirical correlations leads to the

highest mixing improvement. Liscinsky also found that a change in the

injector shape brings some, but rather marginal, improvement in the qual-

ity of mixing when compared to a round jet in cross flow. When a shape

change is associated with an optimized fuel distribution, only a transverse

slot injection (Fig. 1.10(b)) improves the mixing quality compared to an

array of round jets.

Less work has been done on the impact of the injection angle on the mixing

quality, as an inclination of the fuel injection with an angle smaller than

90◦ generally reduces the mixing quality for a given jet path length [Squ50].

However one may consider using different fuel injection angles to hypothet-

ically increase the mixing quality.

1.5.2 Active forcing of the fuel injection

The impact of active forcing of a crossflow jet as a mean to increase the

mixing quality has been recently investigated. The works performed by

Hermanson et al. [HWJ98] , Johari et al. [JPTH99, Joh06] and Eroglu and

Breidenthal [EB01] showed that full modulation with a square wave of sin-

gle jets in crossflow can lead to substantial increase in the mixing quality.

They identify the four parameters of jet to main flow velocity ratio, fre-

quency of actuation, duty cycle and amplitude of forcing as critical for the

control of the jet mixing. Hermanson noticed that for a fully modulated jet,

short duty cycles (or injection times) strongly increase the jet penetration

and vice-versa. Investigations on a similar configuration were performed
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Figure 1.10: Passive modifications of crossflow fuel injectors

by Johari et al. [JPTH99] . The frequencies of interest range from 0.5 up to

5 Hz, corresponding to jet Strouhal numbers from 9 ×10−4 to 2.5 ×10−2.

The nominal duty-cycles (dc) tested are equal to 50%, 30%, and 20%.

Their results confirm that low duty cycles increase the jet penetration

strongly. This results in an increase of the degree of mixing of up to 50% for

the best combination frequency/duty cycle. Similar results were obtained

by Eroglu and Breidenthal [EB01] , who used also square wave actuation of

a crossflow jet. They kept the duty cycle constant (dc=50%) and showed

that the pulsing of the jet is more efficient for low jet to crossflow velocity
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ratios with fully modulated flow rate. An optimal forcing frequency cor-

responding to a jet-based Strouhal number Stj ≈ 0.1 was found. Some

recent LES simulations carried out by Coussement et al. [CGSD10] limit

the generality of these findings, as the gain in mixing quality depends also

on the unmixedness parameter used for the quantification. They also find

that sinusoidal forcing may be better suited for overall mixing enhancement

than square wave modulation.

In real combustors, forcing of the fuel injection can lead to a positive de-

crease of the NOx emissions [PGW99], suggesting that an increase of the

mixing quality is obtained. However, there is until now no measurement

performed to quantify the impact of periodical forcing of the fuel mass flow

on the mixing quality at the outlet of a practical combustor. Most of the

previous studies have been limited to single jet forcing and the effectiveness

of such control methods in practical combustors still needs to be assessed.

1.6 Control of the fuel/air mixing

The optimization of a static injection configuration can be easily obtained

for defined operating parameters of the burners. However, it is generally

not possible to design a fuel injection configuration optimized for all of the

operating conditions of an engine. Furthermore, the constraint of rapidly

adjusting the power output of the turbine may also change the flame stabil-

ity response. Other critical conditions, like the startup of the turbine, will

require richer mixtures to stabilize the flame. For these reasons, all of the

gas turbines are equipped with staged injections, as shown in Fig. 1.8 or in

Fig. 1.9. These staged injections may be found inside a burner element or,

as presented by Kokanovic et al. [KGTS06], may be applied to a group of

burners inside a ring combustion chamber.

Full-scale tests allow for the fuel injection distribution which optimizes

the combustor performance (i.e. reduce NOx or CO emissions as well as

pressure pulsations) to be determined while remaining within the safety

margins of the engine. One can then consider open-loop control of the

combustor. However, stochastic changes in the operating conditions (as

variation of degree of humidity, ambient temperature, fuel composition,

etc.) may move the default fuel distribution away from the optimal point
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1.6 Control of the fuel/air mixing

where NOx and pressure pulsations are minimized. Therefore, an online

feedback of the combustion parameters is needed to adjust the mixing

profile. A closed-loop control is thus required.

Two types of closed-loop control may be considered: the first type requires

no prior knowledge of the response of the combustor and can be used in

the preliminary design stage to optimize the fuel injection profile. It may

also be considered more like an optimizer than a controller. Evolutionary

algorithms have been used to this end by Paschereit et al. [PSB03]. 16

independent injectors are used to fully control the mixing profile of the

burner. Reductions in NOx and pressure pulsations were achieved, but

the time needed to obtain an optimal solution makes such control suitable

more for design optimization than for real-time closed-loop control. Gra-

dient based controller are much faster in optimization problems and were

successfully used by Samuelson et al. [SM00]. In this work, fuel or air dis-

tribution was controlled in order to increase the combustion efficiency or

reduce the NOx emissions. The optimal injection was reached within 10

to 20 minutes, often limited by the measurement technique response time

(in particular the emission sensor response). Gradient-based methods also

mostly move stepwise on the field to optimize and the choice of the step

size(often empirical) is critical to reaching an optimum point in a defined

time. Hence smoother changes in the controller output may be needed to

avoid abrupt changes in the combustor parameters.

The second type of closed-loop control concerns the optimization of prede-

fined fuel injection maps as mentioned earlier. Here, the work of Kokanovic

et al. [KGTS06] or Bulat et al. [BSMS07] provides a good insight into the

advantages of fuel distribution adjustment compared to open-loop con-

trol. Their adjustments lead to strong decreases in NOx emissions while

avoiding high pulsation zones. The method presented by Kokanovic, which

adjusts the fuel split depending on the monitored pressure pulsations and

NOx emissions can be applied within a single burner or for a group of

burners in the combustor. The controller proposed by Bulat improves the

dynamic response of the combustor as it is built from two controllers: one

used to adjust the static fuel injection map, the second to adjust the fuel

distribution during fast transient operations.
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The possible remaining drawback of these controllers is that they depend

on empirical models or, as in Kokanovic et al., on the use of statistical

models like Gaussian processes. Physically based models are still needed

to improve the modeling accuracy and increase the controller performance.

The aforementioned control strategies rely on slow changes in the mixing

profile (frequency change of the order of magnitude of 0 Hz), and the mix-

ing profile should be adjusted in order to avoid zones of instabilities and

high NOx emissions. To decrease or suppress combustion instabilities for

one defined operating point and fuel distribution, the pulsating injection

of fuel at a frequency related to the instability was successfully applied by

many authors like Paschereit et al. [PGS00], Hatout et al. [HAG00], Cohen

at al. [CSP01] among others. As thermoacoustic instabilities lead in most

cases to an increase of NOx emissions, as they induce temporal oscillations

of the equivalence ratio, a stabilization generally leads to a reduction in

NOx emissions [CSP01] when lean mixtures are used. This active control

strategy was already implemented successfully in gas turbines [HWJ+99].

However, because of its increased costs, such strategy is generally a tran-

sitional solution until passive modifications (as Helmholtz dampers) allow

the unstable modes to be suppressed without active fuel modulation.

1.7 Objectives, methodology and outline of

the thesis

The main objective of the present work is to control the NOx emissions

and pressure pulsations in a lean premixed combustor. The control should

be achieved through adjustment of the fuel/air mixing profile inside the

burner. To achieve the main goal, an original approach is applied which

consists in gaining the most information from cold flow measurements pos-

sible for predicting the NOx emissions and thermoacoustic behavior of the

comsidered system. This new approach requires the completion of an ad-

ditional goal, which is the validity of the cold flow modeling approach. A

closed-loop control algorithm must then be developed to continuously ad-

just the fuel/air profile and stabilize the combustor, ensuring low NOx emis-

sions. Finally, the scalar mixing quality at the burner outlet must be im-

proved through passive or active methods.
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Figure 1.11 illustrates the methodology followed to characterize and model

the mixing of the investigated burner. The first step of the investigations is

performed with cold flow measurements in a water test rig. Both the mixing

quality as well as the residence time distribution are characterized in these

experiments with the help of a cold flow mixing model. The information

on the flame position is used first to estimate the mixture quality at the

flame location and then to derive the transfer function of the fuel/air ratio

fluctuations reaching the flame. The latter can be used to predict the

stability boundaries of the combustor.
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Figure 1.11: Strategy from cold to reacting flow to investigate, model
and control NOx emissions and pressure pulsations in a premixed com-
bustor

The previous objectives are successively reported in the present work as

illustrated in Fig. 1.12. The motivations as well as a literature review were

already presented in the present chapter. Chapter 2 relates the theoretical

background necessary for understanding of the basic physical mechanisms

(mixing quality and mixing transfer function, NOx emissions, acoustics and
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heat release). The description of turbulent flows, swirling flows and their

related coherent structures is provided. The basic equations describing the

mixing in simple burner models is then performed, with the focus oriented

on the passive scalar mixing. The practical realization of industrial mixers

as well as the relevant parameters which determine the mixing quality are

presented, followed by the equations used to transpose in the air the results

obtained in water. A discussion about the physical differences between

gaseous and aqueous mixing follows. The basics of combustion (laminar

and turbulent flames, flame regimes, NOx emissions formation pathways

and experimental model) are then explained. Finally, the relevant acoustic

equations are briefly described.

In Chapter 3, the basics of the fluorescence and chemiluminescence are

described, as both principles are used in the two test rigs considered. The

burner and its modified injectors as well as the water test rig and com-

bustion chamber are then described. The measurement techniques used in

both test rigs are then described. The thermoacoustic network model of

the combustion chamber is also presented.

Starting with a thermoacoustic analysis of the combustor which justifies the

use of the modified injection, Chapter 4 characterizes the standard injection

for the combustor and shows that the modified injection developed is suited

to control the pressure oscillations and NOx emissions. The flow field as

well as the passive scalar field of the burner are then shown to give an

overview of the main mechanisms present in the burner.

The validation of the methodology from cold flow to reacting flow is the

topic of Chapter 5. It is shown there that the flow field and dominant

turbulent length scales are very similar, even in the presence of combustion.

The chapter ends with an estimation of the combustion regime of one

operating point in the Borghi diagram.

The flow field similitude being ensured, Chapter 6 draws the quantitative

link between the cold flow mixture quality and the NOx emissions. An

estimation of the mixing quality at the flame is made possible when the

experimental mixing quality model is associated with the flame position in

the combustor. It is also shown that the chemiluminescence of the flame

is an appropriate and fast surrogate measurement of the NOx emissions.
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Chapter 7 deals first with the modeling of the temporal mixing response

(mixing transfer function MTF) of a staged fuel injection. A methodology

which illustrates how the MTF can be recorded from high-speed laser-

induced fluorescence is shown. A mixing network model is used to remove

the influence of the recirculation zone on the response recorded at the

burner outlet. A link between the cold flow MTF and the real flame transfer

function is drawn with the help of flame visualization.

In Chapter 8, an extremum-seeking controller is implemented to control

both the NOx emissions and the pressure pulsations of the combustor. An

extension of this controller with the knowledge gained from the cold flow

measurements is then proposed.

Finally, the last part of the thesis, Chapter 9, deals with the development

and testing of a new fuel injection concept to achieve better and faster

fuel/air homogenization. The effect of the fuel injection modification and

axial forcing on the mixing quality is reported. A promising self-oscillating

device, a fluidic, exhibits the potential to further improve the scalar mixing

quality in premixed burners.
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Figure 1.12: Schematic outline of the thesis
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Chapter 2

Technical background

2.1 Turbulent flows

2.1.1 Phenomenologies

In the late 19th century, Lord Reynolds performed the first visualization of

the turbulent flow regime, which differs strongly from laminar flow regime,

in a simple channel. In laminar configuration the fluid flows in parallel

layers without disruption between the layers; turbulent flows can be con-

sidered to be dominated by stochastic motion, which is the opposite of

determined laminar flows. In this particular case, the energy brought to

the fluid by the pressure gradient (necessary for bringing the fluid in move-

ment) is first converted into a convection energy, which outweights the

viscosity forces. A transfer of the kinetic energy in the mean velocity field

u(x) toward larege scale vortices (macro scale with integral length scale

Λxuu) takes place. These vortices break up into smaller vortices, and so on,

down to the smallest scale called the micro scale lk (or Kolmogorov scale),

beyond which the dissipation process takes place and converts the kinetic

energy in heat (Fig. 2.1).

Similar transfer mechanisms are valid for velocities or scalar properties

(such as temperature or concentration) of a fluid and such process occur

in all turbulent flows. The Reynolds number, ratio of dynamic to viscosity

forces, is used to distinguish laminar from turbulent flows. It is built from

a characteristic length D, a mean reference velocity U0 and the kinematic
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Figure 2.1: Energy transfer from the mean flow over the integral
length scale ΛT to the smallest length scale where molecular dissipation
occurs (Kolmogorov length scale lk) (from [Wäs08])

viscosity of the fluid ν. It reads

Re =
U0D

ν
. (2.1)

For example, the transition between laminar and turbulent flows takes

place typically in pipe flows for Reynolds numbers ofRe ∈
[
2.3× 103, 4× 103

]

and for most technical applications, a flow is considered to be turbulent

when Re > 4× 103, a value which is more than 10 times smaller than the

typical Reynolds number of today’s gas turbine combustors.

2.1.2 Statistical description of turbulent flows

In turbulent flows, the instantaneous velocity field u(x, t) (the bold no-

tation states for a three-dimensional vector field, x = (x, y, z) and u =

(ui, uj , uk) = (u, v, w)) can be split into the mean velocity field u(x, t)

and a random, stochastic part u′(x, t). This separation is called Reynolds

decomposition and reads

u(x, t) = u(x) + u′(x, t) , (2.2)

where (·) represents the temporal averaging operator, defined for statisti-

cally stationary turbulence as

u(x) = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

u(x, t) dt . (2.3)
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This results in the mean or expectation of the velocity field u(x, t). The

ensemble of the values taken by a random variable u from the velocity field

u(x, t) can be determined from a statistical analysis described by the so-

called probability density functions (PDF). A probability density function

of the variable u, f , is the derivative of the distribution function F (U),

which is the probability P of finding a value u < U :

F = P (u < U) , (2.4)

where U is a sample space variable of the random variable u. The PDF f

then simply reads

f(U) =
dF (U)

dU
. (2.5)

The probability of finding the value u within the entire range of possible

values is equal to unity and expressed as

∫ +∞

−∞
f(U) dU = 1 . (2.6)

From the PDF f , the temporal statistical moments of order n are calculated

according to the following expression

(u− u)
n

=

∫ +∞

−∞
(U − u)

n
f(U) dU . (2.7)

The first-order moment, with n = 1, is the averaged value, while the second-

order moment, with n = 2, is called the variance and further denoted as

σ2, square value of the standard deviation σ. The same notation is valid

when considering spatial variations. In this case, the temporal averaging

operator can be replaced by the spatial averaging operator 〈·〉.

If a finite number N of samples of a variable x are available, the average x

is defined as

x =
1

N

N∑

i=1

xi , (2.8)
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and the unbiased variance verifies

σ2
x =

1

N − 1

N∑

i=1

(xi − x)
2
. (2.9)

2.1.3 Length scales and energy cascade

2.1.3.1 Integral length scales

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, if turbulent flows are dominated by stochastic

motion, coherent structures are also generated by the flow. Hence, spatial

locations close enough to one another will not take values independent from

each other. Instead they will be correlated, and the degree of correlation

will vary depending on the spatial (dr) or temporal (dt) distance between

the points. Such correlation is described mathematically by a generalized

normalized correlation function (or correlation coefficient) Rij , which reads

Rij(x, t, dr, dt) =
u′i(x, t) · u′j(x+ dr, t+ dt)

√
u′2i (x, t)

√
u′2j (x+ dr, t+ dt)

, (2.10)

and verifies −1 < Rij < 1. Rij quantifies the degree of correlation between

the turbulent velocity component u′i measured at the coordinate x and at

the instant t with the turbulent velocity component u′j recorded at the

location x+ dr at the time t+ dt.

The integral macro scales of the flow are then obtained from the integration

of the auto-correlation coefficient Rii. The general definition reads

Λr,t
uiui(x, t) =

∫ ∞

0

Rii(x, t, dr, dt) dr dt . (2.11)

When spatial length scales are considered, the temporal displacement is set

to zero (dt = 0) and the macro length scale field in the direction defined

by the vector r, Λr
uiui(x) is calculated. If planar spatial measurements

are considered, with two velocity components recorded in two dimensions

of the space, up to 4 integral length scales can be defined at each loca-

tion: Λxuiui(x), with i = 1, 2, are the longitudinal length scales if x is the
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main flow direction. Λyuiui(x), with i = 1, 2, are the transversal length

scales. Otherwise, up to 9 typical length scales can be built into a three-

dimensional flow. Similarly, the integral time scale Λtui,ui can be calculated

from Eq. 2.10 when setting the displacement to zero (dr = 0).

With the Taylor hypothesis of frozen 2D turbulence, completed with the

results of Wygnanski and Fielder, the link between Λxuiui and Λtuiui is

drawn with the mean convective velocity ui:

Λxuiui = uiΛ
t
uiui . (2.12)

This means that from a pointwise measurement system with high temporal

resolution, which allows Λtuiui to be calculated, the spatial length scale is

obtained by multiplying the latter with the averaged and local convective

velocity ui. Unfortunately, this expression is generally not valid for complex

three-dimensional and non-homogeneous turbulent flows, as the validity

condition, which states that the velocity fluctuations are much lower than

the mean flow velocity (u′/u << 1), is generally broken.

2.1.3.2 Micro-length scales

The Taylor micro-scale is constructed from the Taylor expansion at the

origin of the correlation function. The Taylor micro-scale is only an inter-

mediate length scale between the integral and dissipation length scales and

reads

λu =

(
2u′2

〈
(
∂u′

∂x

)2〉

)0.5

. (2.13)

In literature, the longitudinal Taylor micro-scale is often written as λf and

the transversal Taylor micro-scale, as λg.

2.1.3.3 Dissipation length scales

The energy contained in the macro structures of the flow is transfered to

smaller scales and so on, down to the smallest scales where the energy dis-

sipates. The question of how this transfer takes place and down to which

length scale has been answered using the theory of Kolmogorov [Kol41].

Three major hypotheses describe the (universal) behavior of turbulent
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flows. From these hypotheses it is proved that for sufficiently high Reynolds

numbers, the small-scale turbulent motion (l << Λxuu) is statistically

isotropic. In other words, for eddies of the size smaller than the inte-

gral length scales of the flow (typically l < 1
6Λxuu, [Pop00]), the directional

information is lost and from here, the universal behavior of turbulent flows

begins. This range is known as the universal equilibrium range. The param-

eters characterizing this domain are the transfer of energy, which, because

of a statistical equilibrium, is equal to the dissipation rate ε, and the viscous

dissipation, described by the kinematic viscosity ν. These two parameters

allow the building of the characteristic length lk, velocity uk, and time τk
scales, called the Kolomogorov scales. They are respectively equal to

lk =

(
ν3

ε

)1/4

, (2.14)

uk = (νε)
1/4

, and (2.15)

τk =
(ν
ε

)1/2

. (2.16)

The Kolmogorov length scales describe the smallest eddies existing in the

flow, beyond which only molecular dissipation occurs. However, the dis-

sipation process does not start at the length scale lk but at higher length

scales (l > 60lk [Pop00]), with a maximum close to the Taylor length scale

λg. The Reynolds number Rek at these Kolmogorov scales verifies

Rek =
uklk
ν

= 1 . (2.17)

The part of the kinetic energy contained in the flow at the different wave

numbers k = 2π/l is described by the turbulent kinetic energy spectrum

E(κ), which verifies

kl1,l2 =

∫ l2

l1

E (κ) d κ , (2.18)

where kl1,l2 is the turbulent kinetic energy contained in the wavelength

range [l1, l2]. Furthermore, it can be shown that the dissipation within
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2.1 Turbulent flows

Figure 2.2: Turbulent kinetic energy spectrum E(k) and dissipation
spectrum k2E(k) of an isotrop turbulence with high Reynolds number
Re. (From [BCB03])

that range verifies

εl1,l2 =

∫ l2

l1

2νκ2E (κ) d κ . (2.19)

For small wave numbers (i.e., large length scales close to Λxuu), the dissipa-

tion is, therefore, much smaller than the turbulent kinetic energy. Further-

more, for sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, the range of the macro scales

is much higher than the dissipation scales, so that a range exists where the

viscosity merely influences the transfer process of energy from the large to

the small scales. This transfer only depends on the dissipation rate and

the energy spectrum verifies

E(k) ≈ CKε2/3k−5/3 , (2.20)

which is also called the Kolmogorov − 5
3 spectrum. CK is the Kolmogorov

constant. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, where the energy and

dissipation spectra are presented.

An estimation of the dissipation rate ε can be obtained when looking at the

energy of the large scales which must dissipate after the cascade process.

The kinetic energy contained in these macro scales will solely depend on

the turbulent velocity u′Λx associated to the macro scale Λx (simplified
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notation of Λxuu), and so for the dissipation rate ε, which scales as

ε ∝ u′3Λx
Λx

. (2.21)

It is now interesting to compare the scales of two different fluids (water,

index w and air, index a) used for investigations on one similar geometry

(scaling ratio Λxa/Λ
x
w). If Reynolds number similitude is ensured, the av-

erage Reynolds numbers between the two fluids are identical. This is also

true for the turbulent Reynolds number, defined as

Ret =
u′ΛxΛx

ν
. (2.22)

Hence, from the identity Ret,a = Ret,w, one can write

u′Λx,aΛxa
νa

=
u′Λx,wΛxw

νw
. (2.23)

In the same way, assuming that the proportionality factor in Eq. 2.21 is

independent of the medium for geometrically similar setup, one also obtains

εaΛxa
u′3Λx,a

=
εwΛxw
u′3Λx,w

. (2.24)

Then, using Eq. 2.23 with Eq. 2.24 into Eq. 2.14 leads to the relationship

between the Kolmogorov micro scales lk,a and lk,w

lk,a = lk,w

(
Λxa
Λxw

)0.5

, (2.25)

which verifies that lk,a = lk,w if the systems are geometrically identical

(Λxa = Λxw). Hence, if the Reynolds similitude is conserved between two

fluids used to investigate one setup, both the turbulent macro and micro

scales are identical. This is a very practical consequence of the similarity

theorem, also called Buckingham π-theorem.

This property is unfortunately not true for passive scalars (like concentra-

tion, temperature, etc.) added to the flow. In this case, the properties

of the fluid, in particular the coefficient of diffusivity of a specie A in the
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2.1 Turbulent flows

medium B, ΓAB , play an important role and vary greatly between the flu-

ids considered. The scale at which the molecular diffusion takes place is

called the Batchelor scale, and is defined as

lb =

(
νΓ2

AB

ε

)1/4

. (2.26)

It should be noted that in the case of the mixing of scalar fluid properties,

the role of the diffusivity ΓAB is similar to the role of the viscosity ν, which

is responsible for the transfer (or diffusivity) of momentum within the fluid.

Therefore, a dimensionless number, the Schmidt number, can be written

as

Sc =
ν

ΓAB
(2.27)

and Eq. 2.26 can be recast as

lb = lk/Sc
0.5 . (2.28)

For air flows, the Schmidt number verifies Sc ≈ 1 while in aqueous solu-

tions, typical Schmidt numbers are of the order Sc ≈ 103. This means that

the Batchelor scale is approximately equal to the Kolomogorov dissipation

scale in the air, while in water it is approximately 30 times smaller.

To summarize this part, the typical length scales of the system considered

(Re ≈ 4 × 104) are listed hereafter; details about the calculation can be

found in Sec. 2.6 and Sec. 5:

Λxuu in m lk in m lb in m τk in s

water 1× 10−2 3× 10−5 3.3× 10−7 1× 10−3

air 1× 10−2 3× 10−5 3× 10−5 3× 10−5

Table 2.1: Typical length and time scales of the flow field of the
investigated burner for Re ≈ 4×104, preheated air temperature Tpre =
423 K

Table 2.1 reveals that the spatial resolution needed to resolve the Batchelor

length scale in water is much higher than that in the air. The spatial scale

of molecular mixing in water can only be resolved if a spatial resolution of
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6.7×106 m−1 is achieved, which means that a camera with a standard res-

olution of 1000×1000 px2 should be focused on a section of 0.15×0.15 mm2

at most (!). This resolution constraint is approximately 30 times lower in

the air.

However, the part of the micro scale scalar fluctuations in the the total

unmixednes can be considered as negligible and does not need to be re-

solved in water. Indeed, similar to the velocity fluctuations, a spectrum of

the turbulent scalar fluctuations φ′2 can be measured, and a similar trans-

fer of the fluctuating “energy” from the macro scales to the micro scales

occurs, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The total quality of the mixture can be

expressed, as shown by Baldyga [Bal89], as the sum of the mixing qual-

ities (or concentration variances) of the inertial-convective range (length

scales higher then lk), the viscous-convective range (length scales between

lk and lb), and viscous-diffusive range (length scales smaller than lb). The

relative part of the viscous-diffusive unmixedness in the total unmixedness

of the mixture remains marginal so that only the inertial-convective and

viscous-convective ranges can be considered.

lk lBΛφ
log(lφ)

Sc=1 Sc>>1

log(Eφ(lφ))

3

-5

1
-1

inertial-convective
subrange

viscous-convective
subrange

viscous-diffusive
subrange

Figure 2.3: Spectrum of concentration variance in aqueous (solid) or
gaseous (dashed) flows. From Baldyga and Bourne [BB99].

Furthermore, a macromixed system in water is not necessarily mixed at the

molecular scale, i.e. micromixed; this is not the case in gaseous flows, as a

consequence of the strong diffusivity. Hence, it is adequate to resolve the
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2.2 Swirling flows

inertial-convective subrange only when aqueous investigations are used to

predict the mixing behavior of gaseous systems. This also means that the

measurement system should resolve the whole cross section of the mixing

channel to capture the large scale spatial inhomogeneities. In the present

work, the optical measurement system has a spatial resolution of 104 px/m,

giving a lowest resolved scale of 2 × 10−4 m, which is one order of magni-

tude higher than the Kolomogorov length scale lk.

2.2 Swirling flows

In premixed combustion, flows with a high degree of swirl are typically used

as hydrodynamic flame holders. The high degree of swirl in combination

with a sudden area expansion generates a vortex breakdown, which then

creates two recirculation zones. Between the recirculation zones and the

main jet, i.e., in the shear layers of the flow, the velocities are sufficiently

low to be on the order of magnitude of the turbulent flame velocity so that

the flame can stabilize. This principle is used in the current setup and the

following section presents the main flow field as well as dominant features

of the flow at the outlet of the burner.

2.2.1 The burner and mean flow field

The burner used is an industrial standard swirl-inducing premixed burner,

whose principle is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Two half-cones are radially shifted

with respect to each other, creating two slots through which the air flows

tangentially into the burner. The fuel, generally natural gas, as used in the

present work, is injected into crossflow at the entrance of the inlet slots.

The fuel then mixes with air inside the burner before reaching the flame,

which can stabilize at the inner and outer shear layers. A complete descrip-

tion of the burner under running conditions can be found in Doebbeling et

al.[DKP+94] or Sattelmayer et al.[SFH+92] .

Particle image velocimetry measurements (PIV) allow for characterization

of the velocity field at the burner outlet. The axial mean velocity field is

illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for the axial planes (xy) and (xz), the plane (xz)

being defined by the inlet slots of the burner. The typical shape of a
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Figure 2.4: Principle of the swirl-inducing burner used in the present
work [SFH+92]

conical-like jet flow surrounded by an internal recirculation zone (IRZ)

and an external recirculation zone (ERZ) is recognizable. Moreover, the

velocity field is not rotationnally symmetric, as the shape of the depicted

iso-velocity lines vary between the two measurement planes. These results

are important regarding the measurement of the fuel/air ratio at the burner

outlet.

2.2.2 Swirl number

Swirling flows are characterized by the so-called swirl number S, which is

a measure of the swirl intensity. The common definition of this number is

based on the ratio of angular momentum flux İθ to axial momentum flux

İx, as used by Gupta [GL85] or more recently Fritz [Fri03] and Kiesewet-

ter [Kie05]. The general expression of S then reads

S =
İθ

Rİx
=

1
T

∫ T
0

∫ R
0

∫ 2π

0
ρuxuθr

2 drdθdt

R 1
T

∫ T
0

∫ R
0

∫ 2π

0
(p(r, θ)− p∞ + ρu2

x) r drdθdt
, (2.29)

where R is the characteristic radius used to make the ratio of the momen-

tum fluxes dimensionless, p the static pressure, and p∞ the pressure of

the fluid at r → ∞. Here, the velocity is expressed in cylindrical coordi-

nates (u = (u, ur, uθ), axial, radial and azimuthal velocities). Splitting the

instantaneous velocities into their mean and oscillating components and
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2.2 Swirling flows

Figure 2.5: Contour plot of the axial velocity in m/s in the (xy)
(left) and (xz) (right) measurement planes. Combustion chamber with
d=200 mm, U0 = 0.5 m/s. IRZ: Internal recirculation zone, ERZ: Ex-
ternal recirculation zone.

averaging over time leads to the simplified definition

S1 =

∫ R
0

∫ 2π

0
ρ
(
uxuθ + u′xu

′
θ

)
r2 drdθ

R
∫ R

0

∫ 2π

0

(
p(r, θ)− p∞ + ρ

(
u2
x + u′2x

))
r drdθ

. (2.30)

As the pressure term is experimentally difficult to measure, a second def-

inition of the swirl number, S2 can be built without the pressure term of

Eq. 2.30. The normal and shear strain rates are also often neglected when

compared to the values of the mean flow field [Fri03], so that if axisymmetry

of the flow is assumed, a third simplified definition appears:

S3 =

∫ R
0
ρux · uθr2 dr

R
∫ R

0
ρux

2r dr
(2.31)

It is interesting to compare the three swirl number definitions on the present

burner. The pressure term is first approximate from the radial pressure
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equation, which reads

p(R, θ)− p∞ =

∫ R

R=∞
ρ
uθ

2

r
dr , (2.32)

where p∞ is the pressure of the fluid at rest. Figure 2.6 shows the evolution

of the three swirl numbers depending on the reference radius R. The

azimuthal and axial velocities are measured with laser Doppler anemometry

(LDA) performed in the measurement plane (xy) (perpendicular to the

slots) at an axial location x=D/4=20.5 mm above the burner outlet for

the 200 mm combustion chamber. It is clear that the different definitions

induce considerable differences in the swirl numbers calculated (S2=0.32 to

S1=0.68 for R = 50 mm). This characteristic number is thus, dependent

on both the swirl number definition as well as on the radius taken as

reference. For a radius verifying R ≥ 50 mm, the swirl number remains

either steady or presents a local minimum. Thus, this radius was chosen

as the reference radius for swirl number calculations. Figure 2.7 compares

the weight of the different swirl number definition terms depending on the

radius of integration. It shows that the pressure term is more important

than the normal and strain rates in the present case and should not be

neglected. Thus, a swirl number of S1 = 0.68 for the enclosed configuration

was retained, confirming that a flow with strong swirling motion is used.
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2.2 Swirling flows

2.2.3 Coherent structures

The generation mechanisms of coherent structures in strong swirling flows

was reviewed by Syred [Syr06]. In the typical flow field of premixed com-

bustors, at least two different structures associated with each other are

generally present: first, a so-called precessing vortex core (PVC) is gener-

ated close to the stagnation point of the internal recirculation zone. This

vortex precesses around the flow axis as illustrated in Fig. 2.8, and so does

the region of reverse flow. The direction of precession is strongly sensitive

to the swirl number. This precessing motion initiates a helical secondary

vortex which spreads radially and travels downstream of the flow. The

winding of the helical structure, obtained when looking at a temporally

frozen structure, is in most uncontrolled cases opposite to the precessing

motion.

Coats [Coa96] discussed the general interaction between coherent structures

and combustion. In the case of such a three-dimensional coherent struc-

ture, he points out that the effect of combustion on the structure depends

strongly on the manner of introduction of the fuel. If a diffusion-like flame

is used, the combustion will damp the helical structure, while if an almost

perfectly premixed flame is used, the combustion may tend to increase the

amplitude and rotation frequency. As such coherent structures are able to

induce heat release fluctuations which may trigger combustion instabilities,

they must be considered and their mechanisms understood.

Such coherent structures induce strong periodical velocity oscillations and

the explicit formulation of these periodical oscillations with the so-called

triple decomposition (Reynolds and Hussain [HR70]) is more appropriate

in such cases

u(x, t) = u(x) + ũ(x, t) + u′′(x, t) , (2.33)

with ũ describing the coherent flow motion and u′′(x, t), the non-coherent

fluctuating motion.

Regarding the burner used in this work, the cold coherent structures were

investigated by Paschereit et al. [PGW99] in a water test rig with help

of planar LIF and LDA velocity measurements. Flame visualization per-

formed in reacting flows helped to visualize the interaction of the structure
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Figure 2.8: Cross-section of a swirling flow showing the precessing
vortex core location relative to the rotation axis. The external arrow
indicate the precessing motion of the three indicated regions. The
direction of swirl may occur in both directions depending on the swirl
number

with the combustion zone. The typical helical structure could be evidenced

and will be fully characterized in the present work with high-speed mea-

surement techniques.

2.3 Equations of turbulent flows

2.3.1 General equations

The motion of turbulent flows is described by the Navier-Stokes equations.

The continuity equation reads

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 , (2.34)

where ρ is the fluid density. For simplification u = u (x, t) is used in the

following. The conservation of momentum reads

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ · τ + ρg . (2.35)

The terms on the left-hand side of Eq. 2.34 and Eq. 2.35 represent the

local rate of change and the convective term. On the right-hand side,
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the pressure gradient is found. The term ∇ · τ represents the molecular

transport due to viscosity and the term ρg describes the volume forces

acting on the flow (such as the forces due to buoyancy, neglected in the

present work and in the following equations). τ is the viscous stress tensor

which, for a newtonian fluid, is

τ = µ

[
2S − 2

3
δ∇ · u

]
, (2.36)

and is built from the rate of strain tensor S

S =
1

2

[
∇u+∇uT

]
(2.37)

and the rate of expansion tensor δ∇·u. If incompressible flows are consid-

ered, the latter parameter is zero and, assuming that ρ and the dynamic

viscosity µ are uniform, the momentum equation simplifies to

Du

Dt
= −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u , (2.38)

where D is the substantial derivative in conservative form

D

Dt
≡ ∂

∂t
+∇ · u . (2.39)

If the instantaneous velocity field is decomposed, as in Eq. 2.33, and used

in Eq. 2.35, then one can show that, after time averaging the equation and

using the property of incompressibility, Eq. 2.35 reads

D̄u

D̄t
= −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u−∇ ·

[
ũũ+ u′′u′′ + u′′ũ+ u′′ũ

T
]
, (2.40)

where the operator D̄
D̄t

is the mean substantial derivative defined as

D̄u

D̄t
≡ ∂

∂t
+ u · ∇ . (2.41)
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Considering the fact that the turbulent fluctuations are uncorrelated with

the coherent motion, Eq. 2.40 simplifies to

D̄u

D̄t
= −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u−∇ ·

[
ũũ+ u′′u′′

]
. (2.42)

The last term on the right-hand side (u′′u′′) characterizes the so-called

Reynolds stress tensor, which appears alone in this equation if the co-

herent motion is not explicitly split from turbulent fluctuations. If the

distinction is made, then a coherent Reynolds stress term (ũũ) is added to

the turbulent and conventional Reynolds stress term.

2.3.2 Scalar transport

Similar to the conservation of momentum, an equation of reacting scalar

conservation can be formulated and reads

ρ
∂Zi
∂t

+ ρu · ∇Zi = −∇ · (−ρΓi∇Zi) + ωi , (2.43)

where Zi is the mass fraction for the chemical species i, Γi is the binary

diffusion coefficient of the species i building the (simplified !) diffusive

flux term ρΓi∇Zi, and ωi is the chemical source term. This formulation

is useful when the kinetics of the reacting process should be taken into

account.

If one then considers the evolution of a passive scalar φ (x, t) in an incom-

pressible flow, Eq. 2.43 simplifies to

Dφ

Dt
= Γ∇2φ . (2.44)

Using again the triple decomposition of the passive scalar, one obtains an

expression similar to Eq. 2.42, which reads

D̄φ

D̄t
= ∇ ·

(
Γ∇φ− ũφ̃− u′′φ′′

)
= ∇ ·

(
Γ∇φ− u′φ′

)
. (2.45)

In this equation, it appears that the coherent turbulent transport term

plays a similar role in the turbulent diffusion of the scalar φ to that for the
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diffusion of coherent turbulent Reynolds stress. The closure of Eq. 2.42 and

Eq. 2.45 depends on the description of the coherent and turbulent fluxes.

A well-known solution is to use the gradient-diffusion hypothesis, which

reads for the turbulent diffusivity

u′φ′ = −Γt∇φ . (2.46)

The effective diffusivity Γeff is then defined as the sum of the molecular

and turbulent (and coherent) diffusivities and Eq. 2.45 becomes

D̄φ

D̄t
= Γeff∇ · ∇φ . (2.47)

2.3.3 Scalar variance evolution

Regarding the mixing process, the evolution of the mixture PDF over the

mixing path is generally of interest. This can be simplified in modeling the

evolution of the scalar variance φ′2, which characterizes the level of fluctu-

ations, similar to the turbulent kinetic energy. Its conservation equation,

assuming incompressible flow, can be written as (see also Pope [Pop00])

D̄φ′2

D̄t
+∇ · Tφ = Pφ − εφ , (2.48)

where Pφ is the scalar-variance production

Pφ = −2u′φ′ · ∇φ , (2.49)

and εφ is the scalar dissipation

εφ = 2Γ∇φ′ · ∇φ′ . (2.50)

Tφ characterizes the flux of scalar variance as

Tφ = u′φ′2 − Γ∇φ′2 . (2.51)

Equation 2.48 can be further simplified as shown by Syed et al. [SRM07]. If

one assumes first that at high Reynolds numbers, the molecular diffusion
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term Γ∇φ′2 can be neglected. Then, if similar closure assumptions to the

eddy viscosity model k − ε are used, Eq. 2.48 reduces to

D̄φ′2

D̄t
= ∇ ·

(
νt
σk
∇φ′2

)
+ 2

νt
σk

(
∇φ
)2 − cg2

ε

k
φ′2 , (2.52)

where σk and cg2 are constants. The previous equation shows how the

evolution of the scalar variance is also determined by the mean scalar pro-

file φ. Over the mixing path, two things must be known: How can the

variance be expressed as a function of the mean scalar profile? How does

this variance evolve over the mixing length? To answer the first question,

a balance at one axial location can be considered. For this, the temporal

variation as well as the transport terms can be neglected compared to the

production and dissipation terms and Eq. 2.52 can be simplified to

φ′2 = A1Λx
(
∇φ
)2
. (2.53)

The variance of the scalar is, thus, proportional to the squared spatial

gradient of φ at each location in the combustor. This is especially true

regarding the initial variance at the location of the fuel injection, φ
′2
init,

which will depend on the spatial fuel split
(
∇φ
)
init

.

The response to the second question, which deals with the evolution of

the scalar variance along the mixing length, is obtained when a balance

between the convective transport and the production term is built. A one-

dimensional system is considered and the infinitesimal balance reads

ux
dφ′2

dx
= −cg2

ε

k
φ′2 . (2.54)

This expression, assuming that the terms ux, ε, k remain unchanged along

the mixing path, leads to the equation

φ′2(x)

φ′2init
= e−A2/Dbx . (2.55)

The decay of the mixture variance within the burner therefore follows an

exponential function, and its absolute value depends on the initial mixture
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variance. The previous equations can be used to model the mixing quality

evolution within the premixed combustor.

2.3.4 Response to temporal fluctuations (Mixing Trans-

fer Function)

If the flow field in the swirl-inducing burner can be analytically described

[FPB03, KST91], this description may vary if modifications are preformed

in the geometry of the combustor. However, even if the flow field is

strongly three-dimensional, a one-dimensional approach reveals some im-

portant characteristics of the response of the flow to axisymmetric pertur-

bation, as is the case when combustion instabilities occur. Assuming a

one-dimensional transport of a passive scalar φ, Eq. 2.47 can be recast as

∂φ

∂t
+ U0

∂φ

∂x
− Γt

∂2φ

∂x2
= 0 , (2.56)

U0 being the mean bulk velocity inside the burner and Γt being the tur-

bulent diffusion coefficient, the molecular diffusion coefficient Γ being ne-

glected.

Made dimensionless with the (turbulent) Péclet number Pe = U0L/Γt, the

normalized scalar φ∗ ∈ [0, 1], the time t∗ = tU0/L and the axial coordinate

x∗ = x/L, Eq. 2.56 reads

∂φ∗

∂t∗
+
∂φ∗

∂x∗
− 1

Pe

∂2φ∗

∂x∗2
= 0 . (2.57)

The Fourier transformation of Eq. 2.57 for harmonic perturbations,

F(φ∗′(x∗, t∗)) = φ̂∗(x∗, iSt) , (2.58)

can be used to obtain the burner mixing transfer function (MTF) between

the burner inlet (x∗ = 0) and outlet (x∗ = 1). St = fL/U0 = fτref is

the axial Strouhal number of the burner. The Fourier transformation of a
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function f is defined here as

F (f(t)) = f̂ (ω) =

∫ +∞

−∞
f(t)e−iωtd t . (2.59)

With the harmonic boundary condition φ̂(0, iSt) = exp(iSt), the only so-

lution which does not diverge for St→∞ is

φ̂(x∗, iSt) = φ̂(0, iSt) exp

(
x∗
Pe

2

(
1−

√
1 + 8πiStPe−1

))
, (2.60)

and the mixing transfer function between x∗ = 0 and x∗ = 1 reads

MTF (iSt) = exp

(
Pe

2

(
1−

√
1 + 8πiStPe−1

))
. (2.61)

For comparison, the transfer function of the widely used well stirred reactor

(WSR) was also calculated and reads

MTFWSR(iSt) =
1

1 + 2πiSt
. (2.62)
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Figure 2.9: Amplitude (left) and phase (right) of the mixing transfer
function (MTF) depending on the axial Strouhal number for differ-
ent Péclet numbers. For comparison, the response of the well-stirred
reactor (WSR) is depicted.
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2.3 Equations of turbulent flows

The amplitudes and phase plots of the mixing transfer function for different

turbulent Péclet numbers are presented in Fig. 2.9. The results presented

here can be also found in Chishty [CY08]. The general response of the

premixer is that of a low-pass filter, with a cut-off frequency dependent on

the Péclet number. Two extremal cases exist: if Pe → 0, the convection

is negligible and the diffusion of a perturbation at the inlet is transmitted

immediately through the entire reactor. The response at the outlet gets

closer to a dirac response without any mean convective time delay. The am-

plitude is, thus, maximized over the entire frequency range and the phase

equals zero. If, on the contrary, Pe → ∞, the convection dominates the

mixing process. Here, the perturbations are convected almost unchanged

toward the exit with a single time lag equal to the bulk residence time of

the burner and the amplitude of the transfer function is also close to unity.

Péclet numbers of Pe ∈ [5, 40] are typical for premixed swirl-inducing

burners of gas turbines. For these values, the response for normalized fre-

quencies higher than St = 1.5 is strongly dampened (|MTF | < 0.2) while

it verifies |MTF | > 0.5 for St < 0.5. As typical residence times from the

fuel injection down to the flame range from 5 to 10 ms, if concentration

fluctuations are generated at the burner inlet, they will be strongly damp-

ened at the burner outlet for f > 200 − 100 Hz. While this mechanism

may not prevent the occurrence of combustion instabilities, it may limit

the amplitude of limit-cycle oscillations.

When these transfer functions are converted back into an impulse response,

the RTD is obtained and two integral values, the mean residence time τ∗

and the standard deviation σ(τ∗), can be calculated, as in Eq. 2.7. These

properties are presented depending on the Pe number in Fig. 2.10. The

value of the peak in the time delays, the most probable delay τ∗max, is

displayed as well. When Pe→ 0, the mean residence time decreases, while

for Pe > 1, the mean convective time delay is constant and equal to unity.

For Pe < 100, the peak of the most probable time delay is lower than the

mean time delay. This is due to the tailing effect of the transition zone for

moderate Pe numbers where the diffusion is not completely outperformed

by the convective motion. The standard deviation of the RTD reaches a

maximum for Pe ∈ [0.1, 1] and decreases for lower or higher Pe-values,
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Chapter 2 Technical background

which is consistent with the fact that the response at the outlet is close to

a dirac response for Pe→ 0 and Pe→ +∞.
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Figure 2.10: Evolution of the mean residence time τ∗, residence time
at which the RTD presents a maximum τ∗max and standard deviation
of the residence time σ (τ∗)

2.4 Jet in crossflow mixing

The previous section depicts the theoretical background necessary to de-

scribe the general behavior of spatial and temporal variations of the mix-

ture quality in a premixed combustor. In the following, an analysis of the

relevant factor for a technical mixer is presented. As shown in Fig. 2.4, a

row of jets is used to inject the fuel upstream of the burner inlet slots. This

injection is a typical jet in crossflow configuration which ensures appropri-

ate mixing quality of the fuel/air mixture at the flame location.

Before looking at the effect of an array of jets, the mixing of one single jet

must be considered. Such a configuration has been extensively investigated

for more than 50 years and is still the subject of numerous research pro-

grams. The prediction of the jet trajectory, concentration decay, etc., are

relevant topics for numerous industrial applications, such as mixing, cool-

ing or pollutant dispersion. However, as remarked by Niederhaus [NCJ97],
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2.4 Jet in crossflow mixing

“...the vast majority of the published work [on transverse jets] has focused

on issues concerning the velocity field. Remarkably, there is a scarcity of

research directed toward scalar transport or mixing, even though the ma-

jority of applications require knowledge of the transport of either mass or

heat”.

The first remarkable works dealing with the passive scalar mixing of jets

in crossflow were made first by Holdeman [HW77] and then by Liscin-

sky [LTH95a, LTH95b]. Since then, some experimental and numerical

investigations have been progressively closing the gap. Smith and Mun-

gal [SM98], for example, conducted an extensive study on the scalar mixing

characteristics of an air jet in crossflow. They investigated the jet struc-

ture, characteristic regions, and the decay of the concentration along the

mixing path. Lee and Chu [LC03] used a Lagrangian integral approach to

describe the mixing of buoyant and non-buoyant plumes and jets. Muppidi

et Mahesh [MM05] performed DNS simulation of a jet in crossflow with an

explicit definition of the upstream boundary layer of the crossflow. They

identified that the jet trajectory is strongly dependent on the boundary

layer thickness and these results were experimentally confirmed and com-

pleted by Gutmark et al. [GIM08]. In the following, the main features of a

jet in crossflow are briefly described.

2.4.1 Jet mixing regions and structures

With slight differences, the literature reports two mixing regions regarding

jets (inclined or non-inclined) in crossflow as illustrated in Fig. 2.11: a jet

momentum dominated near field (MDNF), where the trajectory of the jet

is marginally affected by the surrounding flow, and a main flow momen-

tum dominated far field (MDFF), where the velocity of the jet narrows

the velocity of the surrounding fluid. This description corresponds to the

notation of Lee and Chu [LC03], who also introduced the length scale Lmv
to separate the two zones:

Lmv =

√
Mv0

Ua
. (2.63)
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Mv0 = u2
j sin(θj)πd

2
j/4 is the vertical (kinematic) momentum flux of the jet

at y = 0, and Ua, the bulk velocity of the main flow. For the momentum-

dominated near field the jet penetration y verifies y/Lmv ≤ 1, and for the

momentum-dominated far field, y/Lmv > 11. In a similar way, they define

an integral length scale for a jet in co-flow

l∗m =

√
Mj0

Ua
, (2.64)

with Mj0 = uj(uj − Ua)πd2
j/4, which is the excess momentum flux of the

jet. They then define a strong jet (MDNF) when the relation x/l∗m ≤
10 is valid, which means also that the excess velocity of the jet remains

70% higher than the entrainment velocity. According to typical injection

mass flows of the burner used in the present work, this means that the

jet would still be considered as strong after x = 48 mm (uj = 250 m/s,

Ua = 30 m/s, dj = 0.7 mm). Hence, configurations with a low injection

angle, or angles directed toward the exit plane of the burner are susceptible

to generate a large decrease in the convective time delays of fuel. However,

at the same time, a decrease of the convective time delays may reduce the

mixing quality recorded at the burner outlet, as shown by Norster [Nor64]

for simple jet configurations, so that an optimum regarding the mixing

quality and the impact on convective time delays must be found.

x

y

MDNF MDFF

jet centerline

Figure 2.11: Jet mix-
ing regions, from Lee and
Chu [LC03]

data from different experiments showed a power law trend,
both A and m were found to depend on the particular experi-
ment. Keffer and Baines5 proposed the parameter r2d to col-
lapse trajectories for r=6, 8, and 10. A different length scal-
ing parameter has recently been proposed by Muppidi and
Mahesh6 which incorporated an empirical penetration length
that was aimed at representing the effects of the cross flow
boundary layer thickness and the initial profile of the jet.
Their computations were carried out for r=1.5 and 5.7 and
showed improved scaling of the jet trajectories. One of the
goals of the current work was to develop a scaling law that
will be based on the incoming boundary layer and jet veloc-
ity profiles. This relation was found to provide better col-
lapse of jet trajectories that were measured in several differ-
ent facilities. The current paper does not discuss scaling
issues that arise from jet temperature or concentration ef-
fects.

The turbulent flow of JICF is dominated by four differ-
ent large scale structures �Fig. 1�: �a� Horseshoe vortices7–9

that form on the upstream surface of the jet and wrap around
the jet column, �b� jet shear layer vortices7 that form at the
windward interface between the jet and the cross flow, �c�
wake vortices9 that form on the leeside of the jet and persist
far downstream, and �d� counter-rotating vortex pair10 �CVP�
that are formed in the jet after it was turned by the cross
stream.

The horseshoe vortex system is a result of the interaction
between the wall boundary layer and the transverse jet.7–9

The adverse pressure gradient formed at the injection wall
forces the wall boundary layer to separate and form this vor-
tex. This vortex system is convected and stretched around the
jet periphery. It is analogous to the vortex system formed
when an approaching boundary layer interacts with a cylin-
der mounted on a wall.10 The horseshoe vortex system has
oscillating modes that correlate with the periodic motions of
the upright wake vortices.

The upright wake vortices have been identified in the
wake region by Fric and Roshko.7 The boundary layer of the
cross flow has been observed to provide the main source of
vorticity to the wake vortices. They identified separation
events where the wall boundary layer forms vortices which
attach themselves to the leeside of the jet and eventually
form the wake vortex system. This finding is called an up-

right wake vortex system since one end of the vortex string is
connected to the jet and is convected with the jet trajectory,
whereas the other end stays close to the wall.

The CVP is the dominant structure in the far field region
of the jet cross section,2 but it is initiated in the near field.3,11

Knowledge of the origin and growth of the CVP is critical to
the control of vorticity generation and evolution which are
primary factors in the mixing of a transverse jet with the
cross flow. It has been proposed that the fold and rollup of
the jet shear layer near the jet exit contribute to the formation
of the CVP.9 Also, tilting and folding of the vortical struc-
tures contribute to the vorticity in the far field which causes,
on a time-average basis, the formation of the counter-rotating
vortical structures.

The current study also aims at relating the different flow
structures observed in the near field of circular and noncir-
cular jets in cross flow to the evolution of the jet flow field,
the jet penetration into the free stream and jet spread and
mixing with the free stream.

Particle imaging velocimetry �PIV� has been used re-
cently to study the flowfield of a JICF. Hasselbrink and
Mungal12 developed algebraic scaling laws for high blowing
ratio transverse turbulent jets. They also performed PIV and
OH imaging in transverse jets and jet flames.13 They showed
that their scaling laws provided a reasonable agreement for
the mean and rms profiles at r=10 and 21 and predicted well
published data on concentration and velocity trajectories.
They also observed that in cold flow tests, the majority of the
cross-stream flow was entrained into the jet rather than being
diverted around it. Both the cold and reacting tests center
streamline followed a power law trajectory with the combus-
tion cases showing a slightly higher penetration due to a
lower entrainment coefficient. Su and Mungal14 used simul-
taneous planar laser induced fluorescence �LIF� and PIV to
investigate an incompressible jet in subsonic cross flow.
They identified that both the scalar and velocity fields
showed a strong similarity in growth rates and centerline
decay rates when scaled by the jet centerline coordinate.
Their velocity field indicates a jetlike scaling in the near field
and a wakelike scaling in the far field.

Haven and Kurosaka15,16 used LIF and PIV to study the
effect on jet exit geometry on the near field characteristics of
cross flow jets in a water tunnel. They tracked the circumfer-
ential vorticity to identify its contribution to the nascent
streamwise vortices which evolve eventually into kidney
vortices downstream. They were able to distinctly identify
vorticity contribution from the sidewall, leading and trailing
edge for rectangular and square jets. They observed the
double-decked structures of streamwise vortices and related
them to the vorticity generated along the jet wall exit. They
also noted that the jet boundary layer vorticity regardless of
its origin along the jet circumference was found to affect the
kidney vortex structure downstream. New et al.17 used LIF
technique to experimentally identify the flow structures for a
range of jet aspect ratio elliptic jets �AR=0.3–3� and jet to
cross flow ratios �r=1–5� in a water tunnel. They observed
two adjacent CVPs in low aspect ratio jets, whereas high
aspect ratio jets had only one CVP. They also indicated that
the effect of the jet aspect ratio affected the evolution,

FIG. 1. Vortical structures found in JICF �adapted from Fric and Roshko
�Ref. 7��.

075110-2 Gutmark, Ibrahim, and Murugappan Phys. Fluids 20, 075110 �2008�

Downloaded 28 May 2009 to 130.149.47.53. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp

Figure 2.12: Vortical
structures found in jet in
crossflow, from Gutmark et
al. [GIM08]

1Even if not explicitly mentioned, in case of fluids of two different densities, Eq. 2.63
should be multiplied by the square root of the densities ratio,

√
ρj/ρa
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2.4 Jet in crossflow mixing

The structures which are generated by a jet in crossflow are quite complex

and fully three-dimensional, as shown in Fig. 2.12. They involve four main

structures [GIM08, CGSD10]: (1) the horseshoe vortex, due to the adverse

pressure gradient in front of the injection hole, (2) the wake vortices, (3) the

shear layer ring vortices, which is induced by a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

in the shear layer of the jet, and (4) the counter-rotating vortex pair (CVP),

generated by the deflection of the jet, and which seems to be induced by the

shear layer vortices. The latter structure dominates the far field mixing,

even if it is generated in the near field of the jet.

2.4.2 Scaling laws

The evolution of the jet trajectory, velocity and concentration profiles,

and velocity and concentration decays over the mixing length has been

investigated numerically and experimentally. The jet centerline of inclined

jets is generally approximated by a correlation reported by Lefebvre [Lef83]:

y

dj
= 0.82

√
ρju2

j

ρaU2
a

(
x

dj

)1/3

sin(θj) . (2.65)

The square root of the jet to crossflow momentum ratio
√
J =

√
ρju2

j

ρaU2
a

is

also referred to as r in the literature. Eq. 2.65 means that for geometrically

similar configurations, as in the present work, the jet trajectory is solely

dependent on J .

However, some variations in the constant and exponents are reported in

literature and a perfect collapse of the curves does not occur when different

setups are compared. Even in the case of a pure jet in crossflow (θj = π/2),

discrepancies in the normalization and exponent of the experimental curve

of Pratte and Baines, y/rd = A(x/rd)m, [PB67] are reported. Numerical

investigations (Muppidi and Mahesh [MM05]) as well as experimental work

(Gutmark et al.[GIM08]) point out that the boundary layer profile is re-

sponsible for these variations and has to be taken into account to formulate

a global scaling law.
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The decay of the velocity on the centerline um is also found to be a function

of the parameter r:
um
uj,0

= B

(
x

rdj

)n
, (2.66)

and a linear decay is observed in the far field (n = −1, [MNL00]). The decay

of the concentration on the centerline Cm also verifies a similar scaling as

Cm
C0

= D

(
x

rdj

)n
, (2.67)

with the difference being that the exponent n varies depending on the

region considered. In the far field, n = −2/3 has been reported by Smith

and Mungal [SM98] (jet in crossflow), Pan et al [PM01] (enclosed jet in

crossflow in pipe), and Lee [LC03] (co-flowing jet). In the near field, the

decay of the mean concentration seems more influenced by the geometry,

going from -1.3 [SM98] to -0.45 [PM01].

The radial spreading of the concentration over the mixing length is im-

portant regarding the mixing quality downstream of the jet. The shape of

the normalized average concentration C(R)/Cm remains roughly close to

a Gaussian function ([Lef83]) and reads

C(R)

Cm
= exp

(
−Kc

(
R

x

)2
)
, (2.68)

where R is the jet radius in a plane orthogonal to the jet centerline. Lefeb-

vre reported that for a co-flowing jet Kc ≈ 55. With this latter scaling law,

the concentration field C(x) of a jet in crossflow is expected to be similar

if the jet-to-crossflow momentum ratio is kept constant, and the previous

equation can be used to roughly approximate the passive scalar field of the

jet.

2.4.3 Mixing optimization of array of jets in crossflow

Depending on the goal of the technical system, numerous attempts have

been made to influence the jet penetration, jet spreading, and entrainment
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2.4 Jet in crossflow mixing

rate of such a “simple” configuration. They include passive as well as active

measures, which are described in the following.

2.4.3.1 Jet shape

As mentioned in the introduction, numerous works have reported the influ-

ence of different jet outlet shapes on the flow and mixing properties for jets

in crossflow. A review proposed by Gutmark and Grinsten [GG99] showed

that, for subsonic flow, the changes in the hole shape have an impact on

the streamwise mass flux and entrainment. In particular, the entrainment

in the far field of rectangular or round tabbed jets is greatly enhanced com-

pared to the non-tabbed jets which present marginal differences between

each other. They also point out that the introduction of sharp edges in

a nozzle increases the fine scale mixing, which can be used to reduce the

coherent fuel/air mixture fluctuations. Unfortunately, no scalar measure-

ment is available and, as pointed out by Nathan et al. [NMA+06], it is not

straightforward to draw a conclusion regarding the scalar mixing quality

from entrainment measurements.

On the contrary, the concentration measurements performed by Liscinsky

in the near field of the jet (x/dj < 3) [LTH95a, LTH95b] show that the

different jet shapes tested marginally affect the mixing performance, even

for tabbed jets. The trends obtained by extrapolating the results to higher

mixing length do not change the main conclusions of the work, so in the

end, a change in the jet shape is expected to have a marginal influence in

the mixing quality at the burner outlet. Instead, the arrangement of the

injectors is more critical to ensuring good fuel/air homogenization.

2.4.3.2 Passive injector arrangement

Regarding the quality of mixing, extensive experimental investigations

of jets in enclosed crossflows have been conducted at NASA by Holde-

man [HW77] and Liscinsky [LTVH92, LTH93]. They found that the rele-

vant parameters influencing the mixing quality are the jet momentum ratio

J as well as the hole spacing to channel height ratio S/H. The injection

configuration leading to the best mixing quality is achieved for different
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fuel injection arrangement when

S

H
=

C√
J
, (2.69)

with C = 2.5. This result is valid for a wide range of configurations (J ∈
[6, 60], H/dh ∈ [4, 10], S/dh ∈ [2, 6]).

Regarding the present investigated burner, the optimal hole spacing for

given total gas and air mass flows can be obtained from the hole diameter

dh as

S = dj ·
√

2.5
HπLsl
Asl

·
√
ρj(dj , ṁg, nh)

ρa,sl(Tpre)
· ṁa

ṁg
, (2.70)

with Lsl and Asl being the slot length and area, respectively, ρj the density

of the jet immediately at the outlet, ρa,sl the density of air in the slot, nh
the number of holes on one slot, and ṁa and ṁg the mass flows of air

and gas, respectively. For small changes of the actual geometry, as well

as the standard operating points of the combustion chamber, which both

ensure unchocked fuel injection, the density ρj can be considered to be

constant, slightly larger than 0.661 kg/m3. This equation solved for 3

operating points gives an optimal spacing S close to the design value of

4 mm (Tab. 2.2).

ṁair ṁgas Tpre S
in kg/h in kg/h in K in mm

220 7.1 298 3.57
220 7.1 423 3.89
220 7.1 623 4.29

Table 2.2: Estimation of the hole best spacing distance S using the
operating conditions listed and the empirical correlation of Eq. 2.69

Hence, a marginal increase of the mixing quality is expected with a change

of the spacing ratio. This correlation also predicts that the configuration

of Stufflebeam [SKS99] called 15-U presents the best mixing characteristic

compared to 5 other fuel shapes and distributions (the value H≈18 mm was

estimated from drawings presented in different publications).
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2.5 Water/air scalar mixing similitude

2.4.3.3 Pulsed jets

One possibility of further increasing the mixing of a jet with the surround-

ing flow is to actively control the jet momentum. Indeed, Johari [Joh06]

reports that the concentration of turbulent puffs in water jets decays ac-

cording to (x/d)
−3/4

, compared to (x/d)
−2/3

for steady jets. Hence, if a

mechanism is able to generate oscillations of the flow, an increase of the

mixing quality may be obtained. Such increases of the mixing quality have

also been reported in the review presented by Nathan et al. [NMA+06].

However, the authors point out that such oscillations are able to strongly

increase the near field mixing while the far field may appear less affected

by the active jet forcing. Therefore, tests must be performed to assess the

effectiveness of such a method in the present complex configuration.

Hence, regarding previous works, an improvement of the mixing is not

expected when the shape, or spacing ratio of the holes is varied. Instead,

changes in the jet orientation and position or the use of active actuation

of the jet are expected to bring some improvement to the mixing quality.

2.5 Water/air scalar mixing similitude

2.5.1 Key dimensionless numbers

One of the aims of the present work is to derive a model of the scalar

mixing inside the burner from water tests. Key numbers for this are the

Reynolds number Re and the jet to crossflow momentum ratio J between

the fuel injections and the air flow. To allow for unsteadiness similitude,

the Strouhal number St must be used. These numbers can be adjusted to

ensure similarity between the different investigated configurations, as the

jet trajectories scale with the parameter
√
Jd. Indeed, when looking at the

mixing of jets in crossflow, numerous works confirmed that a local veloc-

ity maximum, temperature maximum or concentration maximum [SM98]

can be partly normalized by the parameter
√
Jd to ensure a similitude

of the corresponding trajectories. As shown earlier, the Reynolds simili-

tude allows the characteristic Reynolds numbers and associated turbulent
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length scales between the two test rigs to remain constant. In particu-

lar, the turbulent Reynolds numbers Ret and the Kolmogorov length scale

are identical. Other numbers, such as the Schmidt number, are physically

dependent on the system used and will differ between air and water.

2.5.2 Conversion from water to air

When setting the Reynolds and momentum ratio similitudes in the water

test rig to combustion chamber conditions, it is not possible to ensure that

the averaged well-mixed normalized dye concentration C∗dye,∞ in water or

molar fraction Yf,∞ in air are identical for the two mediums. The notation

C∗ indicates that the concentration C is normalized by the concentration

of the dye in the unmixed fuel injection piping (ensuring that C∗ ∈ [0, 1] in

the whole domain). Hence, in order to use the quantitative concentration

of water to predict the local mole fraction and equivalence ratio in air, a

correction of the local concentration recorded in water C∗dye(x) must be

applied.

As shown earlier, the jet trajectory matches between different setups if the

momentum ratio J and inflow conditions are identical. The normalized

concentration profiles C(s, r)/Cm are expected to be similar [SM98], which

means that for identical geometrical setups but two different mediums, the

local normalized concentrations C∗f (x) recorded in air are proportional to

the local normalized concentration in water C∗dye(x) according to

C∗f (x) =
C∗f,∞
C∗dye,∞

× C∗dye(x) , (2.71)

where C∗f,∞ and C∗dye,∞ are the normalized concentrations of the perfectly

homogenized gaseous fuel and water, respectively. Their values verify

C∗f,∞ =
Qf

Qf +Qair
, (2.72)

and

C∗dye,∞ =
Qdye

Qdye +Qwater
, (2.73)
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with Qf being the total volume flow of fuel at the pressure and temperature

set upstream of the flame and Qair, the total volume flow of air at the

same temperature. If isothermal mixing is considered, Eq. 2.71 can be

transformed into

Yf (x) =
Yf,∞
C∗dye,∞

× C∗dye(x) , (2.74)

where Yf = nf/(nair + nf ) is the mole fraction of fuel in the gaseous

mixture. The ratio
Yf,∞
C∗dye,∞

is the similitude ratio which depends on the

operating conditions set in the combustor. Discrepancies in the mixing

similitude will occur if the temperature difference between the jet and the

main flow increases, as a consequence of the buoyancy forces.

Furthermore, the fuel distribution in the combustion chamber is generally

expressed in terms of the fuel/air ratio (FAR) and then in terms of the

fuel equivalence ratio φ. The latter is defined as

φ =
ṁf/ṁair

(ṁf/ṁair)st
=

FAR

FARst
, (2.75)

where the index (·)st refers to the stoichiometric conditions of the com-

bustion reaction. The local equivalence ratio φ(x) can be expressed as

a function of the local mole fraction Yf (x) using the relationship linking

the fuel mass flux ṁf , the fuel molar mass Mf , and the fuel mole flux ṅ:

ṁf = ṅfMf . The final expression then reads

φ(x) =
Yf (x)

FARstMair/Mf (1− Yf (x))
. (2.76)

This definition verifies that for pure fuel mixture (Yf (x) = 1), φ(x) → ∞
and for a mixture free of fuel (Yf (x) = 0), φ(x) = 0. Combining then

Eq. 2.71 and Eq. 2.76, the relationship between concentration in water and

local equivalence ratio finally reads

φ(x) =

Yf,∞
C∗dye,∞

C∗dye(x)

FARst
Mair

Mf

(
1− Yf,∞

C∗dye,∞
C∗dye(x)

) . (2.77)
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Equation 2.77 can also be expressed as a function of the fuel mass fraction

Zf when using the transformation

Yf =
1

1 +
Mf (1−Zf )
MairZf

. (2.78)

Depending on the operating points considered, a calibration map can be

calculated to transpose the concentration C∗dye into the equivalence ratio φ

depending on the parameter Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞. The curves for different ratios

Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞ are displayed in Fig. 2.13 with FARst=0.058147, Mair,dry =

29 g/mol, and Mf = 16 g/mol. For a constant C∗dye,∞, an increase of the

ratio Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞ leads to an increase of the local equivalence ratio φ and

an almost linear relationship exists when Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞C
∗
dye < 0.05.
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Figure 2.13: Conversion between concentration measured in water
C∗dye and the corresponding equivalence ratio φ in the combustion
chamber as a function of the ratio Yf,∞/C

∗
dye,∞

How do the operating parameters such as equivalence ratio φ, preheat tem-

perature Tpre, or fuel jet mass flux influence the ratio Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞? The

answer can be found in Fig. 2.14 to Fig. 2.16. An increase in the preheat
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2.5 Water/air scalar mixing similitude

temperature at a constant equivalence ratio φ reduces the momentum ra-

tio J in the combustion chamber (Fig. 2.14). As a consequence, the dye

volume flow in the water test rig has to be reduced for a set main volume

flow (and Reynolds number) and the concentration of the perfectly mixed

mixture C∗dye,∞ decreases, increasing the ratio Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞ (Fig. 2.15). An

increase of φ in the combustion chamber leads, as expected, to an increase

of the momentum, but has a negligible influence on the ratio Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞,

which varies by less than 0.5% over the equivalence ratio range of interest.

It should be noted that for the air mass flow considered (ṁair = 220 kg/h)

and the φ range presented, the fuel is far from being choked, and this

explains the weak variation of the isothermal lines observed in Fig. 2.15.

If the fuel mass flux is increased through reduction of the total injection

area or through a further increase of the total gas mass flow, the ratio

Yf,∞/C∗dye,∞ increases, as shown in Fig. 2.16.
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Figure 2.14: Evolution of the jet to crossflow momentum J depend-
ing on the equivalence ratio φ for different preheating temperatures.
dj = 0.7 mm, ṁair = 220 kg/h, standard swirl-inducing burner (62 gas
holes).

The practical consequences for the investigations are the following:

• For a constant preheating temperature Tpre and equivalence ratio φ,

the mixing properties of different total power can be described by

one measurement in water as long as the mixing is independent of
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the Reynolds number and the jet mass flux remains smaller than 150

kg.s−1.m−2.
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2.5 Water/air scalar mixing similitude

• If the jet mass flux increases above 200 kg.s−1.m−2, then C∗dye,∞ must

be decreased through a reduction of the injector mass flow in water.

2.5.3 Mixing quality evaluation

The mixture probability function will be obtained directly from the spatio-

temporal concentration measurements. The mixing quality can then be

calculated from the variance of the concentration fluctuations (σ2), which

is then normalized in various ways. Other parameters exist in literature

and the interested reader is referred to the work of Wang [WK00]. In

the present work, two different parameters are used. The first one is the

coefficient of variation, defined as

s =
σ(C∗)
C∗∞

(2.79)

and which depicts the ratio of the standard deviation of the concentration

to the perfectly mixed concentration. The problem with this parameter is

that it is not suited to compare the mixing efficiency of systems with dif-

ferent perfectly mixed concentrations C∗∞. If such a comparison is needed,

then the coefficient of variation should be normalized by its maximum

value, obtained immediately after the start of the mixing process. This

maximal variance of a binary mixture [PAOK04] reads

s0 =

(
1− C∗∞
C∗∞

)0.5

. (2.80)

A normalization of s by s0 allows the mixing effectiveness of premixers us-

ing different perfectly mixed concentrations to be compared. In the case of

the present burner, C∗∞ ranges between C∗∞ ∈ [0.02, 0.06] and the resulting

variation of s0 is s0 ∈ [4, 7]. The ratio (s/s0)2 give the second parameter,

the so-called unmixedness parameter of Danckwerts [Dan52], which reads

U =
σ2

σ2
0

=
σ2

C∗∞ (1− C∗∞)
, (2.81)

where σ2
0 is the variance immediately before the start of the mixing process

(i.e. independant of the measurement position).
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Depending on how the variance of the mixture σ2 is calculated in Eq. 2.81,

the spatial unmixedness Ux and the temporal unmixedness Ut are calcu-

lated. Ux = σ2
x/σ

2
0 is obtained from the variance σ2

x of the temporally

averaged concentration field C∗ (i) recorded by the Ni pixels of a camera

and which reads

σ2
x =

1

Ni − 1

Ni∑

i=1

(
C∗ (i)− C∗∞

)2
, (2.82)

i being the index of the camera pixels. Ux can be considered as a measure

of the macro-mixing and answers the question how good the two fluids are

in average spatially mixed in the measurement plane. Temporal fluctua-

tions, which typically dominate the mixing processes, are thus not taken

into account. This is done by the parameter Ut = σ2
t /σ

2
0 in which the

variance σ2
t of all the concentrations recorded by the pixels of the camera

is calculated as

σ2
t =

1

NiNt − 1

Ni∑

i=1

Nt∑

t=1

(C∗ (i, t)− C∗∞)
2
, (2.83)

where Nt corresponds to the number of snapshots recorded during one

mixing run. Ut is more approriate to describe the mixing quality of tech-

nical systems as the spatial unmixedness is not able to capture temporal

concentration fluctuations. However, both criteria together give a bet-

ter understanding of the mixing mechanisms and are thus reported in the

present work.

2.5.4 Discussion about the limitations of the water/air

analogy

A direct comparison of the mixing process of identical setups in a gaseous

and liquid setup is rare in literature. It is however important when quan-

titative results must be derived for a gaseous medium from liquid tests.

Such a comparison has been performed on a single jet by Miller [MD91].

He measured the concentration fluctuation spectrum on the centerline of

a single jet with point-wise spatially high-resolved LIF. The normalized

scalar power spectra recorded show that in the low frequency range, the
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2.5 Water/air scalar mixing similitude

scalar fluctuations increase with decreasing Reynolds number when a high

Schmidt number (Sc ≈ 1000) is considered. The spatial resolution was high

enough and affected the results marginally when the Reynolds number was

varied. When the total energy of the fluctuations, i.e. their variance, is

plotted over the Reynolds number, it appears that it decreases with in-

creasing Reynolds number for the case of high Schmidt number, Fig. 2.17.

Similar measurements performed in gas (Sc ≈ 1) show no Reynolds number

dependency.

How these results can be quantitatively transfered to the actual swirl con-

figuration remains an open question which would require quantitative in-

vestigations, but the general trends would be that (1) the unmixedness

of water will generally over predict the unmixedness in the combustion

chamber and (2) that an increase in the Reynolds number reduces the

overestimation of the unmixedness relative to the gaseous conditions. As

a typical Reynolds number of the present investigations is Re ≈ 3.5× 104,

a slight overestimation of the unmixedness recorded in water is expected.

76 P. E. Dimotakis

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Jet-fluid concentration in the plane of symmetry of a round turbulent jet. (a) Re ' 2.5×103

(0 < z/dj < 35). (b) Re ' 104 (0 < z/dj < 200). Data from Dimotakis et al. (1983, figures 5 and 9).
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Figure 6. Normalized jet-fluid-concentration variance on the axis of a turbulent jet, as a function
of jet Reynolds number (Miller 1991, figure 7.2). Circles: liquid-phase jets (Miller 1991); triangles:
gas-phase jets (Dowling & Dimotakis 1990).

Figure 2.17: Normalized jet-fluid-concentration variance on the axis
of a turbulent jet, as a function of jet Reynolds number (Miller
1991, [Mil91]). Circles: liquid-phase jets (Miller 1991); triangles: gas-
phase jets (Dowling and Dimotakis 1990). Illustration taken from Di-
motakis [Dim00].
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Chapter 2 Technical background

2.6 Combustion

How the fuel reacts with the oxidizer depends on the technical application.

Two ways of mixing reactants (non-premixed and premixed) can be com-

bined with two types of flows (laminar or turbulent), leading to 4 types of

technical flames. In the case of stationary gas turbines, the compactness

of the flame, flow densities, and emission considerations impose the use of

lean turbulent premixed flames (which is the case of the present burner),

while for safety consideration, aircraft engines use non-premixed turbulent

flames (Rich Quench Lean for example). Even if turbulent flames are used,

the mechanisms of laminar flames must also be well understood, as turbu-

lent flames are also considered to be a sum of more or less wrinkled laminar

flames, which describe the complex flame front. In particular, the laminar

premixed flame speed as well as the turbulent premixed flame speed are

relevant parameters regarding the flame stabilization location.

2.6.1 Laminar premixed flames

How the flow properties of temperature, mass fraction, and reaction rate

evolve across a laminar premixed flame is illustrated in Fig. 2.18. The

fresh premixed reactants enter the flame with the velocity ur and with a

very low turbulence level (turbulent Reynolds number Ret < 1). Through

the action of diffusion, the reactants are preheated before the reaction

effectively starts. Upon completing the reaction, the products reach the

adiabatic flame temperature. A steady solution of the flame propagation

problem exists only if the laminar flame propagation speed SL,0 equals the

reactant speed ur.

A general formulation of the laminar premixed flame speed can be taken

from [AOC96] and reads

SL,0(p, T, φ) = aφb exp
(
−c (φ− d)

2
)(Tpre

T0

)e(
p

p0

)f
, (2.84)
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Figure 2.18: Typical evolution of the relevant parameters of a pre-
mixed flame across the flame front (from [PV05])

where a, b, c, d, e, f are constants which are obtained from the fitting of

experimental data. Their values are valid for a particular fuel type com-

pletely premixed with air. The fitting of numerous experimental data for a

methane-air mixture led to the following coefficients [AOC96]: (a, b, c, d, e, f)

= (0.6097,−2.554, 7.310, 1.230, 2.0,−0.5). The reference temperature and

pressure are 300 K and 1 atm respectively. The exponents e and f show

that temperature and pressure have opposite effects on the evolution of SL.

2.6.2 Turbulent flames

When the inlet turbulence of fresh gas u′ is further increased to satisfy

Ret > 1 the combustion regime changes from laminar to turbulent. This

transition occurs simply when increasing the mass flux and hence the heat

power of the combustion zone. The general consequence of an increased

turbulence is a wrinkling of the flame front as turbulent eddies are trans-

ported through it. This leads to a stretching of the flame front which

further increases the flame surface area and changes the local burning rate.

The flame is then able to stabilize at inlet velocities which are higher than

the laminar counterpart as well as in a wider range of velocities. The

so-called turbulent flame velocity ST is

ST =
AT
A0

SL,0 , (2.85)
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where AT
A0

> 1 is the ratio of turbulent flame area to laminar flame area.

There exists an impressive number of publications reporting a correlation

of the turbulent flame velocity ST with different system parameters. Li-

patnikov [LC02] reviews and tests an large number of correlations used in

literature. He summarizes that a suitable model of the turbulent flame

speed should match the following trends:

• increase of ST with an increase of turbulence u′,

• increase of ST and dST /du
′ by SL,0,

• increase of ST by pressure despite the decrease in SL,0.

From his investigations he notices that three distinct models are able to

capture these trends: The burning velocity model of Zimont, the turbulent

velocity model of Peters and the coherent flame model (CFM). Another

correlation often used because of its simplicity was reported by Kawan-

abe [KSTA98]:

ST = SL,0

[
1 + C

(
u
′

SL,0

)n]
, (2.86)

with the typical values for C = 1.25 and n = 0.7. When u
′ � S0

L, Eq. 2.86

simplifies to ST = Cu
′

and the flame velocity fluctuations are independent

of the laminar flame speed fluctuations.

2.6.3 Flame regimes

Depending on the mean flow field, turbulent characteristics, equivalence ra-

tio distribution, and diffusive properties of the reactants involved, among

others, the flame structure can vary greatly. The flame front can be local-

ized in continuous thin reacting layers, be contained in small pockets or

more spatially distributed, so that one can say that the combustion takes

place in different regimes. These are summarized in the so-called “turbu-

lent combustion diagrams” commonly named “Borghi” diagrams, even if

such classification was performed earlier by Barrère [Bar74]. The diagram

sorts the combustion regimes depending on the ratio of turbulent fluctua-

tions to laminar flame velocity u′/SL,0 and on the ratio of integral length
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2.6 Combustion

scale to the flame thickness Λx/δL. This classification is essential to build

turbulent combustion models but gives more an order of magnitude in-

formation (due to the stochastic distribution of the parameters involved),

than a precise location [PV05].

The base of these diagrams is the definition of the turbulent velocity u′

which remains difficult to obtain experimentally. The RMS velocity of

the fresh gas is generally used but, as pointed out by Poinsot [PV05],

“has no theoretical basis in a premixed flame”. The distinction between

burnt and unburnt gas should be made (intermittency), but is difficult

to obtain in complex turbulent flames. Furthermore, the RMS velocity

recorded in swirling flow is a composition of coherent and turbulent mo-

tions. As pointed out by Lipatnikov [LC02] or from DNS simulations by

Ulitsky [UC97], these macro scale motions may have a negligible contribu-

tion to the burning rate, as the stretching of the flame, which is responsible

for local flame speed variations, occurs at smaller length scales. However,

they may contain an important part of the turbulent velocity fluctuations

(from 10 to 30% in thermoacoustically stable combustors). Thus, if the

coherent motion does not contribute to the flame propagation, it should

be removed from the calculated turbulent velocity. This justifies the use of

proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to remove this coherent part as

presented in Sec. 5.

Three other dimensionless numbers, related to the two previous ones, char-

acterize these combustion regimes: the Damköhler number, the Karlovitz

number, and the turbulent Reynolds number, already defined in Eq. 2.22.

The Damköhler number is defined for the largest eddies and corresponds

to the ratio of their turbulent time scale to the chemical time scale:

Da =
τt
τc

=
ΛxSL,0
u′δL

. (2.87)

The Karlovitz number is related to the smallest eddies and is the ratio of

the chemical time scale to the Kolmogorov time scale:

Ka =
τc
τk

=

(
δL
lk

)2

. (2.88)
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Both numbers can be expressed as a function of u′/SL,0 and Λx/δL and

thus define isolines with different slopes in the Borghi diagram:

u′

SL,0
= Da−1

(
Λx

δL

)
, (2.89)

u′

SL,0
= Ka2/3

(
Λx

δL

)1/3

. (2.90)

Finally, the turbulent Reynolds number (Eq. 2.22) is used to separate the

laminar flame region from the turbulent flame region (Ret = 1). This num-

ber can also be recast as

u′

SL,0
= Ret

(
Λx

δL

)−1

, (2.91)

and the following equality holds:

Ret = Da2Ka2 . (2.92)

To obtain these relationships, a Schmidt number of unity (Sc = ν/Γ = 1)

was assumed for all the gaseous elements and the flame thickness and

characteristic time are defined as

δL =
Γ

SL
, and (2.93)

τc =
δL
SL,0

=
Γ

S2
L,0

. (2.94)

The diffusion coefficient is calculated following the expression of Peters

[PLV01]:

Γ =
(κ/Cp)T0

(ρu)Tpre
, (2.95)

where κ is the thermal diffusion coefficient, Cp the specific heat capacity,

and ρu the density of the unburnt reactants. T0 is the temperature of the

inner layer which is assumed equal to 1500 K, and Tpre the temperature of

the reactants.
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The Kolmogorov length scale can also be defined from the integral length

scale and the turbulent Reynolds number as

lk =
Λx

Re
3/4
t

. (2.96)
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The different combustion regimes are depicted in the original Borghi dia-

gram shown in Fig. 2.19. If the flame front thickness is much smaller than

the Kolmogorov eddy scale lk, then the flame front is seen as a contin-

uum weakly wrinkled by the flow eddies. This regime is characterized by

δL < lk or Ka < 1 and Da > 1 and is called the “wrinkled flame regime”

or “flamelet regime”.

If the size of the flame front is further increased, through an increase in the

relative turbulent fluctuations u′/SL,0, while Da > 1 and Ka < 1, then the

flame front becomes more wrinkled and may form pockets of fresh or burnt

fuel. The “flame regime with pockets” or “corrugated flamelets” regime is

reached.

Further increasing the turbulent fluctuations so that Ka > 1 and Da > 1

thickens the flame front and the “distributed reaction” zone or “thickened-

wrinkled flame” is reached.
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For Da < 1, the mixing time scale is much shorter than the combustion

time scale and the combustion reaction is limited by the chemistry. The

fuel and oxidizer are generally well premixed, decreasing their local con-

centration and consequently their chemical reaction rate. This is called the

“well-stirred reactor” regime.

A distinction between the flame thickness δL and the reaction zone thick-

ness δr (δr << δL) has been proposed by Peters [Pet99], building the

Karlovitz number based on the reaction zone thickness:

Kar = (δL/δr)
2 . (2.97)

If the flame thickness is smaller than or equal to the Kolmogorov eddies,

then the small eddies will affect and wrinkle the reaction zone. Otherwise,

only the diffusion layer will be affected. This transition occurs for δr = lk
and as for most premixed flames δL/δr ≈ 10, the Karlovitz number of the

reaction zone is equal to the Karlovitz number as Kar = Ka = 100. For

Ka > 100, the “thickened flame regime” occurs, while for 1 < Ka < Kar
we talk about the “thickened-wrinkled flame regime”. This modification

of the classification is depicted in Fig. 2.20.

Since the first classification, and with increase of the experimental and

numerical tools to capture the flame properties locally, some variations

of this classification have been performed. In particular, the effects of

quenching, i.e., a decrease of the reaction rate to a negligible value, and

flame-vortex interaction[PVC91] are now used. However, describing these

mechanisms in detail is beyond the scope of the present work.

2.6.4 NOx formation mechanisms

2.6.4.1 Classification of the formation mechanisms

Even if “clean” combustion should produce CO2 and H2O only, reactions

building other chemical elements, like SO2 or NOx, take place. These

by-products are harmful for the environment and have to be minimized

before the exhaust gases are sent into the atmosphere. The most relevant

by-products in gas turbine combustors are the NOx molecules, as methane
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Figure 2.21: Dominant NOx formation mechanisms (From
Joos [Joo06])

gases are mostly free of sulfur-bounde carbon molecules. The major param-

eter affecting NOx formation is the flame temperature Tfl[SRM07], which

is mainly controlled through the equivalence ratio φ and the preheating

temperature Tpre. The equivalence mixing profile can locally change the

temperature distribution within the flame. The residence time τ of the

molecules in hot zones and finally the pressure p in the combustor are

other major parameters which also have to be taken into account.

Five chemical mechanisms [Joo06] describe how NOx are produced in com-

bustors:

• Thermal NOx (or Zeldovich)

• Fenimore Mechanism (also called prompt NOx )

• Fuel NO

• N2O routes

• NNH Radical

A simplified sketch showing which of the routes dominates the NOx for-

mation process is shown in Fig. 2.21, with the qualitative evolution of

the NOx plotted against the equivalence ratio. It shows that in lean
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combustors with relatively low equivalence ratios (φ < 0.75), the dom-

inant routes should be the N2O and NNH radical routes. However, all

the chemical reactions involved show a great sensitivity to pressure and

temperature within the ranges typical for gas turbines (p ∈ [1, 30] bar

and Tfl ∈ [1700, 1900] K). This leads to a more complex behavior of the

NOx emissions than the one sketched in Fig. 2.21: indeed, as shown by Bi-

agioli and Güthe [BG07] and Syed et al. [SRM07], an increase of the flame

temperature leads to an increase of the ratio of NOx emitted in the post-

flame region to the NOx emitted within the flame.

This observation led Biagioli and Güthe to order the formation mechanisms

depending on their location relative to the flame position, characterized

by a Damköhler criterion. The fast NOx mechanism corresponds to the

NOx generated within the reaction zone (the “fast”2 mechanism) and the

slow NOx mechanism corresponds to the NOx generated in the post-flame

region (“post-flame” mechanism). This contrasts with the standard def-

inition of prompt and thermal NOx as “fast” thermal NOx can also be

generated at the flame location, as a consequence of richer fuel/air mixture

pockets.

Using these definitions, three main results are observed:

• The “fast” contribution is approximately three times less sensitive to

fuel/air unmixedness, or adiabatic flame temperatur variation, than

the “post-flame” NOx. This is a consequence of the increase of the

ratio NOxpost−flame/NOxfast with the flame temperature.

• The sensitivity of “fast” and “post-flame” to unmixedness is weakly

pressure dependent. Hence, the previous assertion is valid over a

wide pressure range.

• The “fast” type contribution decreases as p increases (NOxfast ∝
p−0.45) and the “post-flame” contribution decreases as p increases

(NOxpost−flame ∝ p0.67).

2the term “prompt” is originally used in [BG07], but replaced here by “fast” to avoid
confusion with the rich “prompt” mechanism
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The results of Biagioli and Güthe indicate further that the fuel/air un-

mixedness plays a more important role in increasing the NOx emissions

with increasing pressure. However, because of flame stability consider-

ations, the perfect unmixedness is generally not achieved in a practical

combustor. Regarding the operating conditions of the investigated burner

(atmospheric, lean mixture φ ∈ [0.55, 0.7] and low preheat temperatures

Tpre ∈ [300, 423] K, leading to a Tfl range of Tfl ∈ [1580, 1895] K ), the

“fast” NOx will dominate the emissions even if the ratio

NOxpost−flame/NOxfast increases with Tfl.

2.6.4.2 NOx models

As the NOx emissions should be predicted for a wide range of operat-

ing conditions, which is expensive to simulate, different empirical models

are also used in literature to describe the NOx emissions of gas turbines.

The work of Lefebvre [Lef83] reports some of these correlations. They are

mainly based on the assumption that the NO production is a function of

• dilution rate (present in gas turbines)

• residence time (∝ L/U)

• reaction rate (∝ pn exp(B · T ))

• mixing rate (∝ ∆p/p)

Tacina et al. [TLW08] recently used a model similar to the correlation of

Lefebvre, in which 4 variables are included: the preheat temperature Tpre,

the fuel air ratio φ, the pressure p and the relative pressure drop ∆p
p .

EINOx = A exp (BTpre)φ
CPD

(
∆p

p

)E
(2.98)

with A, B, C, D, E being positive empirical constants. Here the index

EINOx represents the NOx emissions normalized by the fuel mass flow.

This expression gives a satisfying correlation but does not show an explicit

influence of the fuel/air unmixedness. The latter is assumed to be depen-

dent on the pressure loss coefficient. Increasing the pressure loss over the
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burner also increases the energy dissipated inside the burner, which is favor-

able to the mixing and is expected to reduce the NOx emissions. However,

if variations of the fuel distribution are made in the burner (for example,

by using a pilot flame), these changes are not captured by the model. The

influence of the fuel/air mixing quality on NOx emissions is strong and

has been shown in literature by many authors [MTH+96, FSP02, SRM07].

Hence an appropriate correlation should take this parameter into account.

A correlation which takes the mixing quality of the fuel with air into ac-

count and was validated for the burner used for the present investigations

was reported by Alkabie [Alk00] and reads

NOx = A1 exp (A2φPRZ (1− sfl) +A3sfl) , (2.99)

where φPRZ is the equivalence ratio of the primary recirculation zone,

sfl = σ/φ the unmixedness parameter, and A1, A2, and A3 empirical con-

stants. The problem which arises is the determination of the unmixedness

parameter at the fuel location. Alkabie only used this parameter as a

floating parameter which improves the data fit. Because of the generally

complex flame shape and stabilization location, an experimental measure-

ment of sfl is namely difficult to obtain.

To estimate this unknown parameter, Syed et al. [SRM07] proposed a novel

and simplified modeling approach. The overall NOx emissions NOx may be

calculated from the mixture PDF fY weighted by the ideal NOx formation

rates [NOx]ideal as

NOx =

∫ ∫
[NOx]ideal (Y, t) f (Y, t) dY dt . (2.100)

A decomposition of the [NOx]ideal between a time independent part

([NOx]fast) and a residence-time-dependent part ([NOx]post−flame) can be

used to differentiate the “fast” and “post-flame” mechanisms. The NOx for-

mation rates can be simulated using, for example, the GRI 3.0 chemical

kinetic scheme. During the first calibration step, the overall NOx emis-

sions are measured and the mixture PDF can be reconstructed, assuming

a known distribution (like a beta-PDF), when Eq. 2.100 is inverted. The

temporal dependency can also be removed if the NOx are mostly of “fast”

type, which was the case in their study.
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However, to predict the NOx emissions, a model able to predict the mix-

ture PDF (or its corresponding variance) depending on the operating con-

ditions and initial fuel/air distribution must be built. If the evolution of

the mixture variance is described by Eq. 2.55, the flame position has to

be determined to calculate the unmixedness at the flame location. This is

achieved using the assumption that the scale of premixed combustion lies

between the integral and Kolmogorov length scales.

Equation 2.55 can then be further extended to

sfl

s0
= exp

(
−ADa−3/2

)
, (2.101)

where s0 is the initial unmixedness of the fuel distribution and A, a con-

stant. The Damköhler number Da can be expressed depending on the

operating parameters as

Da ∝ T−0.5
fl (ṁair/ρair) . (2.102)

The only unknown in Eq. 2.101 for a determined fuel injection is the con-

stant A. The latter is calculated from the calibration. The unmixedness

at the flame can then be calculated (assuming a beta-probability density

function and a known initial unmixedness s0) and the resulting NOx for

various operating conditions obtained. The results obtained with this mod-

eling approach match quite well with experimental results, even if a lot of

assumptions are taken to obtain the final expression. It allows in particular

for the fuel/air unmixedness impact on the NOx emissions to be explicitely

modeled. A change in the flame behavior (strong variation of the flame

location or shape) still remains difficult to capture.

2.7 Acoustics

2.7.1 Wave equation and solutions

The wave equation for a fluid without mean flow is defined as

∂2p′

∂t2
− c2∇2p′ = 0 . (2.103)
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This equation is obtained from the conservation equation of mass, momen-

tum and energy. The ideal gas law as well as the equation of state of the

pressure are the two equations used to close the system of 5 unknowns (ρ,

p, u). The equations simplify when assuming first that the losses due to

temperature and viscosity effect are negligible and second that the equa-

tion can be linearized when small pressure perturbation (p′/p0 << 1) are

considered. After substitution operations and using the definition of the

sound velocity as c =
√
γRT , Eq. 2.103 is obtained.

In case of a fluid with mean flow u (as in a combustor) and if a euclidian

coordinate system is considered, the convective wave equation is obtained:

(
∂

∂t
+ u · ∇

)2

p′ − c2∇2p′ = 0 . (2.104)

If a one-dimensional system is further considered as well as harmonic per-

turbation of the pressure, p′ can be expressed as the real part of its Fourier

transformation and the temporal and spatial variables can be split giving

the expression:

p′(x, t) = <
{
p̂(x, ω)e(iωt)

}
. (2.105)

Equation 2.104 then simplifies to

(
1−M2

) ∂2p̂(x, ω)

∂x2
− 2Mik

∂p̂(x, ω)

∂x
+ k2p̂(x, ω) = 0 , (2.106)

with the wave number k = ω/c and the Mach number M = u/c. Equa-

tion 2.106 is also referred to as the convective Helmholtz equation. Because

the pressure waves evolve harmonically in the system, solutions of the form

p̂(x, ω) = exp(λx) are investigated first. Using this assumption, the eigen-

values λ of Eq. 2.106 are

λ± = ∓ ik

1±M , (2.107)

and the solutions of Eq. 2.106 read

p̂(x, ω) = A+(ω)e(−ik
+x) +A−(ω)e(+ik−x) , (2.108)
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with

k± =
k

1±M . (2.109)

The pressure oscillations are then

p′(x, t) =
(
A+(ω)e(−ik

+x) +A−(ω)e(+ik−x)
)
e(iωt). (2.110)

The solution for the acoustic velocity u′ is obtained, assuming that it has

the same expression as p′ in Eq. 2.110. Using this time the convective

momentum equation, which reads

ρ

(
∂

∂t
+ u · ∇

)
u′ +∇p′ = 0 , (2.111)

replacing p′ with the expression of Eq. 2.110 and identifying the coefficient

of u′ leads to the solution

u′(x, t) =
1

ρc

(
A+(ω)e(−ik

+x) −A−(ω)e(+ik−x)
)
e(iωt). (2.112)

2.7.2 Influence of heat release on the wave equation

If heat is added to the acoustic system at a rate per volume q̇′, it can

be shown [BMP09] that the pure homogeneous acoustic equation becomes

inhomogeneous as

(
∂

∂t
+ u · ∇

)2

p′ − c2∇2p′ = (γ − 1)
∂q̇′

∂t
. (2.113)

This equation is valid when the heat source is applied on the boundary

of the considered acoustic domain so that the fluid can be considered as

homogeneous within the boundary. In the particular case of a thin flame,

this means that this equation can be applied just upstream or downstream

of the flame. Equation 2.113 clearly shows the link between a heat source

and the acoustic pressure, which is critical in assessing the stability of tech-

nical combustion systems, the particularity of these systems being that a
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feedback mechanism exists so that the heat release fluctuations are depen-

dent on the pressure fluctuations and not only a source of the acoustic

oscillation.
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Chapter 3

Experimental setup, measurement

techniques, and post-processing

3.1 Fluorescence and Chemiluminescence

Most of the investigation performed used fluorescence or chemilumines-

cence principles. The present section gives an overview of the physical

mechanisms underlying these principles.

3.1.1 Physical principle

Both measurement methods rely on the same principle, the excitation of

one molecule from a low-energy state to an excited state of a higher energy

level, but they differ in the way this excitation is generated. While the

chemiluminescence is a luminescence emitted by molecules after a chemical

reaction, the fluorescence is a luminescence resulting from the absorption of

light at a shorter wavelength. The principle of the fluorescence is illustrated

in Fig. 3.1.

When a molecule absorbs a photon of appropriate wavelength λ or fre-

quency ν, it moves from its ground energy level Ψ0 to an excited level Ψ1.

This process is called absorption and satisfies

∆E = E(Ψ1)− E(Ψ0) = h · ν = ∆Ee + ∆Evib + ∆Erot , (3.1)

where h is Planck’s constant, ∆Ee the electronic transfer between the states

Ψ1 and Ψ0, and ∆Evib and ∆Erot the transfer in vibrational and rotational

levels. After a brief time (shorter than 10−9 s), the unstable molecule at
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Figure 3.1: Fluorescence principle

this energy level falls back to its ground energy level, whether through

quenching with other molecules or by emitting light with a shorter energy

content (or higher wavelength). This second step is called emission and

takes place for both fluorescence and chemiluminescence. The theory of

quantum mechanics states that the energy levels of a molecule are not a

continuum, but are quantified. This means for small molecules that light

emission occurs at a discrete wavelength. Indeed, for small elements like

OH radicals, a high-resolution spectrum of the light emitted shows single

discontinuous peaks. For larger molecules, the number of energy levels is

so high, that a continuum in the emission spectrum is generally observed.

The resulting emission spectra of chemiluminescence and fluorescence differ

in that the emitted light spectrum from fluorescence has higher wavelengths

than the absorbed one, while the chemiluminescence spectrum induced by

combustion, for example, ranges from ultraviolet to infrared.

3.1.2 Formation mechanisms of OH* and CH*

The common mechanism for OH* production was proposed by Krishnama-

hari and Brodia in 1961 [KB61] an reads

CH +O2 → CO +OH∗ . (3.2)
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The symbol “*” signifies the excited radical (in the previous equation the

OH radical). Similar to the previous section, the radical has two differ-

ent possibilities to again reach its ground state: through quenching with

another molecule or with spontaneous emission of light, which gives

OH∗ → OH + hν . (3.3)

The latter emissions can be recorded with suitable measurement tech-

niques. The formation mechanisms of OH* are qualitatively and quantita-

tively well known, but the formation paths of CH* required more attention.

This is due to the numerous reaction mechanisms involved in the formation

of CH*, which are summarized in Fig. 3.2. The dominant reaction is that

involving C2H with O

C2H +O → CO + CH∗ . (3.4)

Figure 9.2: Chemiluminescence formation path diagram

and low activation energy processes whereas the consumption of C2H only involves

low activation energy processes.

151

Figure 3.2: CH* and OH* chemiluminescence formation paths
(from [Hab00])
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3.1.3 OH*, CH*, CO2* chemiluminescence

Since the first work on chemiluminescence in flames by Clark in 1958 [Cla58],

numerous works have been performed to understand the generation of

chemiluminescent species. In this first work, four major species (OH*,

CH*, CO2* and C2*) were already identified and are still the major species

used in combustion applications. These species have been investigated in

order to estimate quantities like heat release, flame front location, fuel/air

ratio, or NOx emissions, and a brief summary of the main scientific findings

are presented in the following.

3.1.3.1 Characterization of chemiluminescence response of a com-

bustor flame

A typical chemiluminescence light spectrum of the flame of the investigated

burner is shown in Fig. 3.3 with the four main species of interest. OH*,

CH* and C2* present sharp peaks centered around 308 nm, 431 nm, and

515 nm, respectively. The emissions of CO2* are broad banded between

280 and 650 nm and constitute a non-negligible part of the total chemilu-

minescence emitted at the wavelengths of the three previous species. An

increase of the equivalence ratio at constant preheat temperature strongly

increases the amplitude of all the signals. Thus, OH* chemiluminescence

was considered as a direct measure of the heat release in the first experi-

ments. However, recent works by Haber [Hab00], Higgins et al.[HMLC01],

Muruganandam et al. [MKO+03], Schuermans et al. [SGM08], among oth-

ers, have demonstrated that this is not the case for flames of standard

burners. Following the work of Higgins [HMLC01], the chemiluminescence

emitted by the species i, Ii, reads

Ii = kiṁairφ
γi , (3.5)

where ki is a proportionality factor. The exponents γi satisfy γCH > γOH >

1 for lean mixtures (φ < 1). The ratio ICH/IOH is, thus, a monotonically

increasing function of the equivalence ratio for lean mixtures. The work of

Muruganandam et al. [MKO+03] shows, like Higgins earlier, that there is

a weak effect of strain rate on CH* and OH* chemiluminescence. It also

points out that the background emission of CO2* must be subtracted when
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of 307 nm, 431 nm, 450 nm, 515 nm and one UV transpar-
ent broad band filter (DUGX11, Schott). The transmission
curves are shown in Fig. 3 together with the transmission of
the fiber optic probe1. As an example, Fig. 4 presents the
light spectrum of the premixed natural gas flame of an EV-
type burner at atmospheric conditions. Using this optical
set-up the different channels can be attributed to the oc-
currence of chemiluminescence of mainly the species (OH∗,
CH∗, C∗2) as indicated in [7, 8]. To monitor the broad emis-
sion (attributed to the CO + O → CO∗2 chemiluminescence)
which contributes as background in the spectrum [9] a filter
with CW 450 nm is used.
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Figure 3. Light transmission of the optical filters an the fiber optic probe.

OHOHOHOH
****

CHCHCHCH
****

C2C2C2C2
****

CO2CO2CO2CO2
****

Figure 4. Light spectrum of a premixed flame at atmospheric conditions.

All channels are mainly detecting emission from differ-
ent species probing a different part of the flame chemistry.
Each of these detection windows scale differently with the

1Note that for the fiber optic probe only the relative transmission

is presented. The maximum of the relative transmission is interpreted

as 100% transmission.

operating parameters burner velocity and flame tempera-
ture. With the calibration of at least three averaged steady
operating points this ratio of the channels allows the inter-
pretation as instantaneous measurements of these operating
parameters. This reading can be interpreted as fluctuations
of the governing heat release parameters (adiabatic flame
temperature and mixture mass flow) as described in [10,11].
A further correlation of the signals to individual molecular
emissions utilizing the spectra can be undertaken and would
improve the quality of the interpretation. However, because
it is not necessary for the approach described in this work
this has been omitted here.

The fiber optic probe in the combustion chamber does
not only collect the light emitted by the flame, but also the
heat radiation of the combustor walls. Therefore, an Ocean
Optics QE65000 high-sensitivity spectrometer measured the
spectrum of the light captured by the fiber optic probe in
the range of 200 to 850 nm to allow for correction for the
captured heat radiation in the data post-processing.

TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENT USING
ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

The combustion system can conceptually be divided
into six subsystems: the siren, the plenum, the burner, the
flame, a noise source and the combustion chamber. A causal
network representation of this system is given in figure 5. In
this diagram the measured signals are represented by plain
symbols. The unsteady pressure signals recorded by the
pulsation sensors in the plenum and combustion chamber
are represented by the symbols p1, p2 and p3. The light
intensity of the different chemical species recorded by the
photo multipliers are represented by the symbols I1 to I5.
The siren actuator provided a reference signal, which gave
a pulse for each revolution of the siren. This signal is rep-
resented by r. The italic symbols in the diagram represent
relevant signals that can not be measured directly. The
velocity fluctuation imposed by the siren is represented by
usiren. The flame is considered as a compact interface be-
tween the cold and hot products, represented by underscores
c and h respectively. Because of the low Mach number, con-
tinuity of pressure is assumed across the flame sheet (pc =
ph). The velocity fluctuation just before and after the flame
location are denoted as uc and uh. The relation between uc
and uh is given by the flame transfer function H. The flame
will also act as a source of sound independent of uc. The
physical nature of this source is believed to be mainly due
to turbulent unsteady heat release. Nevertheless, it can be
represented by an equivalent velocity source term us. The
sum of the velocity fluctuations right after the flame and
the source term is represented as ut .

The aim of the present system identification is to obtain

4

Figure 3.3: Wavelength spectra of a premixed lean flame (from
[SGP+09])

recording the OH* and CH* emissions with band pass filters. In particular

when going to higher pressures, the strength of the OH* and CH* peaks

relative to the CO2* background decreases strongly. The CO2* should be,

thus, subtracted if the real part of OH* emission at a defined wavelength

has to be accurately recorded.

Further work of Lauer [LS08] shows that quantitative estimation of the lo-

cal heat release on a complex 3D flame requires the combined use of a

spectrometer and an intensified camera with a band pass filter. In the

recent work of Schuermans et al. [SGP+09], the chemiluminescence prop-

erties are used to determine the flame transfer function of a burner under

pressurized conditions. Using proper calibration, the coefficients of Eq. 3.5

differ for different species, like OH* and CH*, and can be used to im-

prove the flame transfer function measurement compared to the use of one

chemiluminescence signal only.

3.1.3.2 Chemiluminescence and NOx emissions

As chemiluminescence emissions increase with the adiabatic flame temper-

ature, it may be natural to use chemiluminescence in combustion diagnos-

tics to monitor emissions. Samuelson et al. [SM00] demonstrated that in a
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model combustor as well as in a gas turbine combustor, chemiluminescence

of OH*, CH*, CO*, and CO2* can be used to control the emissions of the

combustors investigated by adjusting a fuel or air split. This method uses

the property that in the case of inhomogeneous mixtures, local hot spots

with high equivalence ratios are burnt with higher local temperatures and

generate more chemiluminescence. Indeed, measurements performed in a

combustor with different fuel distributions (and hence, mixing qualities)

for a constant equivalence ratio φ show an increase of chemiluminescence

emissions when the mixture quality worsens. Hence, to take the unmixed-

ness effect into account, Eq. 3.5 should be extended with a function of the

probability density function of φ instead of using the average equivalence

ratio only (see also Chapter 6).

3.2 Burner and secondary fuel injections

In order to control the mixing profile within the burner, two staged injec-

tion lines are mounted just upstream of the standard injection row (see

Fig. 3.4). Each of these staged injection lines is split into two independent

injection chambers, an upstream (us) and a downstream (ds) injection

chamber. The upstream injection chambers are connected together as well

as the downstream injection chambers. The fuel repartition of the burner

can be, thus, controlled over 3 independent fuel injectors (baseline, staged

upstream injection and staged downstream injection).

In order to compare different operating conditions of the burner, two di-

mensionless parameters α and β characterize the fuel distribution. α de-

scribes the ratio premix gas to overall gas mass flow, and β characterizes

the ratio upstream injection to total staged gas mass flow. They are defined

as follows

α =
ṁpre

ṁall
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 , (3.6)

β =
ṁus

(1− α)ṁall
with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 , (3.7)

with ṁall = ṁpre + ṁus + ṁds. α = 1 corresponds to fully premixed

injection (standard injection), β = 1 to the staged fuel totally injected
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upstream injection (mus, α=0, β=1)

downstream injection (mds, α=0, β=0)

standard premix injection (mst, α=1)

•

•

•

Upstream (US) Downstream (DS)

Standard premix

Figure 3.4: Sketch of the swirl-inducing burner with staged injec-
tion. Green: staged upstream injection (us); red: staged downstream
injection (ds)

through the upstream injector, and β = 0 to the staged fuel totally injected

through the downstream injector.

As shown in previous studies of Lieuwen [LTJZ01], a reduction or an in-

crease of the time delays by at least 50% should be able to stabilize an

unstable mode of the combustor (as long as no other mode is excited by

the changes). As an increase of time delays would have meant injection of

gas further upstream and, thus, higher geometrical modifications, the new

staged injections were designed to reduce the convective time delays.

To this end, the fuel injection angles are designed with a value smaller

than 90◦. An illustration of the tested injection configurations is presented

in Fig. 3.5. Four injectors were manufactured: the injector I00 was made

of stainless steel for investigation in water and in the combustor while

the injectors I01 to I03 were built with stereolithography for cold mixing

investigations only. The upstream injection ports have each 16 injection

holes of 0.7 mm diameter and the downstream ones, 14 for the injector I00

and 16 for the injectors I01 to I03. I01 and I02 are expected to have an

impact on the mixing quality more than on the convective time delays,

while the injection angle of 35◦of I03 is expected to reduce the convective
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θ=45°

25°

55°

35°0° 0°

I01 I02 I03

θ=45°

0°

I00

45°

standard premix injection

staged injection θ
90°

main flow

burner center

Figure 3.5: Staged fuel injector designs. All the injectors have the
same hole spacing S = 4 mm and hole diameter.

time delays as the fuel is injected toward the exit of the burner. Because

of a lower residence time, a decrease of the mixing quality is expected for

this injection configuration.

In order to investigate the mixing process inside the burner, a model iden-

tical to the steel burner was built with perspex as well.

3.3 Cold flow investigations

Cold flow investigations were performed to characterize the scalar and vec-

tor flow fields. Standard measurement techniques like PIV, LDA, and LIF

are used and described in the following section.

3.3.1 The water test rig

The water test rig used for the cold flow investigations is presented in

Fig. 3.6. It consists of a measurement section of 400 x 400 mm, a main

pump and two 3.5 m3 tanks. The switching of the valve placed on the top

of the tanks allows closed-loop (for PIV, LDA, measurements for example)

or open-loop (for concentration measurement like LIF) operations to be set.
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The volume flow (rotating wheel, SIGNET 8550) is measured at the outlet

of the tank, before entering the pump. The measurement uncertainty of

the rotating wheel is less than ± 2 %. The volume flow of the pump can

be adjusted with an electric controller and the valve located downstream

of the pump. If the pump frequency and level of tanks are properly set,

oscillations in the volume flow smaller than ± 4% can be achieved. The

overall error of the instanataneous volume flow remains, thus, within ±
4%.

A forcing mechanism can be mounted in the bypass of the pump or in the

main piping to produce moderate to strong oscillations of the flow. After

the water enters the test rig, two grids and a flow straightener smoothen

the velocity profile before the flow enters the test section. The investigated

burner is then fixed on a plate which can be mounted at an arbitrary po-

sition in the test section. Full optical access is ensured from the 4 sides

as well as from the top. Water flows out of the test section over a effluent

weir, back to the switching vane. Fluorescent dye is used for mixing inves-

tigations and different rotameters monitor the volume flow of dye injected

through the different dye injection ports. The coordinate system of the

burner mounted inside the water test rig is presented in Fig. 3.7.Sketch Test Rig Thesis

water inlet outlet

FI

laser dye
water
w/o dye

main pump
pre-pre-premix

FI
PI
PI
PI

PI

high speed camera

laser sheet

Ø200mm outlet

magnetic valvepre-premixforcing

FI : Flowmeter
PI : Pressure sensor

: Downstream injection
: Upstream injection
: Premix injection

Figure 3.6: Flow chart and photo of the test rig
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Figure 3.7: Coordinate systems used in the test rig. The index “b”
stands for burner coordinate system, the index “r” stands for the test
rig coordinate system. “h” is the hydrophone.

3.3.2 Hydrophone measurement

To perform phase average recording for LDA, LIF or PIV measurements,

a reference signal is needed. A velocity or pressure probe can be mounted

inside the flow field. As velocity measurement in water are very challeng-

ing, different probe types were tested: hot-film, hot-wire, and hydrophone.

The diverse measurements showed that most velocity probes become dam-

aged rapidly while the hydrophone can be used reliably in the test rig.

To minimize the influence of the probe inside the flow field, the smallest

hydrophone (� ≈ 10 mm) proposed by Brüel & Kjaer is used (Type 8103,

see Fig. 3.8). This sensor allows for recording sound and, hence, pressure

fluctuations within the frequency range 0.1 Hz - 180 kHz.

Measurements were performed to investigate the response of the hydrophone

to flow oscillations. The LDA measurement volume was first positioned

close to the hydrophone sensor head, mounted at the burner outlet as

shown in Fig. 3.7, and phase averaging of the recorded time signals was

performed. Figure 3.8 shows that the oscillation of the hydrophone signal

is inversely proportional to the velocity oscillations recorded with LDA (the

phase averaging method is described in Sec. 3.5.2).
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(a) Hydrophone Type 8103,

documentation of Brüel &
Kjaer
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(b) Phase-averaged signals of LDA and hy-

drophone placed both at the burner oultet edge.
The dominant structure showed a frequency of
4.2 Hz. The curves show that velocity and hy-
drophone signal are out of phase.

Figure 3.8: Characteristics of the hydrophone probe used in the water
test rig

3.3.3 Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) for quantita-

tive concentration measurements

3.3.3.1 Setup for LIF in water

Quantitative measurement of concentrations in water flow with tracer dyes

is a well-established technique in fluid mechanics. First attempts to obtain

the limitations of this measurement technique have been made by Guil-

bault [Gui73] and then Walker [Wal87], who investigated the response of

diluted solution of fluorescein to different pH values, laser intensities, and

concentrations. Since then, the technique has been further investigated to

select appropriate dye/laser systems. The tracer dye chosen was rhodamine

6G, which is less sensitive to photobleaching [Cri97] and to temperature
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changes, compared to its low-cost parent, rhodamine B. Photobleaching

takes place when dye is unable to emit fluorescence after laser light expo-

sure. As shown by Crimaldi [Cri97], photobleaching of rhodamine 6G may

only be considered when using very low flow velocities (≈ 1 cm/s). As the

temperature of water changes over the time (through refilling or closed-

loop tests), and as the dye consumption is relatively low, rhodamine 6G

was, thus, preferred to other fluorescent dyes. As its absorption and fluo-

rescence emission peaks are λ=526 nm and λ=555 nm respectively, the dye

is very well suited to be excited by the 532 nm wavelength of Nd:YAG solid

state lasers (see Fig. 3.9). The Schmidt number of the dye, measured in

water, is approximately Sc ≈ 8.4× 103 [Wal87].
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Figure 3.9: Absorption and emission spectra of rhodamin
6G [DFL+98] compared with the transmission of the optical filter used
in the LIF setup.

Different cameras are used to perform quantitative LIF investigations: a

high-speed camera Photron PCI Fastcam 1024 performs the high-speed

laser-induced fluorescence recordings (up to 1000 frame per seconds at a

full resolution of 1024 x 1024 px2), necessary to record the convective time

delays of the burner and reduce the measurement time. The camera also

allows the recording time to be reduced by two orders of magnitude com-

pared to a standard low speed LIF system. This is a strong advantage
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regarding the available measurement time of approximately 20 min in the

open-loop configuration. The disadvantage of the camera is the CMOS

sensor, which does not offer the quality of a CCD sensor regarding noise

(non-cooled sensor) and resolution (10 bit converted in 8 bit instead of

now standard full 12 bit for CCD cameras). An Imager QE of LaVision

(1376x1040) is also used for the PIV/LIF investigations. A typical spa-

tial resolution of 0.2 mm/px is, thus, achieved when the full combustion

chamber section is recorded by the camera.

In order to record 2D images, a 1 mm thick laser sheet is generated with

a 4 Watt CW-Laser (Polytec, Finesse, 532 nm, RMSpower < 0.5%), which

excites the dye passing through the measurement plane. The emitted light

is then filtered with a Schott OG590 optical filter and the resulting signal

is recorded by the cameras.

3.3.3.2 Quantitative measurement principle

When passing through a medium filled of diluted dye at a concentration

C, the intensity IL(b) of a laser beam will be attenuated along its path

b through absorption of the light by the dye or other particles present

in the flow. This phenomenon is shown through the response of the dye

for different concentrations at different locations of the picture and for a

single laser intensity in Figure 3.10. The linear response assumption is valid

for concentrations C∗ ≤ 0.08 (C ≤ 3.2 × 10−8 mol/l). Above this value,

a decrease of the response due to light absorption is clearly visible. This

attenuation along the beam path can be described with the Lambert Beer’s

law, defined as

IL(b) = IL(0) exp

(
−
∫ b

0

(ε · C(x) + η) dx

)
, (3.8)

where b is the beam path, ε the absorption coefficient of the dye used and

η the absorption coefficient of the medium in which the dye is injected.

The fluorescence signal emitted by the excited dye and recorded by a two-

dimensional sensor If (x, y) satisfies

If (x, y) = A(x, y) · Φ · V · IL(x, y) · C(x, y) , (3.9)
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Figure 3.10: Linear relationship between intensity recorded by the
camera and normalized concentration C* = C/(4×10−8) mol/l

where A(x, y) is a factor depending on the transmission of the optics, Φ the

effective quantum yield of the dye and V the measurement volume. When

the exponential term of Eq. 3.8 is low enough (i.e., low concentration, short

beam path or short extinction coefficient), the laser beam attenuation does

not need to be taken into account, and the fluorescence signal If (x, y) is

a linear response of the local concentration C(x, y). A linear calibration

allows the real concentration C(x, y) from If (x, y) to be determined. When

the exponential term of Eq. 3.8 is no longer negligible, the absorption of

the laser light must be taken into account and a ratiometric method, as

presented by Pan [PM01], can be used. Such a correction method allows the

influence of the parameters η,A(x, y),Φ, V to be suppressed, by dividing

the recorded pictures with a picture of a known reference concentration

Cref . This is also an advantage for PIV/LIF investigations, where the

seeding density may vary between different runs. After introducing the

variable ζ(x) = 1− C(x)
Cref

, the local dye concentration is calculated as

ζ(b) = 1− If (b)− Ib(b)
If,ref (b)− Ib(b)

· exp
(
−ε · Cref ·

∫ b

0

ζ(x) dx

)
, (3.10)
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where Ib is a background image taken without any dye in the system but

with the laser switched on. The post-processing requires only the knowl-

edge of the reference concentration as well as those of the coefficient ε. The

latter can be calculated with help of the mean pictures of two known con-

centrations satisfying Cref,1 = a · Cref,2. Equation 3.10 can be rewritten

for each line i of the CCD sensor as

εiCrefxi =
1

(1− a)
· ln

(
a · Iref,1,i − Ib,i

Iref,2,i − Ib,i

)
, (3.11)

where εi is the absorption coefficient calculated for one line of the sensor

after a linear regression. When averaged over the lines of the CCD sensor,

it gives a good approximation of the extinction coefficient. In the present

case, the measurement gives εrho6G = 1.24× 107 mol−1m−1 while the liter-

ature [DFL+98] reports εrho6G = 1.16× 107 mol−1m−1, which corresponds

to a difference of less than 7%.

3.3.3.3 Homogeneous concentration

Three ways of generating the homogeneous concentration If,ref have been

tested (see setup in Fig. 3.6): (1) closed-loop homogeneous concentration;

(2) open-loop homogeneous concentration with injection of reference dye

solution just downstream of the pump, (pre-pre-premix injection); (3)

open-loop homogeneous concentration with injection of reference dye solu-

tion approximately 600 mm upstream of the burner, at the inlet of a pipe

simulating the upstream section of combustion chamber (pre-premix injec-

tion). The methods required around 20, 5, and 1 minutes, respectively, to

produce a homogeneous mixture.

To ensure good post processing, homogeneous reference concentrations

were generated before each measurement run. As the open-loop measure-

ment time with one tank is equal to 20 min at 8.55m3/h and as the its

refilling requires around 30 min, reducing the time needed to obtain the

reference concentration is critical. Therefore, depending on the setup in-

vestigated, method 2 (pre-pre-premix) or 3 (pre-premix) was selected.
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A comparison of the mixing efficiency of both methods was done and the

measured averaged normalized concentration C∗ as well as temporal un-

mixedness criterion Ut are listed in Tab. 3.1. The average of the homo-

geneous concentrations recorded vary little, indicating that the burner is

properly sealed into the test rig. Because of its longer mixing length, the

pre-pre-premix case shows a much better mixing quality than the pre-

premix case. However, when compared to the standard premix injection,

which is already well mixed, both homogeneous concentrations are more

than two orders of magnitude better mixed than the standard burner in-

jection. They can, thus, be equivalently used for the quantitative post-

processing of the mixing pictures.

pre-pre-premix pre-premix premix

〈C∗〉 0.03509 0.0356 0.03378
Ut 1.332×10−5 2.9 ×10−5 3.941×10−3

Table 3.1: Comparison of the mixing quality of two homogeneous con-
centrations (pre-pre-premix and pre-premix) with a standard burner
premix injection

Regarding the pre-pre-premix injection, the mixture is physically com-

pletely mixed and the unmixedness value is a measure of the noise of the

measurement system. As mixing and measurement noise are statistically

independent, the variance measured at the burner outlet can be defined as

σ2
tot = σ2

mixing + σ2
noise . (3.12)

In pre-pre-premix conditions, one can assume that σ2
tot = σ2

noise. This

value can be used to determine how strongly the measurement of a typical

mixing quality is affected by the noise of the measurement system. For the

standard premix injection, the ratio of the variances σ2
noise/σ

2
tot is equal

to 33, so that the noise of the measurement system can be considered as

negligible regarding the mixing qualities recorded for standard injection of

the burner.
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3.3.3.4 Measurement accuracy

The rotameters of the test rig (Georg Fisher) were calibrated using a

chronometer and a bucket. For very low volume flows set, the measured

volume flows were superior by 30% to the set values. The error decreases

exponentially with increasing volume flow but measured values remain 4

to 5% higher when the maximum of the scale is reached.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the accuracy of concentration measure-
ments in the water test rig. The set concentration is the theoretical
concentration set with the dye and main volume flows, the measured
concentration is recorded by the camera and post-processed with ab-
sorption correction for a standard premix injection of the burner. The
homogeneous concentrations are performed in pre-pre-premix mode.
The 95% confidence interval limits are plotted on both sides of the
regression curve.

After correction of the volume flows with the experimental calibrations,

the accuracy of the LIF measurement technique can be calculated from

reference concentrations taken during different measurement campaigns.
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The measured concentration with respect to the set concentration is dis-

played in Fig. 3.11. A linear fit with a confidence interval of 95% gives the

results 〈C∗〉/C∗set = 1.0551 ± 0.0268. A 5% bias appears in the measured

data, which is due to small leckage around the burner fixation plate. This

leads to a smaller water flow through the burner than the total volume flow

measured upstream of the pump, and explains the higher concentrations

recorded than the ones set. However, this error can be compensated for

when the momentum ratio is calculated from the recorded concentration

and not from the set volume flows.

3.3.3.5 Influence of mean flow on fluorescence intensity
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Figure 3.12: Impact of pipe bulk velocity on fluorescence intensity
for homogeneous concentrations. C0 = 8× 10−9 mol/l.

Wang [WK00] pointed out that the mean flow velocity may have an impact

on the recorded fluorescence intensity of the system Argon-Ion Laser/Flu-

orescein. To verify this on the present LIF system, tests were conducted in

a pipe of 40 mm in diameter. The pipe bulk velocity was selected within

the range occurring in the mixing experiments of the burner. Figure 3.12

shows that an increase in the mean velocity of the pipe leads to a slight de-

crease in the mean intensity of around 1% per m/s. Hence, the influence of
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the velocity on the measured concentration can be considered to be negli-

gible and the measurement technique is a pure concentration measurement

technique.
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3.4 Reacting flow investigations

3.4.1 The combustion chamber

´ Reacting tests were performed in

a cylindrical atmospheric combustion

chamber of 200 mm diameter which had

full optical access to the flame (Fig. 3.13

and Fig. 3.14) thanks to a silica glass

cylinder of 300 mm height. The tem-

perature of the main air flow Tpre is

controlled by a preheater mounted up-

stream of the burner. A resonance

tube can be mounted downstream of

the combustion chamber to amplify a

combustion instability corresponding to

a 1/4 wave mode oscillation (bulk oscil-

lation mode). An extensive description

of the test rig can be found in Albrecht

et al. [ABB+06] .

The signal of microphones or photo-

multipliers are recorded on 16-bit data

acquisition cards from National Instru-

ments (NI PXI-6143 S-Series mounted

in NI PXI-1031). Routines written in

LabVIEW are used to save the data.
Figure 3.13: Photograph of the
combustion chamber
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the combustion chamber with mounted
staged fuel injection

3.4.2 Measurement techniques

3.4.2.1 Exhaust gas analysis

A water-cooled finger probe extracts a small volume flow of the exhaust

gas of the combustor (ca. 60 l/min) downstream of the flame. The gas

is pumped through a heated piping system (140◦C) to the exhaust gas

analyzer built from 4 modules manufactured by ABB. It allows for anal-

ysis of NO and NO2, CO and CO2 as well as the rest of the oxygen O2.

The description of the modules as well as their measurement ranges are

listed in Tab. 3.2 and further information is available in [BS09]. To allow

for a comparison of the NOx values of different operating points, the wet

measurements are corrected to a dry basis and normalized at 15 % O2as

NOx,15%O2
= NOx,meas,dry

21− 15

21− [O2]meas
, (3.13)
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with [O2]meas being the remaining oxygen after the combustion. Two dif-

ferent exhaust probe hole arrangements were designed and manufactured

in-house, one with equidistant holes, the second with a surface averaged

hole profile. The emissions measured by the two probes were very similar

so that the composition of gas at the measurement location (660 mm down-

stream of the burner dump plane) can be considered as perfectly mixed and

independent of the arrangement of the probe’s holes.

Molecule Module Measurement range Type of measurement

NO, NO2 Limas 11 HW 0 · · · 20 ppm UV absor., wet gas
CO2 Uras 14 0 · · · 15 Vol % IR absor., dry gas

COlow Uras 14 0 · · · 200 ppm IR absor., dry gas
COhigh Uras 14 0 · · · 1000 ppm IR absor., dry gas

O2 Magnos 106 0 · · · 25 Vol % IR absor., dry gas

Table 3.2: Exhaust gas analysis of the combustion chamber

3.4.2.2 OH*/CH* - Chemiluminescence and spectrometry

As the intensity of the chemiluminescence is weak, the light intensity col-

lected has to be amplified by so-called phototubes. The chemiluminescence

of the flame is recorded, whether global and time resolved with multiple

photomultipliers equipped with filters or spatially resolved at a low time

resolution (up to 6 Hz) with the intensified CCD (ICCD) camera.

Photomultipliers of the type H5784-04 of Hamamatsu are used. A filter

corresponding to the wavelength of interest can be mounted on their front

side. The light received by the photomultipliers is transmitted through an

optic fiber arrangement which ensures that the whole flame is located in the

field of view of the fiber optic and that each photomultiplier receives the

same amount of light from the same region. A description of the complex

fiber bundle may be found in [GMPS09]. Because the flame stabilizes either

partly inside or completely outside of the burner depending on the fuel

injection profile or the equivalence ratio [Bia06], the end cap of the fiber

optic is mounted at the end of the silica segment and inclined by 45◦ toward

the burner. The numerical aperture of the fiber optic (NA=22) ensures that

the fiber records the light from a cone with a diameter of approximately
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120 mm at the burner outlet ensuring that almost all of the light emitted by

the flame is collected. The photomultiplier signals are amplified and low-

pass filtered by DISA 55D26 signal conditioners. Before any processing,

the background signal measured without flame is recorded and subtracted

from the instantaneous signal.

The ICCD camera is a combination of an intensifier (Intensified Relay

Optic, IRO) and a CCD camera (Imager QE of LaVision). The IRO is

a purely optical intensifier using the same principle as a photomultiplier.

The electrons multiplied through a micro-channel plate are projected on an

high-sensitivity phosphor shield (P24, decay time of 4 ms) which produces

the image recorded by the CCD sensor. The shutter time was set to 100µs

and the gain set to 90. These settings offer a good compromise between

a good illumination and the instantaneous capture of dynamic phenomena

of up to 250 Hz (angular resolution of the pictures of 9◦). A silica UV-lens

(Pentax 7838-UV, F/3.8 to F/16) allows recording of light of wavelengths

from 250 nm to 1200 nm and above. The lens is mounted between the filter

holder and the IRO.

The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the pictures was estimated to be typ-

ically SNRsingle ≈ 0.52 for single images and SNRaverage ≈ 3.1 for an

average picture made of 35 snapshots (see Dussault and Hoess [DH04] for

calculation method and Lacarelle et al. [LLB+10] for more details). This

SNR varie depending on the local intensity recorded, being higher when

high-intensity events are recorded and vice versa. This theoretical calcu-

lation points out that the OH* signal remains extremely noisy and that

interpretation of single snapshots is possible, but must be done with cau-

tion. Only averaged pictures show a sufficient SNR (even if very low) to

lead to a non-ambiguous interpretation of the recorded structures.

The different filter types used on both the photomultipliers or ICCD camera

are listed in Tab. 3.3.

A comparison of the OH* and CH* pictures of the flame for a lean mixture

(φ = 0.555) is shown in Fig. 3.15. The general flame shape is the same for

both filters. Slight differences appear when considering the positions of the

radially integrated maxima (difference of 30 pixels equivalent to 6 mm) or

center of gravity but no general trend could be observed when considering
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Signal recorded Filter wave length Apparatus

OH 312 ± 2 nm ICCD camera
CH 431 ± 2.4 nm ICCD camera
OH 308.2 ± 11.2 nm Photomultiplier
CH 431 ± 4.3 nm Photomultiplier

Table 3.3: Filters used for chemiluminescence investigations

other operating points. Even if the OH* radical is reported to have a much

longer lifetime after the reaction zone than the CH* radical, it seems that

no difference is visible in the flame shape, presumably because of the strong

recirculation of exhaust gas. Therefore, as the CH* signal is much weaker,

the OH* signal was used to determine the flame characteristics such as

flame position and width.
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The photomultipliers are well suited to record the chemiluminescence re-

leased by the flame with a high temporal resolution, but as shown is the

spectra in Fig. 3.3, they are not suited for differenciating the sources of

chemiluminescence. To circumvent this problem, a Peltier cooled spec-

trometer of Ocean Optics records the light spectrum of the flame. Through

the fiber bundle, the same field of view as for the photomultipliers is en-

sured. As the quality of the spectrum was more relevant than a fast acqui-

sition, the spectra were integrated over 2 s and an average spectrum from

10 records was taken for each point reported.

3.4.2.3 Microphones and flame transfer function measurements

Pressure probes To record the acoustic velocity fluctuations in the test

rig, the Multi-Microphone Method (MMM) [PSPM02] was used. An ex-

tensive description of the method as well as of the measurement probe can

be found in [Bot08] and the main points are summarized here. First of all,

the pressure probes used are 1/4” condenser microphones (G.R.A.S. 40BP

with pre-amplifiers 26AC). They are mounted in water-cooled microphone

holders with a 1 mm outlet hole to prevent damages from high tempera-

tures, in particular downstream of the flame. Because the water contained

in the hot gases should not condense on the microphone membrane, the

temperature was set to 333 K.

The microphones are calibrated in terms of amplitude and phase relation

in a calibration tube of 200 mm diameter, which is equipped with a loud-

speaker at one end and a low-reflecting termination on the other end to

avoid acoustic nodes at the microphone position. They are mounted cir-

cumferentially at one axial location. A reference microphone, wall flush-

mounted and thus recording the pressure oscillations inside the tube, is

fixed at the same position. The latter is absolutely calibrated with a pis-

tonphone (Brüel & Kjaer Type 4228) at 124 dB and 250 Hz, and the other

microphones are calibrated relatively to the reference microphone.

Multi-Microphone Method (MMM) Up to 5 microphones can be

mounted upstream and downstream of the burner, ensuring a good accu-

racy of the MMM measurements. A least square regression method is used

to calculate the unknown amplitudes of the traveling waves A+(ω) and
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A−(ω) from Eq. 2.110 and Eq. 2.112. Because of its ease, the frequency

domain of Eq. 2.110, Eq. 2.108 will be used. Eq. 2.108 expressed for N mi-

crophones located at the axial positions x1 . . . xN leads to the system of

equations




p̂(x1, ω)

p̂(x2, ω)
...

p̂(xN , ω)


 =




e−ik
+x1 e+ik−x1

e−ik
+x2 e+ik−x2

...
...

e−ik
+xN e+ik−xN




[
A+(ω)

A−(ω)

]
. (3.14)

With the definition

H =




e−ik
+x1 e+ik−x1

e−ik
+x2 e+ik−x2

...
...

e−ik
+xN e+ik−xN




(3.15)

and using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix defined as H+ =(
H

T
H
)−1

H
T

, where the operator (·) is the complex conjugate, (·)T
, the

transpose operator, and (·)−1
, the inverse operator, one obtains the solution

for the coefficient A+(ω) and A−(ω):

[
A+(ω)

A−(ω)

]
= H+




p̂(x1, ω)

p̂(x2, ω)
...

p̂(xN , ω)


 (3.16)

A+(ω) and A−(ω) are solutions of Eq. 3.14 in the least square sense. As for

every regression method, the residual resulting from the fitting should be

minimized and remain lower that 5%, which was the case for the measure-

ments presented here. One uncertainty source is the determination of the

local temperature T , which has a direct effect on the averaged density ρ as

well as the acoustic sound velocity c. This is particularly true downstream

of the flame where axial as well as even more radial temperature gradients

take place, due to the cooling effect of the walls.
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The determination of A+(ω) and A−(ω) allows the velocity fluctuations

û(x, ω) to be calculated at any axial location in the test section. For the

tests considered, the burner outlet (x = 0 mm) was chosen as the reference

plane for the acoustic fluctuations.

Flame transfer function The flame transfer function (FTF), is the

response of the heat release of the flame to acoustic pulsations. It is defined

as

FTF (ω) =
ˆ̇Q′(ω)/Q̇

û′(ω)/U0

, (3.17)

with Q̇ being the global heat release rate, ˆ̇Q′(ω) the Fourier transform of

its temporal fluctuations, U0 the mean bulk velocity in a reference plane,

generally located upstream of the flame, and û′(ω) the Fourier transform

of the acoustic fluctuations at the same location.

Technically, an optical measurement of the heat release fluctuations re-

quires the use of different chemiluminescence signals [SGP+09]. Here how-

ever, only the CH* chemiluminescence signal will be used to obtain a surro-

gate measurement of the heat release fluctuations. The flame transfer func-

tion can also be measured from pure acoustic measurements which avoid

to use optical signals. The method is described for example in [PP98].

As shown in Sec. 3.4.3, the flame transfer function is a key element to assess

for the stability of a combustion system. In general, the response of the

flame also depends on the amplitude of forcing, low amplitudes correspond-

ing to the linear regime, while high forcing amplitudes correspond to the

non-linear regime followed by a saturation regime. The attempt to account

for the sensitivity of the flame response to varying acoustic-forcing ampli-

tudes is a recent field of research in and of itself [NDSC08] and will not

be mentioned further. It was only ensured that the acoustic forcing of the

flame remained low enough so that the flame was maintained in the linear

regime. The amplitude of acoustic forcing is depending on the forcing fre-

quency in the test rig for a defined loudspeaker voltage, in particular close

to resonant frequencies, which induce strong velocity fluctuations. The

FTF was, thus, recorded from mono-frequent forcing, and the loudspeaker

voltage was adjusted for each frequency so that the velocity fluctuations

satisfied u′/u < 0.07.
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Signal processing To calculate the flame transfer function, the chemi-

luminescence and pressure signals are cross-correlated with the excitation

signal. The cross-spectra are then calculated with Welch’s method with

50% overlap to reduce the spectrum noise. With the cross-spectra of the

pressure signals, the cross-spectrum of the velocity fluctuations is calcu-

lated. The ratio of the spectra of the cross-correlated chemiluminescence

fluctuations to the veloctiy fluctuations then compose the chemilumines-

cence transfer function, surrogate of the flame transfer function.

3.4.3 Thermoacoustic network model

The previous measurement technique is then used to determine the so-

called transfer matrices of the combustion chamber elements. Such a tech-

nique has been developed by Munjal [Mun87] to characterize the acoustic

response of mufflers and ducts, and was extended to analyze the stabil-

ity of combustion systems by Paschereit and Polifke [PP98], Paschereit et

al. [PFS01] or Schuermans [Sch03]. In particular, an extensive description

of the modeling task is given in the last reference. Here, a summary of the

elements used to describe the combustor is given. The combustion cham-

ber can be modeled as a network of one-dimensional acoustic elements as

illustrated in Fig. 3.16.

Zus Duct
Burner
Lred-ζ-

area jump
Flame Duct Zds

u1 u2

p2p1

u3 u4 u5

p3 p4 p5

pressure ports pressure ports

Figure 3.16: Thermoacoustic network of the combustor

Each element of the network is characterized by a transfer matrix which

describes the evolution of the acoustic pressure and velocity downstream of

the element depending on the upstream state and the source terms within
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the element. The transfer matrix notation reads
[
p̂
ρc

û

]

downstream

=

[
T11(ω) T12(ω)

T21(ω) T22(ω)

]
·
[
p̂
ρc

û

]

upstream

+

[
p̂
ρc

û ,

]

source

. (3.18)

The source term is different from 0 for elements like a flame or a loud-

speaker. The main elements of the system are briefly described in the

following.

Upstream impedance Because of the complex geometry of the up-

stream section (flexible inlet pipe, preheater, and 90◦ elbow), the upstream

acoustic impedance Z is directly measured with the MMM. Its definition

reads

Z(ω, x) =
p̂(ω, x)

û(ω, x)nu · nb
, (3.19)

where nu is the direction of propagation of the acoustic wave and nb, the

inward normal to the system boundaries.

Pipe with mean flow The transfer function of a straight round pipe

between an upstream and a downstream position with a distance of x2 −
x1 = L and a mean flow without losses can be derived as

T =
1

2

[
e(−ik+L) + e(ik−L) e(−ik+L) − e(ik−L)

e(−ik+L) − e(ik−L) e(−ik+L) + e(ik−L)

]
. (3.20)

Burner A critical element of the thermoacoustic model is the burner

which exhibits a quite complex flow with pressure loss. The simplified

transfer matrix expression of a compact element with losses can be de-

rived from the unsteady isothermal mass and momentum equations with a

pressure loss term, as derived by Paschereit and Polifke [PP98]:

T =

[
1 Mu

(
1− ζ −

(
1
AR

)2)− iωc Lred
0 1

AR

]
. (3.21)

AR is the ratio of the downstream duct area to the upstream duct area

AR = A3

A2
, Lred is the reduced length of the burner, and ζ the hydraulic

pressure loss coefficient. To achieve a better identification of the burner
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transfer matrix parameters with experimental data, an adjustment of the

reference plane was implemented, as proposed by Paschereit et al. [PFS01].

Acoustic flame model As written for Eq. 2.113, a closure is needed to

express the source term of the flame in the combustor. The n − τ model

reported by Crocco and Cheng [CC56] is an analytical formulation which

states that the velocity jump induced by the flame is expressed as

u′4(t) = u′3(t) + nu′3(t)(t− τ) . (3.22)

The time delay τ expresses the observed time delay existing between the

fluctuations upstream and downstream of the flame. n is the so-called inter-

action index. Both parameters can be obtained from a fit of the measured

data. This formulation was useful to describe the main behavior of combus-

tion instabilities, but remains an empirical model. A physical model of the

flame transfer function can be derived using the mass, momentum, energy,

and state conservation equations across a flame sheet. The well-known

Rankine-Hugoniot equations can be obtained, which describe the pressure,

density, and temperature jumps across the flame. After a reformulation

corresponding to the transfer matrix approach, the transfer matrix of the

flame is obtained as

T fl =




(ρc)3
(ρc)4

− (ρc)3
(ρc)4

(
T4

T3
− 1
)
M3

(
1 + q′/q

u′3/u3

)

−
(
Th
T3
− 1
)
γMu 1 +

(
T4

T3
− 1
)

q̇′/q̇
u′3/u3


 . (3.23)

Experimental measurements of the flame transfer matrix from the acoustic

method showed that the elements T12 and T21 of the flame transfer matrix

can be neglected [Sch03] in the present burner. This is also a consequence

of the very small Mach number. The ratio of the characteristic impedances
(ρc)3
(ρc)4

can also be expressed as a function of the temperatures upstream and

downstream of the flame so that Eq. 3.23 may be simplified as

T fl =



√

T4

T3
0

0 1 +
(
T4

T3
− 1
)

q̇′/q̇
u′3/u3


 . (3.24)
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Downstream reflection coefficient The downstream reflection coef-

ficient was modeled using the exit impedance formulation proposed by

Schuermans et al. [SBFP04] as

Zexit = iω
Lcor
cend

+D

(
rω

2ca

)2
ρaca

ρendcend
, (3.25)

with Lcor = 0.61 r and D a damping coefficient which takes into account

the changes in the geometry with respect to the original unflanged end of

the downstream duct. r is the radius of the downstream duct and ρa and

ca the density and sound speed of the ambient air.

3.5 Velocity measurement techniques

3.5.1 Particle image velocimetry (PIV)

PIV measurements are performed in the two test rigs with a low-speed

PIV system (Continuum Nd:YAG Laser, 20mJ per pulse, acquisition with

a PCO Sensicam, 1280 x 1024 px2, 4 image-pairs per seconds). Seeding

of water is achieved with ∅ 5 µm spherical silver coated particles, seeding

of air is done with oil (∅ 0.8 µm, Merck) for the non-reacting investiga-

tions and with silicon dioxide (SiO2) for reacting investigations. The post

processing is performed with the software VidPIV produced by ILA GmbH.

To reduce the influence of reflections on the cylinder walls, the average of all

the pictures is subtracted from each single snapshot. The resulting pictures

are then processed in 32 x 32 px2 interrogation areas with a 50 % overlap.

The interrogation areas are cross-correlated and a local median filter is

used to eliminate spurious vectors. The eliminated data are replaced via

interpolation from adjacent interrogation areas. The resulting vector field

is used for an adaptive cross-correlation of the data, spurious data are

filtered again and adaptive cross-correlation in 16 x 16 px2 interrogation

areas is reapplied. The percentage of spurious vectors never exceeded 2 %

in the water investigations.

The quality of combustion chamber data, in particular those for the react-

ing flow, is much lower than the water test rig measurements. In the air,
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non-homogeneous seeding density, optical reflexions of the cylindrical wall,

agglomeration of seeding on the combustor wall as well as the low signal

recorded led to significantly more velocity outliers and, hence, a higher

error for single velocity estimation than in water (±16% against ±7.7%,

calculation method defined in [ITT08]). In fact, because of the smoothing

effect of the PIV interpolation, the velocities are more underestimated so

that the turbulent quantities of the combustion chamber will be under-

predicted. On the contrary, higher volume flow oscillations will slightly

increase the degree of turbulence in the water test rig, but will remain

closer to the real degree of turbulence.

3.5.2 Laser Doppler anemometry (LDA)

A two component LDA system manufactured by Dantec (Model No 5500A-

00 with BSA F60) was used in the water test rig. The positioning of

the LDA measurement volume is ensured by a traversing system and po-

sitioning correction due to the different refraction indexes (air/glass and

glass/water) is applied if necessary. As shown in [FKS00], if the axial veloc-

ity component is not influenced by the round combustion chamber (except

for a constant position shift), the azimuthal component may be affected

by the variation of the incident angle of the laser beam with the round

surface. However, if the angle remains below 6◦, close to the actual value

of 7◦, then the changes in the interference pattern are negligible. Using

the small incident angle assumption, the axial and azimuthal measurement

volume position can also be considered to be coincident.

To reduce the bias error, the velocities recorded are weighted with their

transit time before statistical momentums are calculated. For the phase-

averaged measurements presented in Sec. 4.3.2.3, this correction is not nec-

essary and the collecting mode “sample and hold” of the bursts is set for the

bursts (2 ms dead time between two valid bursts, i.e., maximal data rate

of 500 Hz). To increase the data rate, the two velocity measurements are

non-coincident. Data rates ranging from 100 Hz up to 500 Hz are achieved,

depending on the location of the measurement probe. These values are suf-

ficient to obtain a good resolution of the dominant frequencies of interest

below 10 Hz.
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As the flow is strongly dominated by a helical structure, the triple decom-

position of Eq. 2.33 is used on the LDA time signal. The velocity samples

acquired are phase sorted with respect to the filtered reference signal (the

hydrophone), with a phase resolution of 1◦ (resulting in 360 bins). About

15,000 valid samples for each measurement point are taken. The mean

phase-averaged profile is obtained by fitting a Fourier series to the bin-

averaged profile, as described by Sonnenberger [SGE00]. Five harmonics

are used and ensure a higher stability of the obtained profile against mea-

surement outliers. The formulation of the Fourier estimation of the mean

phase averaged velocity ũF,t(φ) (here for the azimuthal velocity) is there-

fore,

ũF,t (φ) = ut +

5∑

m=1

amcos (2πmf0φ) + bmsin (2πmf0φ) , (3.26)

where ut is the mean velocity at the considered point, φ the phase angle,

f0 the dominant frequency, am and bm the Fourier coefficients of the mth

harmonic. To allow for a direct comparison of the amplitude and phase

shift relationship between the measurement points and the hydrophone

signal, Eq. 3.26 is reformulated as

ũF,t(φ) = ut +

5∑

m=1

|ũt,m| cos (2πmf0φ+ ∠ũt,m) , (3.27)

with ũt,m = am − ibm. The same processing is applied to the hydrophone

signal because the hydrophone data are sampled with a valid burst of the

streamwise velocity and not continuously sampled. Figure 3.17 confirms the

effectiveness of the Fourier estimation in comparison to the bin-averaging

method. The temporal signal was recorded at the position G at the burner

outlet for the unforced flow (see position in Fig. 3.7). The left plot in

Fig. 3.17 shows the phase-sorted samples of the azimuthal component ut
and the resulting bin averaging. It proves the strength of the random

component u′t relative to the coherent motion ũt, the coherent fluctuation

representing 10 to 20% of the total velocity fluctuations. The Fourier esti-

mation on the right plot smooths the bin-averaged profile and allows for a
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better estimate of ũt(φ) to be obtained. It is also noticeable from Fig. 3.17

that the phase averaged signal at the burner outlet is not sinusoidal but

qualitatively reproduces the signal obtained in other experimental config-

urations [Syr06].
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Figure 3.17: Scatter plot of the azimuthal velocity ut, bin averaging
of the velocity (left) and comparison of the bin averaging with the
Fourier estimation of the bin averaged velocity (right), ũF,t for the
unforced flow.

Temporal spectra are also calculated from the LDA time signals. Because

of the randomly acquired data, which cannot be used directly for FFT

analysis, the acquired data are equally resampled with the mean sampling

time of the time series [RM00]. The power spectrum is then calculated

with the function pwelch in Matlab, and to reduce the noise, the whole

time signal is split into periods of 7 sections and the resulting spectra

averaged together.

3.6 PIV/LIF Measurement

A combined PIV/LIF measurement system is used to characterize the un-

steady flow field and particularly the interaction between scalar and ve-

locity fields. A diagramm of the system is presented in Fig. 3.18. Before

entering the measurement section, the laser beam passes through a con-

tinuously stirred cell filled with a rhodamine 6G reference concentration.

The measurement area, which contains more than half the outlet diam-

eter and the reference cell, is recorded by two cooled CCD cameras. A

band pass interference filter centered around 532 nm is mounted between
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the objective and the PIV camera (PCO Sensicam) while a high pass filter

OG590 is fixed on the LIF camera (Imager QE). The overlapping of the

two cameras is adjusted with a spatial precision of ±2 pixels (± 0.2 mm).

The oscillations of the reference cell global intensity are proportional to

the laser power oscillations and used in the post-processing to correct the

concentration pictures. For the measurement presented here, 500 PIV/LIF

snapshots are recorded and processed with VidPIV for the PIV snapshots.

The LIF snapshots are post-processed with the same routine as described

in Sec. 3.3.3.2.

Figure 3.18: PIV/LIF System: 1-Nd:YAG Laser (532 nm) + lenses
to generate 1.5 mm laser sheet. 2-reference cell. 3-Burner mounted into
200 mm cylinder inside the square test rig. 4- 50-50 splitter plate. 5-
LIF Camera. 6- PIV Camera. 7- 532 nm bandpass filter. 8- OG590
filter.

3.7 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)

Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is used to extract the dominant

modes contained in the flow field from a series of snapshots. Spatial or tem-

poral modes can be extracted depending on the data set available. Datasets
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with high temporal resolution (from hotwire array for example) allow tem-

poral modes to be extracted, while datasets with high spatial resolution

(from PIV for example) allow spatial modes to be characterized. The re-

sulting dominant modes describe the coherent structures which dominate

the flow field. In the present thesis, spatial modes calculated from PIV

data are shown. The general decomposition of the turbulent velocity field

of Eq. 2.2 reads:

u(x, t) = u(x) +

N∑

i=1

ai(t)ui(x), (3.28)

where u(x) denotes the ensemble average of u(x, t), ui is a POD mode,

ai its respective amplitude, and N is the number of modes used for the

decomposition. ui are also referred to as the basis functions of the flow

field. The aim of the POD is to find a set of empirical basis functions which

should represent the flow in an optimally compact fashion. Mathematically,

this leads to solving the eigenvalue problem

∫

Ω

u′(x, t)⊗ u′(x′, t)ui(x
′)dx′ = λiui(x) , (3.29)

where Ω is the flow domain considered. λi are the eigenvalues correspond-

ing to the eigenfunctions (modes) ui, u′(x, t)⊗ u′(x′, t) is the two-point

space-time correlation tensor (⊗ is the dyadic product). The eigenvalues

λi represent the contribution of the mode i to the mean turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE). The modes are ordered by decreasing energy contribution

(optimality condition). The time coefficients can be obtained by taking

the inner product of the instantaneous snapshot u(x, t) with the consid-

ered mode as

ai(t) =

∫

Ω

u′(x, t)ui(x)dx . (3.30)

In the present study, the decomposition is obtained with the methods of

the snapshots of Sirovich. Further details can be taken from [HLB98]. The

method was applied to the velocity and chemiluminescence pictures.
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Chapter 4

Combustion chamber and burner

flow field characteristics

This chapter with help of the thermoacoustic model justifies the use of

the fuel staging as a mean of controlling thermoacoustic instabilities. The

theoretical model is validated with experimental data recorded with the

modified fuel injector I00. Furthermore, an overview of the flow and passive

scalar fields is given to illustrate the main mixing mechanisms taking place

inside the burner.

4.1 Thermoacoustic behavior

4.1.1 Acoustic measurements and model

The thermoacoustic network was used to investigate the capacity of a mod-

ified distribution of fuel residence time to control the thermoacoustic in-

stabilities in the combustor. The comparison between the model and mea-

surements for the phase of the elements of the burner transfer matrix is

shown in Fig. 4.1 and demonstrates the very good agreement of the model

with the experimental data. Qualitatively similar results were observed for

the amplitude of the element of the transfer matrix which, for brevity, are

not shown here.

An estimation of the pressure spectrum in the combustor can be obtained

by solving the linear system

Sr = q , (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Measured (solid) and modeled (dashed) phase of the
burner transfer matrix elements for the operating conditions ṁair =
200 kg/h and Tpre = 293 K.

where S is the matrix of the interconnected elements of the acoustic system,

r is the state vector pressure and velocity fluctuations defined as

r =




p̂1(ω)
ρ1c1

û1(ω)
...

p̂N (ω)
ρNcN

ûN (ω)



, (4.2)

and q the vector of the acoustic sources of the system. Equation 4.1 is then

solved for each frequency of interest and the transfer function of pressure

and velocity fluctuations at every location implemented in the matrix can

be extracted. As an example, the pressure spectrum simulated for a micro-

phone located at x = 1.037 m downstream of the burner is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The forcing was performed upstream of the burner and the pressure signal

of a microphone mounted upstream of the burner (x = −541 mm) was used

as a source for the system. The locations of the pressure peaks are rela-

tively well captured, even if some slight deviation in the peak frequencies

can be observed. The deviations are greater with respect to the amplitude

of the pressure spectrum. However, for stability analysis, i.e., answering

the question of whether the undamped system may become unstable or not,

the phase information is more important. Except in the very-low frequency
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range, the agreement is relatively good.
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Figure 4.2: Measured (solid) and modeled (dashed) pressure spec-
trum recorded 1.037 m from the burner exit plane (Lcc=1.5 m, 200 mm
outlet) showing a good agreement for both the pressure amplitude (top)
and the phase (bottom). Operating conditions ṁair = 200kg/h and
Tpre = 293 K

4.1.2 Stability analysis

Without any acoustic source, the system will remain stable, i.e., no reso-

nance phenomena can take place. If an acoustic source generates acoustic

waves at a frequency close to that of a system mode, then a resonance can

occur which will lead, in the case of the present combustor, to a standing

wave pattern of the pressure distribution at the given resonance frequency.

In a combustion system, the heat release fluctuations will act as a loud-

speaker, but the amplitude of acoustic fluctuations which can be achieved
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is much larger and one can then talk about thermoacoustic instabilities.

To describe the interaction of the flame with the acoustic field of the com-

bustor, the analytical flame model of Schuermans et al. [SBFP04] is used

to model the T22 element of the flame transfer matrix (Eq. 3.23). Its ex-

pression reads

T22 =
û4

û3
= 1 +

(
T4

T3
− 1

)(
e−iωτte−0.5ω2σ2

t − e−iωτφe−0.5ω2σ2
φ

)
, (4.3)

where τt and σt are the mean turbulent time delay and standard devia-

tion, respectively, and τφ and σφ the mean fuel convective time delay and

standard deviation, respectively. This definition is only valid when a tech-

nically feasible flame with a choked fuel injection is considered. If the fuel

injection is not choked, then the last term of Eq. 4.3 would vary slightly

in amplitude and phase and the element T21 of the flame transfer matrix

(Eq. 3.24) would not be equal to zero. If a perfectly premixed flame is

considered, the contribution of the fuel convection of Eq. 4.3 drops toward

zero, as the convection time increases toward infinity.

To investigate the impact of changes in the convective time delays or more

generally in the RTD on the system stability, the convective time delay

is expressed as τφ = τxL + τt and σ2
φ = σ2

xL + σ2
t . This definition splits

the total convective time delay into a purely convective part, which takes

place, for example, inside the burner, down to the position x = xL, very

close to the burner outlet, and another part which is a function of the

flame location at the burner outlet. The proposed model assumes that the

equivalence ratio fluctuations at the burner outlet travel with the same

velocity and over the same distance as the purely turbulent fluctuations

from Eq. 4.3. This is not necessarily the case in real burners, as the vortex

speed may be lower than the mean flow speed. However, it satisfies the

relationship τt < τφ which could be experimentally measured on a similar

burner [SBFP04].

The stability analysis of the system is performed by analyzing the eigen-

values of the resulting system matrix. The influence of the variation of

the mean convective time delay and its relative spreading on the stability

boundaries of the long combustor are shown in Fig. 4.3. The plot on the left

represents the expected frequency (the real part of the eigenvalue) while
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the one on the right displays the growth rate of the eigenvalue (imagi-

nary part of the eigenvalue). A negative growth rate indicates an un-

stable mode of the system. In these plots, the convective time delay is

normalized by the mean bulk residence time in the burner, for the oper-

ating condition considered (OPA, (mair,φ,Tpre)=(220 kg/h, 0.555, 423 K)),

τxL,ref = 0.00479 s, and the values of the turbulent parameters are con-

stant and equal to τt = τref = 0.00479 s and σt/τt = 0.3. The resulting

mean total convective time delay τφ is then equal to the time delay obtained

from FTF measurements at these operating conditions.

The results show that a decrease in the convective time delays τxL/τxL,ref <

1 or/and an increase in the spreading of the distribution are beneficial for

the combustor stability. Hence a reduction in the convective time delays is

expected to have a stabilizing effect on the combustor for the present geom-

etry if the flame position remains unaffected by fuel distribution changes.

The latter is not true in general and in particular in the burner investigated.

For this reason, a simulation was performed with a shorter turbulent time

delay (τt = τref/2). The results produced a similar trend.

Figure 4.3: Stability map of the combustion chamber (Lcc=1.57 m,
200 mm outlet) showing the effect of adjusting the convective time delay
and its spreading on the combustor stability. Left picture: frequency
in Hz of the quarter-wave mode. Right picture: growth rate of the
mode; a negative value indicates an unstable system. Operating point
A: ṁair = 220kg/h, φ = 0.555, Tpre = 423 K.

Regarding the short combustion chamber, however (Lcc=0.66 m), a de-

crease in the mean convective time delay will worsen the combustor stability
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(Fig. 4.4). This is consistent with the increase in the resonance frequency

of the system. Furthermore, if the spreading of convective time delay is in

general beneficial for the stability of the combustor, the results obtained

with the short combustor indicate that an increase in the convective time

delay spreading may have a negative effect on the stability of the combus-

tor (τxL/τxL,ref ∈ [1.2, 2]), with a risk that the system becomes unstable.

Figure 4.4: Stability map of the combustion chamber (Lcc=0.66 m,
200 mm outlet) showing the effect of adjusting the convective time delay
and its spreading on the combustor stability. Left picture: frequency
of the quarter-wave mode. Right picture: growth rate of the mode;
a negative value indicates an unstable system. Operating point A:
ṁair = 220kg/h, φ = 0.555, Tpre = 423 K.

These results confirm that optimal fuel injection is mostly dependent on

the boundary conditions of the system.

4.2 Combustion control using staged injec-

tion

4.2.1 Characterization of the standard burner

The response of the burner with the mounted secondary injector I00 (see

geometry in Fig. 3.5) is presented at this stage using the standard fuel injec-

tion only (α = 1) for different operating conditions. Figure 4.5 and Fig. 4.6

illustrate the pressure pulsations and NOx emission maps as a function of
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Figure 4.5: RMS value of the pressure pulsations (a.u.) for the stan-
dard burner injection with resonance pipe (Lcc= 1.57 m) at three pre-
heating temperatures Tpre=295.5 K, 360.5 K, 423 K (from left to right).
The operating point A is marked with a white circle.

the equivalence ratio φ and the combustor air mass flow ṁair at three pre-

heating temperatures. The combustor is equipped with a resonance tube

(Lcc=1.57 m) and the pressure oscillations are recorded at x=-411 mm. The

air mass and fuel mass flow rates are varied while the preheating temper-

ature remains constant. The points in blue depict the effectively recorded

points as pressure and NOx emissions are continuously recorded while the

fuel and air mass flows are continuously varied.

Whereas the combustor is stable with the lowest preheating temperature,

it becomes unstable when the temperature is increased to Tpre = 360.5 K or

Tpre = 423 K. The high pressure pulsations of the operating point A, which

was simulated in the previous section and which is marked with a white cir-

cle in Figure 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, confirms the results of the simulation, which

predicted an instability. When the combustor is unstable, an increase of

the equivalence ratio augments the amplitude of the pressure pulsations,

as a result of the increase of the heat release fluctuation amplitude, as

predicted by the wave equation with heat release Eq. 2.113. For all the

unstable points, the dominant frequency is close to 100 Hz, corresponding

to the 1/4 wave mode of the downstream side of the combustor. Further-

more, lean mixtures produce, as expected, less NOx emissions. However,

when strong pressure pulsations take place, as it is the case when the pre-

heat temperature is increased from Tpre = 295.5 K up to Tpre = 360.5 K,

NOx emissions increase.
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Figure 4.6: NOx emission map (in ppm, dry, 15% O2) of the standard
burner injection with resonance pipe (Lcc= 1.57 m) at three preheating
temperatures Tpre=295.5 K, 360.5 K, 423 K (from left to right). The
operating point A is marked with a white circle.

4.2.2 Staged injection : control of an unstable case

The unstable operating point A, defined with the triplet (ṁair, φ, Tpre)=

(220 kg/h, 0.555, 423 K), with the long combustor, was selected and the ef-

fect of a variation of the fuel distribution (α,β) on pressure pulsations and

NOx emissions is shown in Fig. 4.7. Clearly, the changes in the fuel distri-

bution allow the combustor to stabilize when α→ 0, i.e., when the staged

injection becomes dominant. The results are even better when β → 0, i.e.

when the fuel is injected closer to the burner outlet, resulting in shorter

fuel convective time delays. This corresponds to the behavior predicted

by the thermoacoustic simulation. The power spectra of the unstable and

stabilized cases presented in Fig. 4.8 confirm that the instability completely

disappears when the fuel injection is properly set.

As shown in Fig. 4.7, there is a small correlation between the pressure

amplitude and NOx emissions. A strong decrease in NOx emissions oc-

curs when the combustor is stabilized, in particular when moving from the

upper-right corner to the lower-left corner of the map. The axial Strouhal

number of the instability ranges from St=0.42 for a bulk velocity of 15 m/s

to St=0.8 for a bulk velocity of 8 m/s. Assuming a Péclet number of

Pe ≈ 40, the one-dimensional mixing model presented in Sec 2.3.4 in-

dicates that the relative temporal fluctuations of the spatially averaged

concentration at the burner outlet will remain high (≈ 50% of the fluc-

tuation amplitude at the inlet). Furthermore, the work performed by

Chishty [CY08] indicates that though the pulsation amplitude may damp
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Figure 4.7: Impact of the fuel distribution on the NOx emissions
and pressure pulsations in the combustion chamber (fuel injector I00
combined with standard injector, operating point A, Lcc= 1.57m)
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Figure 4.8: Spectrum of the unstable standard injection compared
with the stable injection (α, β)=(0,0.35) (fuel injector I00 combined
with standard injector, operating point A, Lcc= 1.57m)

the relative FAR fluctuations, the absolute amplitude of the fluctuations

always increases with increasing velocity fluctuation amplitude. The total

unmixedness reaching the flame then increases and so do the NOx emis-

sions. This explains the positive effect of a stabilization of the combustor
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Chapter 4 Combustion chamber and burner flow field characteristics

on the unmixedness and resulting NOx emissions when such low instability

frequencies are involved.

4.2.3 Performance of the staged injection with stable

combustor

The ability of the injector I00 to stabilize the combustor and produce low

NOx emissions has thus been assessed for one operating point with one

combustor geometry. Now, the quality of the new injection with respect to

the NOx emissions must be compared to the one of the standard injection

in a stable combustor. The short combustor was used (Lcc=0.66 m) and

low pressure pulsations were ensured through the use of an unsealed com-

bustion chamber. The results presented in Fig. 4.9 show that the injection

(α,β)=(0,0.5) results in slightly higher NOx emissions than the standard

fuel injection. Nevertheless, this small NOx penalty is compensated by

the possibility of stabilizing the combustor. Furthermore, it is expected

that slight modifications of the injector design may be able to bring the

NOx emissions back to the level of the standard fuel injection. Finally, the

map of the mean OH* chemiluminescence of the flame recorded with the

photomultiplier suggests that the chemiluminescence signal may be used

to monitor the NOx emissions.
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Figure 4.9: Emission, mean OH* chemiluminescence and stability
map (fuel injector I00 combined with standard injector, operating point
A, Lcc=0.66 m but unsealed combustion chamber to suppress 1/4 wave
mode)
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4.3 Flow and scalar fields

The possibility of controlling the pressure pulsations and NOx emissions

without strong NOx penalties has been already demonstrated here. How-

ever, a better understanding of the mechanisms occurring in the combustor

is needed to model and predict the behavior of the test rig. This starts

with a characterization of the flow and additional scalar fields of the burner

presented in the next section.

4.3 Flow and scalar fields

4.3.1 Characterization of the standard burner flow field

4.3.1.1 Flame shape

The mean velocity field at the burner outlet, presented in Sec. 2.2.1 exhibits

a strong non-axisymmetric shape. This asymmetry induces an asymmetry

in the flame shape as shown by the average OH* chemiluminescence image

recorded from two viewing angles with respect to the burner (Fig. 4.10).

The flame structure is even highly three-dimensional, with a side which

dominates the heat release. Similar flame shapes have been obtained by

other authors from visualization of the same burner type [GS07] and con-

firm that a full characterization of the reacting flow would require mea-

surements in different streamwise planes.

4.3.1.2 Cold flow structure

Swirling flows with strong recirculation zones exhibit strong coherent struc-

tures which affect the turbulent flow field and subsequently the heat release.

In this section, LDA and PIV measurements performed at the burner outlet

to capture and quantify the coherent motion are described. For these mea-

surements the outlet area is equal to the water test rig cross-sectional area

of 400 x 400 mm2. First, PIV measurements triggered by the hydrophone

signal are performed as described in Sec. 3.5.1. The data is expressed as

the azimuthal vorticity Ω defined as

Ω =
∂ux
∂r
− ∂ur

∂x
(4.4)
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Chapter 4 Combustion chamber and burner flow field characteristics

Figure 4.10: Normalized and averaged OH* chemiluminescence im-
ages of the standard fuel injection for two viewing angles of the camera
(0 and 91 degrees in the left and the right images respectively) show-
ing the non-rotational symmetry of the flame as well as an asymmetry
in the heat release distribution. The angle corresponds to the angle
between the camera viewing axis and the slot plane of the burner.

with r being the radius from the flow centerline. This definition is suitable

for the characterization of rotational systems, as a rotational structure

centered on r/D=0 will have the same vorticity sign (and hence the same

color in the color plots) in the positive (zb/D > 0) and negative (zb/D < 0)

half-axial planes.

Four of the eight phase angles acquired, which are presented in Fig. 4.11,

clearly depict the streamwise evolution of a helical structure. Indeed, the

image at a phase angle of 0◦ appears to be the axially symmetric reflec-

tion of that at a phase angle 180◦. This helical structure is composed of

two counter rotating vortices which evolve downstream as the phase angle

increases. Measurements performed with the LDA shows that the normal-

ized frequency of the helical structure meets the condition St ≈ 1. As the

helical structure could be detected at the burner outlet, the question of

what happens in the slot needs to be answered.

To this end, LDA measurements are performed at slot 1 at the axial posi-

tions illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Then, the complete system hydrophone/burner

is rotated by 180◦ allowing access to the second slot. The power spectrum
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4.3 Flow and scalar fields

densities presented in Fig. 4.12 show that an oscillation at the same fre-

quency is present within the slots. This oscillation can be found back near

the burner apex (xE/D=-1.2). Further, the local relative amplitude of the

coherent azimuthal velocity oscillation ũt/ut in both slots is plotted as a

function of axial position. The relative amplitude of the fundamental fre-

quency is calculated from the amplitude of the FFT peak divided by the

mean azimuthal velocity (Eq. 3.27). This amplitude increases as a fourth

power of the axial position, but still remains lower than the amplitude

observed in the shear layer at position G (x/D ≈ 0.2).
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Figure 4.11: Phase-averaged color plots of the azimuthal vorticity Ω
(in s−1) in the (xb,zb)-plane of the unforced flow which provides evi-
dence of the natural helical mode. Four phases of the hydrophone signal
(top right) are used to trigger the acquisition. The arrows represent
the velocity vectors. Unconfined flow

The evolution of the phase shift ∠ϕ between the azimuthal velocities in

the two slots and the hydrophone is shown in Fig. 4.13. A phase shift of

about 180◦ is visible, confirming the helical nature of the oscillations in the

burner slots. This plot also allows the axial wave length λ of the instability

inside the burner to be calculated, and this is estimated to be λ = 2.25D.

As a consequence of the velocity decrease downstream of the dump plane,

this wavelength decreases down to 0.5D at the burner outlet (Fig. 4.11,

90◦angle) before the structure breaks up.
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Chapter 4 Combustion chamber and burner flow field characteristics

G

Figure 4.12: Relative oscillation amplitude of the natural frequency
for ut over the axial position for the unforced flow. Spectrum of the
signal at the different locations (xE/D = −1.2, xD/D = −1, xB/D =
−0.6 and shear layer G) are shown. A fourth-order polynomial fits the
amplitudes of slots 1 and 2, unconfined flow

The sign of the helical mode is determined by introducing a second hy-

drophone probe. One hydrophone (h2) is fixed over slot one, while the an-

gle β of the other hydrophone (h1) is varied around the circumference of the

burner (see Fig. 4.14). The cross-correlation Rh1h2
of the two signals gives

the resulting time lag and hence phase lag ∠h1h2
= ∠h1

− ∠h2
as a func-

tion of the angle β. Figure 4.14 shows that both angles have the same sign

and, given the definition of Rh1h2 (Eq. 2.10), this means that the signal h1

precedes the signal h2 when β ∈ [0, 180] and follows h2 when β ∈ [−180, 0].

The helix is rotating in the same direction as the swirling motion, which is

negative when looking at the coordinate system in Fig. 4.14 (left handed).

Because the helical structure is traveling downwards with increasing phase

angle in Fig. 4.11, the winding of the helix is right handed. The sign of the

resulting mode is then positive (m=1), confirming the results of the LES

simulation on a geometrically similar burner model reported by Duwig et

al. [DFL+07]. The final wave equation of the helix reads

ϕhel (x, θ, t) = (kx+mθ − ωt) , (4.5)

with k = 2π/(2.25D), m = +1, and ω = 2πStnU0/D [FHS06].
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g
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Figure 4.13: Phase rela-
tionship between the tangen-
tial velocity ut and the hy-
drophone signal h within the
slots 1 and 2 of the burner
as a function of the axial po-
sition x/D for the unforced
flow, unconfined flow

h2

h1

yb

Swirl

Figure 4.14: Phase differ-
ence recorded by the two hy-
drophones with variation of
their relative angle β, indi-
cating that the structure ro-
tates with a swirling motion,
unconfined flow

Various different mechanisms may be responsible for the oscillations en-

countered in the slot, either associated with the local effect of the helical

structure on the local pressure loss in the slot or the change in nature of

the flow from supercritical to subcritical [LFG+09]. The main fact is that

these oscillations induce velocity fluctuations which may, as shown later,

lead to concentration fluctuations at the burner outlet and influence the

mixing quality.

4.3.2 Burner flow and scalar fields with staged injec-

tion

4.3.2.1 Burner flow field with modified injections

The influence of the different burner models and of the staged injector I00

on the flow field has to be quantified. Figure 4.15 compares the mean axial

and tangential velocity profiles of the two burners (one in perspex; one in

steel, with a short lance) used during the mixing and velocity experiments

in the water test rig. The axial and tangential velocities of the steel (blue

and ◦) and perspex (black and +) burners are very similar, with slight
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differences in the central recirculation zone, confirming that the model and

the original steel burners are almost identical regarding the velocity field

they generate. The perspex burner is thus a good replication of the stan-

dard steel burner. When the staged injector I00 is added upstream of the

slots of the steel burner (red and 2), it increases the maximum axial veloc-

ities by approximately 15% and slightly widens the internal recirculation

zone. The general velocity field is close to the standard velocity field, so

that the influence of the staged injector I00 can be considered marginal.
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Figure 4.15: Radial velocity profiles (x = 0.25D) of the axial and
tangential mean velocities ux and ut for the short stainless burner,
the short stainless burner with staged injector I00, and the plexiglass
model, Re = 3.5 × 104. LDA data, outlet diameter 200 mm, no fuel
injection.

Further measurements also showed that the mean and turbulent flow fields

are weakly dependent of the Reynolds number for Re > 20 × 103, thus

ensuring the transferability of results to other operating conditions.
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4.3 Flow and scalar fields

4.3.2.2 Scalar mixing at the burner outlet

By changing the fuel distribution within the burner, the mixing profile at

the burner outlet varies strongly. Figure 4.16 illustrates these variations

when the fuel injection is modified from fully upstream (α, β)=(0, 1) to

mostly downstream (α, β)=(0, 0.17). Using an upstream dominated fuel

injection enriches the central zone of the burner while injection downstream

enriches the outer zone. The global probability density function (i.e., the

PDFs presented are not the PDFs of the time-averaged images shown in

Fig. 4.16 but are generated from all the instantaneous images of the mixing

process) shown below the averaged images fit relatively well with a beta-

function, which is typically used to model binary mixing processes.
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Figure 4.16: Top: Normalized concentration C∗ for different injec-
tion configurations recorded with HS-LIF at x = 5 mm. A filter (black
zones) is applied to exclude the recirculation zones from the process-
ing. Bottom: Corresponding global probability density function with
beta-function fit.
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With Eq. 2.77, the equivalence ratio PDFs are obtained (Fig. 4.17). They

show that the equally distributed injection deviates considerably from the

ideal mixture. In particular, premixing at the burner outlet is not complete

and some improvement of the mixture quality may be achieved.
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Figure 4.17: Corresponding global probability density function of the
equivalence ratio φ. Operating point A. The red curve corresponds to
the transformation of a beta function fitting performed with the fuel
mole fraction Yf .

4.3.2.3 Helical structure and scalar mixing

The velocity fluctuations induced by the helical structure at the slot en-

trance induce coherent oscillations in the scalar mixing field. The change

of the fuel distribution not only allows the spatial fuel repartition to be

adjusted before it reaches the flame, but, combined with the helical ve-

locity fluctuations, may also enhance or damp the temporal scalar fluc-

tuations. Figure 4.18 shows the impact of four fuel distributions on the

temporal oscillations of the spatially-averaged concentration at the burner

outlet. The dominant peak occurs at twice the rotation frequency of the

helical structure, which is a consequence of the π rotational invariance of

the burner. When extreme injection is used, the fluctuation amplitude

of the spatially-averaged concentration recorded at the burner outlet is

maximal, reaching a relative oscillation amplitude of 5.7% for the distri-

bution (α, β)=(0, 1), while it is strongly damped down to 1.3% when the
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4.3 Flow and scalar fields

distribution (α, β)=(0, 0.5) is used. Without the staged injection, a rela-

tive oscillation amplitude of just 0.57% is achieved. Even if relatively low,

these oscillations may be able to trigger combustion instability. In partic-

ular, it should be noted that the local concentration fluctuations can be

much higher close to the slots.

standard

Figure 4.18: Influence of the fuel distribution on the power spectrum
of the spatially-averaged concentration fluctuations 〈C∗〉′ recorded
5 mm downstream of the burner outlet with HS-LIF (C∗∞=0.035)

The use of the simultaneous PIV/LIF measurement technique allows the

interaction between the scalar and velocity fluctuations to be quantified.

For the upstream staged injection (α, β) = (0, 1), the analysis of the nor-

malized radial v∗′C∗′ = v′C ′/(U0C∞) and axial u∗′C∗′ = u′C ′/(U0C∞)

turbulent scalar transport terms presented in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 re-

spectively clearly shows that the velocity and concentration oscillations

correlate strongly at the burner outlet. The results show qualitatively the

same trends observed with a large eddy simulation performed by Flohr at

al.[FSP02] : the radial scalar flux is directed toward the center of the flow

for small radial positions (r = |y/D| < 0.35) and toward the outer wall for

higher radial values (0.45 < r = |y/D| < 0.35). The turbulent axial flux is

directed in the downstream x-direction on the inner and outer sides of the

conical jet.

The consequences of these results for the modeling of the mixing inside the

burner are multiple. Not only the turbulence but also the coherent motion
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Figure 4.19: Dimensionless

radial scalar flux v∗′C∗′

taken in an axial plane
perpendicular to the slot
plane at the burner out-
let. Upstream injection
(α, β) = (0, 1).

Figure 4.20: Dimensionless

axial scalar flux u∗′C∗′ taken
in an axial plane perpendic-
ular to the slot plane at the
burner outlet. Upstream in-
jection (α, β) = (0, 1).

should be modeled, especially if one is interested in statistical moments

of an order higher than two. The presence of these coherent oscillations

will greatly contribute to an increase in the fuel/air unmixedness when

compared to mean field scalar models, due to the increased temporal fluc-

tuations. This may be important when trying to obtain a model of the

emissions or combustor stability with a temporal resolution close to that

needed to describe the coherent motion. However, in the present work

the aim is to control combustion with frequencies more than one order of

magnitude lower than the helical oscillation frequency. Therefore, a mean

field mixing model with a mixture probability density function should be

well suited to characterizing the changes induced by slow changes in the

mixing profile. The impact of the coherent motion on the mixing profile

or the residence time may thus be corrected a posteriori to improve the

accuracy of the results. Accordingly, we go on to develop a mean flow

mixing model of the burner to characterize the convective time delays as

well as the mixing quality changes. Prior to this, however, the possibility

of using cold flow measurement to predict the combustion behavior must

be assessed.
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Chapter 5

Flow similarity and scaling laws

5.1 Burner flow similarity in air and water

5.1.1 Mean and turbulent flow fields

Before quantitative information is extracted from measurements with the

water test rig to predict the reacting flow behavior, it is necessary to ensure

that the water and non reacting air test rigs deliver similar results. First

of all, both test rigs must present the same flow field and consequently

similar velocity profiles. This is demonstrated by the axial velocity profiles

shown in Fig. 5.1 and radial velocity profiles of Fig. 5.2. These figures

compare measurements performed in water (Re=3.9 × 104), and in air

without preheating (Re=4.8× 104) using SiO2 oil droplets as a seeder and

with preheating (Re=3.9×104) using solid particles SiO2 for seeding. The

velocity profiles of the three cases match very well, confirming also that

for the investigated range the flow is weakly Reynolds-number dependent.

The slight differences appearing in the mean velocities can be explained

by some small geometrical differences between the two test rigs and the

strong light reflections in the air rig, even though background correction

is used. The degree of turbulence Tu of the measurements taken in water

is greater than in the combustion chamber (Fig. 5.3). This discrepancy is

mainly due to the higher degree of turbulence of the water test rig, which

showed higher mean flow fluctuations (±3-4% versus less than ±1% in the

air rig).
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Figure 5.1: Half-plane axial velocity line plots at 5 axial positions.
PIV measurements in water (+, Re=3.9 × 104) and in air with oil
seeding (×, Re=4.8× 104), with SiO2 seeding (/, Re=3.9× 104).
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Figure 5.2: Half-plane radial velocity line plots at 5 axial positions.
PIV measurements in water (+, Re=3.9 × 104) and in air with oil
seeding (×, Re=4.8× 104), with SiO2 seeding (/, Re=3.9× 104).

5.1.2 Scalar mixing

To compare the scalar mixing between the test rigs, quantitative Mie scat-

tering measurements are performed at the burner outlet in the combustor,
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√
(u′2x + u′2r ) /2 line plots at 5 axial positions. PIV mea-

surements in water (+, Re=3.9 × 104) and in air with oil seeding (×,
Re=4.8× 104), with SiO2 seeding (/, Re=3.9× 104).

in a similar way to the LIF experiments. The liquid seeding (oil droplets of

DEHS, � ≤ 1µm) is added whether to the fuel injection line to assess the

mixing at the burner outlet or well upstream of the burner in the main flow

to record the homogeneous picture. For these experiments, the methane

of the fuel injection was replaced by air. According to the data sheet,

the seeding mass added to the gas is negligible and the jet-to-crossflow

momentum is calculated from pure air mass flow.

To ensure a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, the exposure time of the camera

in the combustion chamber is identical to the exposure time in the water

test rig. However, as the velocities differ by a factor of more than 15, the

ratio of exposure time τcam to the mean residence time of the flow in the

laser plane, τflow, is much higher in the air than in the water (τcam/τflow =

∆tshutter(u0/∆xLaser) ≈ 56 in the combustion chamber and τcam/τflow ≈
1.8 for the water test rig measurements). This leads to a strong smearing

of the temporal fluctuations for the recordings performed in the air and

means that only the average concentration profiles can be compared.

The normalized average concentrations recorded at the burner outlet for
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Chapter 5 Flow similarity and scaling laws

the upstream fuel injection for the two test rigs are displayed in Fig. 5.4.

To allow for a direct comparison, the concentrations are normalized by

their perfectly mixed concentration Y ∗f,∞ and C∗∞ respectively. The spatial

fuel distribution is similar in the two test rigs with slight variations in the

position of the extremes of concentration. The mixing processes in water

and air are thus qualitatively similar as expected. However, the advantage

of a LIF measurement over the Mie scattering technique is clear as the

boundaries of the burner do not interfere with the results in the water test

rig.
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Figure 5.4: Concentration slices at the burner outlet (xL = 5 mm) in

the combustion chamber (left, Y
∗
f (i)/Y ∗f,∞, Mie scattering) and in the

water test rig (right, C
∗
(i)/C∗∞, HS-LIF) for the upstream injection

with injector I00, (α, β)=(0, 1) and identical jet-to-crossflow momen-
tum ratio (J=17).

Given that the long relative camera exposure time, as well as the high level

of local noise due to reflections in the air, do not allow the global mixture

PDF in the combustion chamber to be captured, it is difficult to answer the

question concerning the similitude of the mixing qualities in air and water.

Therefore, an analogy with the measurements of Miller [Mil91] is used. For

this, the mixing quality at the outlet of the burner in the water test rig

is investigated for different Reynolds numbers, holding the jet-to-crossflow

momentum constant. The resulting curve presented in Fig. 5.5 shows a very

small increase in the mixing quality (or decrease in the normalized variance

of the concentration fluctuations) with the Reynolds number. The slope
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5.1 Burner flow similarity in air and water

of the curve is approximately equal to the slope of the curve obtained by

Miller (red double arrow), which indicates that the mixing quality is almost

independent of the Reynolds number and of the medium considered. This

also suggests that the mixing quality is quantitatively similar in air and in

water in the present configuration.

7

air and water mixing qualities expected to be quantitatively 
similar

Water/air mean flow and passive scalar fields 
similar

Turbulent jet
( Miller 1991)

air

water

LIF Burner outlet
(standard injection)

Log(Re)

Figure 5.5: Dependence of the normalized scalar variance on the
Reynolds number recorded at the burner outlet and at x=5 mm in
the water test rig (left). Comparison with the data of Miller taken
from [Dim00] (right). See also Fig. 2.17.

5.1.3 Influence of combustion on the mean flow field

A further step consists in determining how strongly the flame influences

the flow field. Images of the flame were recorded with the ICCD camera

equipped with the OH* bandpass filter. The average emissions of three fuel

distributions obtained with the injector I00 are presented in Fig. 5.6. Fig-

ures 5.7 to 5.9 illustrate the influence of the fuel distribution and hence of

the flame location on the velocity field in the (xy)-plane of the burner. Fig-

ure 5.7 displays the velocity field in a two-dimensional plane while Fig. 5.8

identifies the location of the recirculation zone with the isoline of the axial

velocity u = 0. Finally, Fig. 5.9 shows the axial and radial velocity profiles

at selected streamwise locations.

When compared with the cold case of Fig. 5.7(d), combustion with the stan-

dard injection does not strongly affect the main features of the flow which

are position and width of the recirculation zone and shear layer location.
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Figure 5.6: Average OH* chemiluminescence pictures recorded for
three fuel distributions, OPA and injector I00

As shown in Fig. 5.9, the velocity profiles of the reacting and cold flows are

almost identical immediately downstream of the burner outlet plane (until

x/D < 0.4). Changing the fuel injection leads to some changes in the flow

field: an injection of fuel mostly downstream (injection (α, β)=(0, 0) on

Fig. 5.7(a) and Fig. 5.6(a)) slightly widens the IRZ, but the flow field re-

mains fairly similar to the baseline injection; on the contrary, fuel injection

located mainly upstream (see Fig. 5.7(c) and Fig. 5.6(c)) leads to an an-

choring of the flame inside the burner, widens the angle of the conical jet,

and increases the recirculation zone maximal diameter to 1.6D (compared

to 0.8D in the other cases), but also reduces the intensity of recirculation

of hot gases in the IRZ. This results in a lower mixing rate of fresh gas and

air mixture with the exhaust gas, leading in turn to a higher equivalence

ratio at the flame front compared to a flame stabilized at the burner outlet.

This flame may thus produces higher NOx emissions.

Although the calculated degree of turbulence Tu is physically meaningless

as no distinction is made between burnt or unburnt gas [PV05], it can be

used to qualitatively compare the different injection locations. Figure 5.10

shows that for all the configurations, the turbulent fluctuations are maximal

in the inner shear layer of the flow. Consistent with the lower velocities

recorded in the inner recirculation zone, the turbulence is lower for the

upstream injection (α, β)=(0, 0.75) than for the other cases down to x/D
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5.1 Burner flow similarity in air and water

(a) (α, β) = (0, 0) (b) (α, β) = (0, 0.5) (c) (α, β) = (0, 0.75)

(d) Cold (e) (α, β) = (1, 0)

Figure 5.7: Mean velocities in m/s measured with PIV in the (xy)-
plane for different fuel injection distributions, 250 snapshots taken for
each case, OPA and injector I00

= 0.7. When the flame stabilizes outside, the turbulent fluctuations of the

reacting flow are similar to ones of the non-reacting case. Above x/D ≥ 1,

this intensity is almost independent of the radius.

5.1.4 Coherent structures and combustion

If the average and turbulent flow fields are similar when the flame sta-

bilizes at the burner outlet, the same behavior is expected for unsteady

coherent structures. To investigate this, POD analysis of the PIV snap-

shots is carried out and the resulting modes of the axial velocity are shown
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Figure 5.8: Isoline u = 0 for the cold (cold, no fuel) and reacting
cases (4 other cases) of Fig. 5.7
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Figure 5.9: Normalized axial (top) and radial (bottom) velocities for
the cases of Fig. 5.7.
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cold, no fuel

(1,0)

(0,0)

(0,0.5)

(0,0.75)

Figure 5.10: Degree of turbulence Tu for the cases illustrated in
Fig. 5.7.

in Fig. 5.11. The 6 modes of the non-reacting case and 3 reacting cases

corresponding to 3 different fuel injections are represented with a normal-

ized black-and-white scale. Furthermore, the relative energy content (the

normalized eigenvalues) of the modes is shown in Fig. 5.12. The field of

view of the snapshots is cropped at x = 70 mm.

It is evident, considering the POD mode shapes, that when the flame sta-

bilizes outside the burner (Fig. 5.11(b) and 5.11(c)), the structures are

very similar to the non-reacting cases (Fig. 5.11(a)). The first two modes

correspond to the helical structure (antisymmetry with the centerline of

the flow) and remain practically unchanged when combustion takes place.

Mode 3 remains almost unchanged, while though modes 4 to 6 are less

pronounced for the reacting cases, they present strong similarities with

modes 4 to 6 of the non-reacting case. Analysis of the radial component

of the POD (not shown here) revealed that these lower-energy structures

are symmetric and correspond to the vortex shedding created by the dump

plane. On the contrary, when the flame stabilizes inside the burner, the

coherent mode shapes almost disappear just by the burner outlet and only

some minor structures are visible in the shear layer of the flow field. Un-

fortunately, the chosen camera field of view does not allow to answer the

question whether the structure are axisymmetric or not.

As shown in Fig. 5.12 the energy content of the modes is quite similar for

the different configurations. Depending on the injection considered, some
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modes are slightly damped when compared to the non-reacting cases (N >

3 for the injection (1,0), N=1 and N >7 for the injection (α, β)=(0, 0)).

On the other hand, for the flame anchored inside the burner, the energy

content of the modes identified is much lower, confirming the damping

effect of this type of flame. These POD results from PIV snapshots thus

provide a new insight into the phase-averaged images of the flame OH*

chemiluminescence which also revealed the helical structure of the flow

field [LLB+10] (Fig. 5.14).

(a) Non reacting (b) (1,0) (c) (0,0) (d) (0,0.75)

Figure 5.11: POD modes of the axial velocity in non-reacting pre-
heated flow (left), reacting standard premix injection (second), reacting
downstream injection (third), and reacting upstream injection (right).
Modes 1 to 6 from top to bottom.

The similarity of the non-reacting and reacting flow fields is thus mostly

dependent on the flame position. When the flame stabilizes at the burner

outlet, the dominant helical structure of the flow remains present in the
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Figure 5.14: Phase-averaged images of the local relative OH* chemi-
luminescence oscillations at the outlet of the swirl-inducing burner re-
vealing a flapping motion orthogonal to the flow direction, a conse-
quence of the 3D rotating helical structure, operating point A.

flame and its energy content is almost identical to the cold flow case. Cold

flow measurements performed just upstream of the flame are thus expected

to capture well the flow characteristics upstream of the flame. On the

contrary, non-negligible variations between non-reacting and reacting flows

occur if the flame is anchored inside the burner.
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5.2 Toward the Borghi diagram

The flame of industrial gas turbine burners is characterized by high turbu-

lent Reynolds numbers (ReT > 1000), low Damöhler numbers (Da < 10),

and Karlowitz numbers higher than 10 [GSJ07]. Predicting the combustion

regime of a burner is essential for the choice of numerical models and this

is attempted in this section. The main goal is to show that this can be (at

least partly) achieved using the non-reacting measurements.

To achieve this, the integral length scales of the burner flow field are esti-

mated from the water test rig with help of PIV and LDA in the (xy)-plane

(perpendicular to the slot plane). The PIV results presented are taken

immediately after the LDA results to decrease the sources of error. The

overlapping of the two measurement planes is achieved with an error of less

than 0.5 mm. The axial (Λxuu, Λxvv) and radial (Λyuu, Λyvv) length scales are

measured with PIV, the axial (Λtuu) and azimuthal (Λtut,ut) temporal time

scales with LDA. The volume flow through the burner is set to 8.55 m3/h

(Re = 3.5× 104).
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Figure 5.15: The energy spectrum Et,t of the tangential velocity in
the shear layer flow (x = (10, 30, 0) mm). The dotted line indicates
the -5/3 decay of the inertial range. Perpex burner without additional
injector, water volume flow set to 8.55 m3/h.
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5.2.1 Temporal length scales from LDA

A typical LDA spectrum of the tangential velocity recorded in the shear

layer at the outlet of the burner (x=(10, 30, 0) mm) is shown in Fig. 5.15.

The spectrum clearly shows the dominant frequency of the coherent struc-

ture around 5.1 Hz as well as its second harmonics around 10.4 Hz. These

frequencies are present in most of the region downstream of the dump plane.

When normalized, they correspond to the frequency of the helical struc-

ture observed in the previous section (St ≈ 1). At the cut off frequency of

65 Hz, the spectrum is still in the inertial range and the dissipation range

cannot be captured because the sampling rate is too low. Sampling rates

at least two orders of magnitude higher can be obtained but only in air

flows, which for LDA measurements in the inertial range are more suitable

than water flows.

Historically, there are a range of approaches to calculating the integral

length scales and different methods are generally employed depending on

the nature of the flow (isotropic turbulence or dominated by coherent struc-

tures). Among the different methods, one can list:

1. assessment of the limits of the energy spectrum

(Λtuu = limf→0Ex(f)/(4u′)),

2. integration of the correlation function to∞, to the first zero crossing

or to the first minimum,

3. evaluation of maximum of the product fE(f),

The length scales obtained should be independent of the method used to

calculate them. However, a strongly periodic signal leads to some difficul-

ties with the calculation of these integral scales. As shown in Fig. 5.16,

integration of the correlation function up to the first zero crossing (dashed

and ×) or up to its first minimum (dashed and �) produces differences of

more than 50% in the resulting time scale. This deviation is a consequence

of the strong dominant frequency present in the signal and its harmonics.

Therefore, signal processing is needed to avoid these discrepancies.
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The resampled values of the LDA time signals used for the autocorrela-

tion calculation are previously filtered in the frequency domain [SJMS01]:

thereby, the dominant peaks of the helical structure and of its 2nd and

3rd harmonics are removed from the signal1. The filtered signal is then

transformed back into the time domain. That way, an estimation of the

pure turbulent motion u′′ (see Eq. 2.33) is obtained and the length scales

are calculated following Eq. 2.11. Having removed the coherent velocity

fluctuations, the two previous methods then give very similar results (solid

and × or solid and � in Fig. 5.15). As it produces fewer outliers, the

method of the integration to the first minimum was selected as the method

to calculate the integral length and integral time scales.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the integral time scale Λt
uu at the axial

position x=20.5 mm (z=0) calculated with two methods applied to the
coherent and turbulent fluctuations u′ (light colors) or on the purely
turbulent fluctuations u′′ (dark colors). Perpex burner without addi-
tional injector, water volume flow set to 8.55 m3/h.

Figure 5.17 shows the time scales of the axial Λtuu and azimuthal velocities

Λtutut . For both components, the radial and axial variations of their values

are similar, with extreme values being less pronounced for the azimuthal

temporal scale than for the axial one. Close to the region where u(x) is

1This results in an non-physical spectrum with unresolved frequencies. To avoid this,
it is possible to use a fit of the energy spectrum without taking the frequency range of
the dominant oscillations into account.
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Figure 5.17: Radial profiles of the axial and tangential mean veloc-
ities (Fig. 5.17(a) and 5.17(b)) as well as of their respective integral
temporal scales Λt

uu and Λt
utut . Water test rig LDA data taken at 4

axial locations

maximal and positive, the time scale reaches a minimum, as a consequence

of the high mean intensity of the convective motion and turbulent fluctua-

tions. When the velocity decreases, whether radially or axially, an increase

in the integral time scale is observed, reaching a maximum at the center-

line of the flow. In the region relevant for flame stabilization, close to the

points where u = 0, the typical values are Λtuu,Λ
t
utut ∈ [20, 40] ms.
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Chapter 5 Flow similarity and scaling laws

5.2.2 Spatial length scales from PIV

A similar method can be applied to the PIV snapshots to extract the tur-

bulent length scales. The four turbulent length scales are first calculated

from the instantaneous fluctuation velocity u′ and the integration of the

autocorrelation function up to the first zero crossing. The spatial resolu-

tion of the PIV measurements in the water test rig is approximately 1.07

mm/vector, which is sufficient to resolve the macro scales, and 450 snap-

shots are used for the statistical analysis.

The correlation calculated at one location should be theoretically inde-

pendent of the direction of the integration, i.e., Rii(x, dr) = Rii(x,−dr).

As the measurement area is limited by the camera field of view and ob-

ject boundaries, the values of the correlations become less accurate when

the point x is close to a boundary and when the integration is performed

toward the domain boundary. For this reason, the length scales are cal-

culated in both directions, giving Λ+,r
uiui(x) and Λ−,ruiui(x), with r a unit

vector of the direction considered. A simple weighting correction proposed

by Wäsle [WWRS06] is then applied as

Λr
uiui(x) =

(
1− (x− xmin) · r

lr

)
Λ+,r
uiui(x) +

(x− xmin) · r
lr

Λ−,ruiui(x) ,

(5.1)

with lr = (xmax − xmin) · r being the distance between two boundaries of

the domain in the direction r.

The resulting four length scales are presented in Fig. 5.18, with the isoline

u=0 depicted in white for clarity. The length scales evolve in different

ways. The axial length scale Λxuu(x) takes high values in the immediate

vicinity of the burner outlet (Λxuu(x) ≈ 30 mm), and decays rapidly to be

more homogeneously distributed for axial positions x > 40 mm (Λxuu(x) ≈
20 mm). The corresponding radial length scale Λyuu(x) has values in the

range Λyuu(x) ∈ [5, 12] mm, the highest values being reached in the inner

shear layer region. The ratio Λxuu(x)/Λyuu(x) is close to 2, which is a

typical value in case of isotropic turbulence [Fie03]. On the other hand,

the length scales of the radial velocity component exhibit relatively high

values not only at the burner outlet (Λxvv(x) ≈ 15 mm, Λyvv(x) ≈ 25 mm),

but also in the recirculation zone (Λxvv(x) ≈ 30 mm), possibly because of
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5.2 Toward the Borghi diagram

the precessing motion induced by the vortex core. Within the positive axial

velocity zone, and for axial location x > 40 mm, their values range between

Λxvv(x) ∈ [7, 12] mm and Λyvv(x) ∈ [10, 17] mm.

Figure 5.18: Spatial length scales calculated directly from the fluc-
tuating velocity field u′(x).

The high values of the length scales visible at the burner outlet are clearly

a consequence of the helical structure which dominates the fluctuation flow

field at this location. As suggested from numerical simulations, such co-

herent structures may not have a strong influence on the flame propaga-

tion [UC97, LC02], and it may be more appropriate to describe the turbu-

lent characteristics without the dominant coherent fluctuations. This can

be obtained with help of the POD analysis.

If the POD is used to calculate the coherent fluctuations of Nc modes from

N available modes as

ũNc(x, t) =

Nc∑

i=1

aiui(x) , (5.2)
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Figure 5.19: Correlation function of the turbulent axial velocity Ru′u′

and from POD and triple decomposition calculated turbulent axial ve-
locity Ru′′u′′ calculated at the point (x, y) = (2,−40) mm

then the stochastic fluctuation u′′N−Nc , used to calculate the length scale,

is linked to the total fluctuation u′ as

u′′N−Nc(x, t) = u′(x, t)− ũNc(x, t) , (5.3)

and the triple decomposition of Eq. 2.33 reads

u(x) = u(x) + ũNc(x, t) + u′′N−Nc(x, t) . (5.4)

The question which now arises is which value the parameter Nc should

take? Accordingly, two values Nc = 2 and Nc = 8 are tested. For Nc = 2,

only the two highest energy modes are taken into account and these repre-

sent approximately 16% of the total turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). With

Nc = 8, the modes with TKE contributions higher than 2% are considered

as coherent motion and together these represent 33.6% of the total TKE.

The impact of this correction on the correlation function is illustrated in

Fig. 5.19 for the point x = (2,−40) mm. The filtering approach clearly

leads to an earlier zero-crossing of the function and much smaller length

scales are obtained.
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5.2 Toward the Borghi diagram

Figure 5.20: Spatial length scales calculated directly from the turbu-
lent velocity field u′′N−2(x, t) (2 first dominant modes subtracted).

The length scales calculated from u′′N−2(x, t) and u′′N−8(x, t) are shown in

Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.21, respectively. When Nc = 2, the high values of the

length scales located in the vicinity of the burner are strongly damped, and

increasing Nc to 8 further reduces the length scales obtained. For example,

while for the axial length scale Λxuu ≈ 15 mm at x=(40, 40) mm with

Nc=2, this value decreases to Λxuu ≈ 7 mm for Nc=8. In the flame region

(30 < x < 90, u > 0), Λxuu ∈ [13, 16] mm for Nc=2 and Λxuu ∈ [7, 13] mm

for Nc=8. Hence, it can be seen that the length scales depend on the

number of modes used to extract the coherent fluctuations.

A consequence of this filtering is also a reduction of the stochastic fluctu-

ations, as shown in Fig. 5.22. In this figure, the total fluctuation velocity

which characterizes the mixing regime of the burner is calculated as

u′′N−Nc,tot =

√
1

3

(
2u′′N−Nc

2 + v′′N−Nc
2
)
, (5.5)
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Chapter 5 Flow similarity and scaling laws

Figure 5.21: Spatial length scales calculated directly from the turbu-
lent velocity field u′′N−2(x, t) (8 first dominant modes subtracted).

assuming that the azimuthal velocity, not recorded by the PIV, is approx-

imately equal to the axial velocity component [Wäs08]. As shown by the

velocity profiles in Fig. 4.15, this may slightly overestimate u′′N−Nc,tot in

the shear layer region but strongly underestimate it at high radial loca-

tions y/D > 0.75. Nevertheless, when POD filtering is used, the filtered

fluctuation velocity u′′N−8,tot presents much lower values than the unfiltered

fluctuation velocity u′ = u′′N−0,tot, in particular in the shear layer imme-

diately next to the burner outlet. This is an expected consequence of the

removal of 33.6% of the TKE.

If the length scales and turbulent velocities decrease, the turbulent mixing

time τt = Λxuu/u
′′
N−Nc,tot calculated for Nc = 0, 2, and 8 and shown in

Fig. 5.23 appears to be marginally dependent on the filtering procedure of

the snapshots, as both values Λxuu and u′′N−Nc,tot decrease when filtering is

applied. It slightly decreases in the region of high positive velocities when
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5.2 Toward the Borghi diagram

Figure 5.22: Comparison of the total fluctuation velocity
u′(x)tot(left, no POD modes filtered out) with the total turbulent fluc-
tuations u′′N−Nc,tot (right, 8 POD modes filtered out).

8 POD modes are used to filter the data. Further downstream, the changes

are less pronounced as the POD mode structures are mostly located at the

burner outlet and in the shear layers. With 8 POD modes filtered the

turbulent mixing time is lowest in the high-shear and high-velocity regions

(τt ∈ [30, 70] ms) and increases up to 120 ms in the recirculation zone.

Figure 5.23: Turbulent mixing time τt in ms calculated from u′′N,tot

(left), u′′N−2,tot (middle, 2 POD modes filtered), and u′′N−8,tot (right, 8
POD modes filtered). The white and black lines represent the u = 0
and v = 0 isolines respectively.

The results described above show that the method presented is able to

select the coherent fluctuations which may interact the most with the com-

bustion, and that the results vary greatly depending on the cut-off mode

selected. This implies that it is necessary to determine precisely which scale

should be removed from the analysis. This problem is, however, beyond
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of the turbulent time scale measured di-
rectly with LDA (Λt

u) and indirectly with PIV (Λx
uu/u

′′) at the axial
positions x = 20.5 mm and x = 40.5 mm

the scope of the present work. Therefore, this value was set at Nc=8, so

that all the strong coherent structures are removed for the scale analysis.

In the region which is relevant for the combustion (x ∈ [30, 90] mm, u > 0),

the turbulent mixing time lies in the range τt ∈ [30, 70] ms. In the same

region, u′′tot is within the range u′′tot ∈ [0.19, 0.23] m/s and the spatial axial

length scale Λxuu within Λxuu ∈ [7, 13] mm.

Finally, the integral time scales of the LDA measurement can be compared

with the time scales obtained from the PIV. In other words, we can now

ask whether the equality

Λtu
?
= Λxuu/u

′′ (5.6)

is satisfied? Figure 5.24 shows a comparison of the time scales at different

axial locations. Though the time scales measured with LDA (� and �)
are lower in the high positive velocity region than those derived from PIV

(solid) and higher in the back flow regions, the values are in general similar.

Notably, even though the methods of calculation are very different, an

acceptable agreement between the two measurement techniques is obtained.
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5.2 Toward the Borghi diagram

5.2.3 Characteristic scales in the combustion chamber

The same processing is applied to the combustion chamber data for the non-

reacting and the reacting standard premix injection configurations. The 8

first POD modes of the flow are filtered out of the instantaneous snapshots.

To compare the turbulent velocity fluctuations and characteristic times

between the two test rigs, the data were normalized with the mean bulk

velocity and residence time in the burner (u0 = 0.45 m/s and τ0 = 0.1467 s

in water, u0 = 14 m/s and τ0 = 4.79× 10−3 s in the combustion chamber).

As previously mentioned, the statistical values of the combustion chamber

results did not fully converge and were of worse quality than the non-

reacting flow results. Still, the characteristic scales presented in Fig. 5.25

demonstrate a good similitude even in the presence of flame, in particular

just at the outlet of the burner. The results of the cold flow measurements

can thus be used to estimate the position of the combustion in the Borghi

diagram.

5.2.4 The Borghi diagram

The results presented above can be used to locate the combustion regime

on the Borghi diagram. Certain scales do not change between the water

and air experiments; for example, the integral length scale, as the geometry

remains the same. Others, which are dependent on the fluid properties,

vary strongly but can be estimated from the velocities and integral scales

of the fluid. An attempt is made in the following to locate the operating

point A on the Borghi diagram.

With the previous results, the borders of a flame fully premixed and with

the temperature of the reactants set at Tpre = 423 K satisfy

u′′

SL
=

[5.85 . . . 7.08]

0.195
∈ [29.97 . . . 36.26] (5.7)

Λxuu
δL

=
[0.007 . . . 0.013]

4.76−4
∈ [14.72 . . . 27.33] , (5.8)

and these borders are depicted in Fig. 5.26. The laminar flame speed is cal-

culated from the correlation described in Abu-Orf [AOC96] while the flame
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Chapter 5 Flow similarity and scaling laws

thickness δL is calculated from equations Eq. 2.93 to Eq. 2.95. The region

enclosed by the yellow rectangle represents the possible range of local values

assuming ideal premixing. Following the classification of Peters [PLV01],

the flame is then located in the thickened-wrinkled flame regime.

However, a real flame is seldom perfectly premixed (due to technical lim-

itations), so that a variation of the equivalence ratio should be taken

into account. When assuming a range of equivalence ratios between φ ∈
[0.4 . . . 0.7], the relevant region of the Borghi diagram widens to the red

rectangle shown in Fig. 5.27.

Furthermore, Vanoverberghe [Van04] noticed that in swirling flows with a

recirculation zone part of the incoming reactant flow is heated up by the

combustion products. This increase in temperature leads to an increase

in the laminar flame velocity as well as a reduction of the flame thickness

through an increase in diffusion. If an increase in the reactant temperature

from 150◦C to 300◦C is assumed, the relevant region of the Borghi diagram

increases further to that indicated by the dark red rectangle in Fig. 5.27.

Nevertheless, the flame remains mostly in the thickened-wrinkled flame

regime.

5.3 Conclusion on the similitude air/water

This chapter has shown that the mean velocity and passive scalar fields

are similar in non-reacting and reacting conditions as long as the flame is

anchored downstream of the burner. Otherwise, a complete change in the

flow field takes place, which makes it difficult to predict the behavior of

the combustor from non-reacting experiments. A method based on proper

orthogonal decomposition filtering has been proposed to extract the turbu-

lent integral length and time scales of the flow field without the influence of

the helical flow structure. A comparison of these length scales has shown

that they are similar in reacting and non-reacting conditions. Finally, the

non-reacting experiments have been used to estimate the location of the

combustion regime of the burner on the Borghi diagram.
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5.3 Conclusion on the similitude air/water

Figure 5.25: Comparison of the turbulent scales of water, air and air
with combustion (columnwise, from left to right) with the 8 dominant
POD modes filtered out of the snapshots. From top to bottom: normal-
ized turbulent velocity u′′N−8,tot/u0, integral length scale Λx

uu in mm,
normalized turbulent time τt/τ0. setup combustion: OPA, injector I00,
(α, β)=(1,−), Lcc=0.66 m.
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premixing. The yellow rectangle highlights the region involved.
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Chapter 6

A quantitative link between mix-

ture PDF and NOx emissions

The previous section showed that the non-reacting and reacting flows present

strong similarities. We now go on to explore the relationship between the

mixing quality measured in cold flow experiments and the NOx emissions

under reacting conditions. For these investigations, fuel is injected through

injector I00 only (α = 0).

6.1 Experimental scalar mixing model

6.1.1 Identification of the experimental mixing model

The mixing quality of the burner is recorded in an axial cross-section 5 mm

downstream of the burner outlet. Typical average concentration images

have already been shown in, for example, Fig. 4.16. The measured coeffi-

cient of variation of the dye/water mixture is denoted by sx=5mm and is

equal to sx=5mm = σt (C∗) /C∗∞. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 depict the evolution

of sx=5mm as a function of the Reynolds number and of the parameters

Jeq and β respectively. Jeq corresponds to the jet-to-crossflow momentum

calculated for an evenly distributed injection of fuel (β=0.5). As shown

in the previous section (Fig. 5.5), a very weak Re-dependency of sx=5mm

is present in water experiments if the momentum ratio Jeq is kept con-

stant. This weak Reynolds number dependency suggests that the air and

water mixing qualities should be quantitatively very similar. However, as
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Chapter 6 A quantitative link between mixture PDF and NOx emissions

no information on the evolution of the mixing quality in the air is avail-

able, the Reynolds number dependency is still taken into account in the

experimental mixing model.
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Figure 6.1: Dependency of the unmixedness parameter sx=5mm =
σt (C∗) /C∗∞ on Reynolds number Re, holding Jeq constant. Mea-
surements in water for the standard fuel injection. (α = 1),
Re=Reref=3.59× 104
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Figure 6.2: Dependency of the unmixedness parameter sx=5mm on
the fuel distribution parameter β and equivalent momentum ratio Jeq.

Figure 6.2 shows that the mixing quality is strongly dependent on the fuel

distribution β, but less on the momentum Jeq. The minimum is achieved

for values close to β ≈ 0.65 and an increase in Jeq leads to a decrease in
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6.1 Experimental scalar mixing model

the unmixedness, except for values of β close to 1. The dependence on β

is well approximated by a second-order polynomial and the dependence on

Jeq is mainly linear.

As the Re-number has a small effect on the mixing quality when compared

to two other parameters, the general expression of the unmixedness sx=5mm

is defined as

sx=5mm (Re, Jeq, β) = f (Re) + g (Jeq, β) , (6.1)

where the function f is a small linear correction of the main function g.

Regarding the results presented in Fig. 6.1 and in Fig. 6.2, sx=5mm can be

modeled by the following function

sx=5mm = A0 (exp (A1Re)− exp (A1Reref))︸ ︷︷ ︸
f

+ (B1β +B2) Jeq +
(
C0β

2 + C1β + C2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g

,
(6.2)

where Ai, Bi, and Ci are the parameters of the functions f and g, and

Reref = 3.59× 104 is the reference Reynolds number at which the function

g is measured. These parameters are fitted to experimental data and are

summarized in Tab. 6.1.

A0 A1 B1 B2 C0 C1 C2

-0.18 -2.6E-6 1.1E-2 -8.9E-3 9.8E-1 -1.5 0.72

Table 6.1: Fitting parameters of Eq. 6.2

6.1.2 Influence of the fuel distribution of the flame

position

To characterize the impact of the flame on the flow field, measurements

are performed in reacting flow for different fuel-injection configurations.

Figure 6.3 presents the impact of different fuel distributions on the flame

position xfl for a range of operating conditions. If enough fuel is injected
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through the downstream region, (β < βlim), the flame is anchored at the

burner outlet. Higher values of β lead to an anchoring of the flame inside

the burner, due to the rich mixture zone located at its apex. The resulting

flame is close to a diffusion flame, mostly stabilized in the inner shear

layer of the flow. This leads to a radially more compact flame, which

also produces high NOx emissions. The value βlim at which the flame

is completely anchored in the burner is slightly sensitive to the operating

conditions but generally lies in the range βlim ∈ [0.65, 0.7]. For all cases, the

maximum of the OH* emissions, which defines the flame position, remains

downstream of the burner outlet.
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Figure 6.3: Flame position as a function of the fuel distribution pa-
rameter β (α = 0), for different operating conditions (ṁair, φ, Tair).
The axial flame location xfl is defined as the position where the radially
integrated OH* signal is maximal.

The experimental mixing quality function sx=5mm of Eq. 6.2 is used to

determine the mixing quality at the burner outlet for the operating point

A. With the NOx emissions of the different fuel injections plotted against

sx=5mm (Fig. 6.4), two distinct trends are observed. When β is increased

from 0.1 to 0.6, the emissions decrease slightly. If, however, β is increased

further, the emissions increase very fast. Considered separately, the two
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regimes correlate well with the NOx emissions but offer a poor correlation

when they are used together, as a single degree of unmixedness corresponds

to two levels of NOx emissions, which is not possible for one operating point.

One reason for this is that sx=5mm greatly underpredicts the real flame

unmixedness when the latter in anchored in the burner and overpredicts the

unmixedness when the flame stabilizes outside. As the unmixedness at the

flame location is required to predict the NOx emissions, a correction of the

unmixedness parameter is needed. This correction may be obtained from

the knowledge of the flame position and the decay Ds of the unmixedness

over the mixing length.
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Figure 6.4: NOx emissions as a function of the unmixedness param-
eter sx=5mm (no flame position correction), operating point A

For this, the mixing quality is measured in cold flow for four different

fuel distributions at five axial locations downstream of the burner. As

shown in Fig. 4.16, the regions of positive axial velocities only were taken

into account for the data processing. As the recirculation of hot gases is

expected to increase the homogenization before the fuel/air mixture reaches

the flame front, it is assumed here that the recirculation of dye in the

measurement plane has a similar effect on the degree of mixing. Indeed, it

leads to a significant decrease in the instantaneous concentration gradients

in the cold-flow measurements and thereby to an increase in the recorded
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mixing quality. The evolution of the unmixedness parameter s(x) presented

in Fig. 6.5 follows an exponential function which can be expressed as

s(x) = sx=5mm exp (Ds (x− 0.005)) , (6.3)

where a mean decay rate Ds =-37 m−1 gives a good fit for all four of the

measured curves. The region with positive axial velocity, approximated

by a disk demarcating the external and internal recirculation zones, was

considered for the analysis of the mixing images. These results confirm

experimentally the theoretical model proposed by Syed et al. [SRM07], in

which the decay of the variance of the concentration (σ2) in the burner is

also modeled by an exponential function (Eq. 2.55).
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Figure 6.5: Decay of the unmixedness parameter s = σt (C∗) /C∗∞
with axial location x at the burner outlet for 4 fuel injection configu-
rations

Using Eq. 6.3, the unmixedness parameter sfl = s(xfl) can be estimated

at the flame location xfl. When the NOx emissions are plotted against

s(xfl), as shown in Fig. 6.6, a better correlation (green and �) is achieved

than without the flame position correction (violet and 4). However, the

two distinct branches (in blue and �, red and 4) are still present. This

indicates that the corrected values still underpredict the unmixedness when

the flame is anchored in the burner. The flow field changes induced by the
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6.1 Experimental scalar mixing model

flame are too large to be corrected simply by the flame position. Therefore,

the simple mixing model based on mixing decay and flame position can only

be considered valid for a flame which is not anchored inside the burner,

i.e., β < βlim = 0.7 for all the operating conditions tested.
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Figure 6.6: NOx emissions as a function of the unmixedness s(xfl)
estimated at the flame position for the operating point A

6.1.3 Flame / flow field interaction increasing the mix-

ing quality

The behavior of the flame when β is slightly less than βlim is even more crit-

ical for the modeling. The POD technique applied on the single OH* snap-

shots [LLB+10] reveals that when the equivalence ratio φ is high enough,

a suppression of the helical structure pattern in the OH* pictures is cap-

tured while the flame changes its position only slightly. This interaction is

illustrated in Fig. 6.7, which shows the first POD mode of the OH* chemi-

luminescence images below images of the average OH* for fuel distributions

of β = 0.4 and β = 0.55 recorded at two slightly different equivalence ra-

tios (φ1 = 0.611, φ2 = 0.649). While no change occurs for the lowest β
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Chapter 6 A quantitative link between mixture PDF and NOx emissions

value, the POD image of the injection with β = 0.55 shows a large change

in the mode shape when the equivalence ratio is increased from φ1 to φ2.

The typical antisymmetric structure disappears from the POD mode, in

particular immediately next to the burner outlet, indicating either that the

helical motion is strongly damped or that the flame stabilizes in a region

which is not influenced by the helical motion.CC252 CC263CC254 CC261

β=0.4 β=0.55
φ1 φ2=1.06 φ1 φ1 φ2 M

E
A

N
 O

H
*

1st P
O
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ode

Figure 6.7: Mean OH* chemiluminescence images and corresponding
first POD mode for two fuel distributions, β = 0.4 and β = 0.55,
recorded at two equivalence ratios φ1 = 0.611 and φ2 = 0.649.

The PIV measurements of Fig. 5.7 and their resulting POD analysis shown

in Fig. 5.11(d) can be used to determine which of these is the case. For

injection distribution (α, β)=(0, 0.75), i.e., when the flame is anchored in-

side the burner, the typical POD modes of the helical structure disappear

immediately next to the burner outlet, but some much smaller structures

appear downstream in the shear layer. This suggests that the helical struc-

ture, which is present when the flame stabilizes outside the burner, almost

disappears when the flame is anchored in the burner. This is certainly what

happens for injection with β = 0.55 as the flame moves slightly upstream

while φ increases, as shown in Fig. 6.7.

This behavior seems to have a positive impact on the NOx emissions, as

shown in Fig. 6.8, where a reduction of these emissions is achieved with

β = 0.55 for a range of equivalence ratios between 0.63 and 0.72. Below
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6.1 Experimental scalar mixing model

φ = 0.63, both emissions are very similar, with slightly better results for

injection with β = 0.55, which is to be expected as it also produces the best

mixing quality, or lowest sx=5mm value, in cold flow (see Fig. 6.4). However,

the increase in NOx with the equivalence ratios higher than φ = 0.63 is less

pronounced for injection with β = 0.55 leading to emission values which can

be 3 ppm lower than with β = 0.4. This decrease in NOx seems to correlate

strongly with the change in the flame shape and the resulting suppression

of the helical mode when the flame starts to stabilize inside the burner.

The consequence for the model extracted from cold flow measurements is a

slight overprediction of the unmixedness when the flame damps the helical

structure. my custom chart
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Figure 6.8: NOx emissions recorded for the two injection configura-
tions of Fig. 6.7. The difference between the two curves is shaded in
red.

6.1.4 Empirical correlation

To verify that the newly defined mixing parameter is also suitable for pre-

dicting the NOx emissions at different operating conditions, an empirical

correlation is used with either sx=5mm or sfl. The expression for the fitting

function was inspired by the expressions of Lefebvre and Alkabie shown

in Eq. 2.98 and Eq. 2.99. It takes into account the preheating temperature

Tpre, equivalence ratio φ, the degree of unmixedness s and the residence

time in the combustor (a function of the relative pressure loss over the
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Chapter 6 A quantitative link between mixture PDF and NOx emissions

burner ∆p/p, calculated here without flame):

NOx = A exp (BTpre)

(
∆p

p

)C
exp (Dφ (1− s) + Es) . (6.4)

Here s is defined from the concentration C∗ or fuel mole fraction Yf while

in [Alk00] it is defined in terms of the equivalence ratio φ. Contrary to Alk-

abie who considers the unmixedness s as a floating parameter, its present

value is calculated from the experimental mixing model. When the dif-

ferent operating conditions lie within 0.28 < β < 0.86, (the same range

as in green and � in Fig. 6.6), a good quality fit (R2 = 0.94) is obtained

(Fig. 6.9). A total of 67 points taken for 18 distinct operating conditions

are used to perform the fit. The constants A, B, C, D, E take the values

(0.72,−2.3 × 10−3, 0.88, 10.41, 40.88) respectively. The values of D=10.42

and E=40.86 are close to the values reported by Alkabie (9.735, 30). The

experimental fit with sfl is much better than the one with sx=5mm, shown

in Fig. 6.9 as empty � (R2 = 0.33). Therefore, the correction proposed

from Eq. 6.2, Eq. 6.3, and Eq. 6.4 is justified a priori.

However, if the points measured are divided as a function of the flame

stabilization location (Fig. 6.10), the two distinct trends shown in Fig. 6.6

are still present. The global fit of Fig. 6.9 makes no distinction between

the flame regimes but, taken alone, they present better fitting results

with slightly different parameters: R2 = 0.977 and (A, B, C, D, E) =

(0.084, 7.7 × 10−5, 0.60, 10.66, 20.28) for the flame anchored downstream

(left in Fig. 6.10) and R2 = 0.952 and (0.74,−1.8× 10−3, 0.87, 10.34, 37.9)

for the flame anchored in the burner (right in Fig. 6.10). This can be at-

tributed to the two different flame regimes present.

In general, the coefficients (A, B, C, D, E) confirm that an increase in φ

(coefficient D(1 − s) > 0) as well as an increase in s (coefficient (E −
Dφ) > 0) increases the NOx emissions. A positive pressure loss depen-

dency (C > 0) is also observed, i.e., the NOx emissions increase with a

decrease in the mean residence time. This seems a priori contradictory

(NOx generally increases with increasing residence time) but can be ex-

plained by the weak thermal NOx component (which depends on the res-

idence time) at atmospheric conditions and the increase in the recorded

temperature downstream of the flame when the power output or air mass
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Figure 6.9: Quality of experimental fitting of Eq. 6.4 using the cor-
rected unmixedness parameter sx,fl (R2 = 0.94). Blue �, 0.28 < β <
0.7; red �, 0.7 ≤ β < 0.86 (flame anchored in the burner); empty �: fit
performed with sx=5mm.

flow are increased. This increase in temperature, due to less relative heat

loss through the walls [Ale09], is responsible for increasing the production

of prompt NOx and, hence, for the positive exponent for pressure loss.

The negative dependency on the preheating temperature (constant B) for

the flame anchored in the burner does not seem to be what one would

expect a priori, as in combustors it is generally observed that an increase

in temperature at constant air mass flow and equivalence ratio leads to

an increase in NOx emissions. However, if the pressure loss term is re-

formulated in terms of temperature and air mass flow, it turns out that

∆P/P ∝ ṁair

√
Tpre. The resulting term, exp(BTpre)

(√
Tpre

)C
, which is

then the only term depending on the temperature, is lower for Tpre = 303 K

than for Tpre = 423 K so that the NOx emissions increase by increasing the

preheating temperature, as expected. As only these two preheating tem-

peratures are used, the term exp(BTpre)
(√

Tpre

)C
decreases slightly for

Tpre > 390 K. This decrease would not be present if more preheating tem-

peratures were used for the fit.
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Figure 6.10: Quality of experimental fit of Eq. 6.4 using β < 0.7
(flame anchored outside the burner) or β ≥ 0.7 (flame anchored inside
the burner, right). Mixing quality parameter sfl.

The flame position is, thus, a key parameter to improve the quality of the

experimental correlation. It is not, however, sufficient to draw a direct

quantitative link between the unmixedness and the PDF of the mixture at

the flame. The aforementioned results suggest that, if a quantitative link

may be drawn, it will only be possible with an accurate cold-flow mixing

model, i.e. for injection configurations β < 0.7. This is verified in the next

section.

6.2 A quantitative link between the PDF of

the mixture and NOx emissions

A good experimental correlation is a good start, but it is even more in-

teresting to know whether the unmixedness parameter sfl is a quantitative

measure of the PDF of the mixture at the flame location. This is the goal

of the present part.
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6.2 A quantitative link between the PDF of the mixture and
NOx emissions

6.2.1 PDF of the mixture

Figure 6.11: Experimental PDF of the equivalence ratio φ for one
operating point at the position x = 5 mm for different β injections.
Solid blue: beta function fit. Black: Gaussian fit. OPA, α = 0.

The HS-LIF measurements allow the PDF of the dye concentration, f(C∗),
to be obtained. The later is converted into a PDF for the fuel mole fraction,

f(Yf ). A beta-function (or beta-PDF) is then used to approximate f(Yf ).

The beta-function is well suited to describe mixing processes of binary

mixtures and is easily defined with two statistical moments corresponding

to the mean and variance of the mixture [WMD06]. The resulting beta-

PDF is then converted into a PDF of the equivalence ratio φ, f(φ) (note

that the resulting PDF is no longer a beta-PDF), shown in Fig. 6.11. This

model is a reasonably good approximation of the real PDF over the whole

range of β, though the best match with the experimental curves is obtained

for β ≤ 0.63.

The beta distribution function is, thus, well suited to describe the decay

of the PDF of the mixture, at least for fuel injections β < 0.7. With the

help of a chemical reactor network model, quantitative evaluation is now

undertaken.
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Chapter 6 A quantitative link between mixture PDF and NOx emissions

6.2.2 NOx prediction from reactor network model and

empirical PDF of the mixture

A low-order network model is used to predict the NOx emissions from

the measured unmixedness distributions. The simulations are based on a

simple reactor network, consisting of a perfectly stirred reactor to model

the actual flame followed by a plug-flow reactor to model the post-flame

zone. The simulations are conducted with Cantera [Goo03] in combination

with the GRI-Mech 3.0 reaction mechanism [SGF+99]. Since a plug-flow

reactor is not available in Cantera, it is modeled by a series of 20 perfectly

stirred reactors (Fig. 6.12). The volume of the perfectly stirred reactor is

derived from the PIV measurements as 2 × 10−3 m3, while the volume of

the post-flame zone is determined from the experimental set-up, VPFZ =

2× 10−3 m3.

Heat transfer is calculated as the temperature difference between the gas

and the environment multiplied by a heat transfer coefficient. The value

of this coefficient is selected for the reactor network to match experimental

data at the operating conditions ṁair = 220 kg/h, Tpre = 423 K, and for the

fuel distribution β = 0.55; radiation is not included in the model. The same

parameters are used for all simulations. The predicted NOx emissions from

the reactor network for four operating conditions are presented in Fig. 6.13.

In particular, they capture the increase in NOx emissions with increasing

total power output (or air mass flow at constant φ), as recorded in the

experiment.

.
Q

.
Q

.
Q

.
Q

fuel

air
1 2 3 21

Main Flame Zone Post Flame Zone

Figure 6.12: Reactor network used to simulate the NOx emissions of
the combustion chamber

The mixture variance recorded in the water test rig then makes it possible

to calculate the PDF of the equivalence ratio, f(φ), which is used to weight
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Figure 6.13: NOx emissions calculated for 4 operating conditions
and illustration of the mixture PDF for the lowest unmixedness at
the flame sfl of all the points tested and obtained with the decay rate
Ds = −37 /m (measured in cold flow, sfl = 0.0104, dash-dot) or the
decay rate Ds = −25 /m (adjusted with respect to NOx emissions,
sfl = 0.0229, dashes)

the predicted NOx emissions according to the following expression

NOx =

∫
NOx(φ)f(φ) dφ∫

f(φ) dφ
. (6.5)

A set of 18 operating conditions - 3 air mass flows (180, 220, and 260 kg/h),

2 preheat temperatures (303 and 423 K), and 3 equivalence ratios (0.555,

0.610, 0.678)- with various fuel-injection configurations β, resulting in 90

measurement points, are used to calculate emissions which are shown in

Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15. In Fig. 6.14 it is clear that the unmixedness recorded

at the burner outlet does not quantitatively predict the NOx emissions,

which are overpredicted for a flame stabilized downstream and underpre-

dicted for a flame anchored in the burner.

Much better agreement can be seen in Fig. 6.15 where the cases with β <

0.7 only are taken into account. Two unmixedness decay rates Ds are

tested to calculate the value of the unmixedness parameter at the flame sfl:

Ds=-37 /m, the original value from the concentration measurements (left
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the measured NOx emissions with the
simulated and PDF-weighted NOx emissions (log scale). The gray scale
corresponds to the value of the parameter β. sx=5mm is used to calcu-
late the PDF of the mixture.

graph), and Ds=-25 /m, the decay rate which maximizes the coefficient of

regression R2. Both fits are of good quality. The decay rate Ds=-25 /m,

which gives slightly better results than the decay rate Ds=-37 /m, suggests

that the absolute experimental value of the scalar decay rate in reacting

conditions is overpredicted by the cold mixing tests. The value Ds=-25 /m

leads then to a wider mixture PDF at the flame, as illustrated in Fig. 6.13.

Several different factors may explain this overprediction. Firstly, the higher

degree of turbulence of the water test rig or the fact that the recirculation of

dye in the measurement plane may induce a stronger scalar homogenization

in water. Secondly, and certainly more importantly, the model presented

here assumes that the maximum in chemiluminescence correlates well with

the flame position, the location at which all the fuel is assumed to burn.

In reality, the combustion takes place across the whole flame, hence with

a fuel/air distribution at the flame is more complex than the one assumed

here, and the OH* chemiluminescence image remains inaccurate even to

predict just the position of the maximum of heat release [LS09].
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6.3 Evolution of the flame position and shape as a function of operating
conditions

Figure 6.15: Comparison of the measured NOx emissions with the
simulated and PDF weighted NOx emissions (log scale). The gray scale
corresponds to the value of the parameter β. Left, sfl calculated with
scalar decay rate of the unmixedness Ds=-37 /m. Right, with Ds=-
25 /m.

Nevertheless, considering the simple assumptions used here concerning the

mixing process and on the network model, the results are reasonably sat-

isfactory and allow a quantitative link to be established between the con-

centration measured at one axial location in cold-flows and the resulting

NOx emissions recorded in the combustor.

6.3 Evolution of the flame position and shape

as a function of operating conditions

From the analysis of the reacting and chemical time scales, it appears that

the Damköhler number is a function of the total air mass flow ṁair, the

density upstream of the reactants ρu and the flame temperature, char-

acterized by φ [SRM07]. In turn, the flame position is a function of the
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Damköhler number and can be expressed as

xfl(ṁair, φ, ρu, β) = A′0ṁ
Am
air φ

Aφρ
A′T
u (6.6)

or equivalently for an atmospheric combustor using ρu ∝ 1/Tpre

xfl(ṁair, φ, Tpre, β) = A0ṁ
Am
air φ

AφTATpre . (6.7)

As shown in the previous sections, the stabilization location of the flame

may be split into three regions when the fuel distribution β is varied. One

region of these is where the flame stabilizes mostly outside the burner

(β < 0.49), and another where the flame anchoring point is located inside

the burner (β ≥ 0.7). Between these regions, a third zone exists where the

flame presents a much greater axial variation when the fuel distribution or

other operating parameters are varied. Equation 6.7 can be rewritten as

xfl(ṁair, φ, Tpre, β) = A0(βri)ṁ
Am(βri)
air φAφ(βri)TAT (βri)

pre βAβ(βri) , (6.8)

where βri is one of the three regions which describes the flame stabilization

location. The fuel distribution β was also introduced explicitly in Eq. 6.8

so that 4 parameters describe the flame position and 5 unknowns must be

calculated for each fuel injection region.

The fitted parameters calculated from 101 flame positions are summarized

in Tab. 6.2 and the fitted data shown in Fig. 6.16. For comparison, values

of the equivalence ratio exponents in the model proposed by Syed [SRM07]

are also listed in this table. The experiments were conducted in a long

combustor equipped with a 60 mm orifice. If no orifice is used, the flame

stabilizes further downstream and a slight variation can be observed in the

flame position in the downstream direction.

For a flame stabilizing mostly downstream (β < 0.49), the equivalence ratio

exponent (Aφ) of the Syed model matches the experimental values of the

present work fairly well: Aφ,Syed = −0.5 versus Aφ,fit = −0.48. A good

agreement is also obtained for a flame which starts to be anchored inside

the burner with Aφ,fit = −0.6. On the other hand, though the sign of the

exponents of the air flow (Am) and of the preheat temperature (AT ) also
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the fitted flame position xfl (Eq. 6.8)
with the experimentally measured one.

agree, their absolute values are more than two to ten times lower in the

present work than in the Syed model.

β-range A0 Am Aφ AT Aβ

β ∈ [0, 0.49[ 0.5035 0.1493 -0.4842 -0.3307 0.0213
β ∈ [0.49, 0.7[ 1.0922 0.0515 -0.6009 -0.5527 -0.3591
β ∈ [0.7, 0.9] 0.1883 0.434 -0.1077 -0.1126 -0.8422
Syed[SRM07] - 3/2 -0.5 -3/2 -

Table 6.2: Parameters describing the flame stabilization location xfl
(Eq. 6.8) as a function of the fuel distribution β. Typical values based
on the theoretical assumptions of Syed [SRM07] are reported for com-
parison. A total of 101 operating points is used. Lcc = 1.5 m with
60 mm outlet.

Two other parameters, namely the flame spatial variance and the maximum

in the radially integrated OH* emissions, were fitted accordingly to Eq. 6.8
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of the fitted maximal values of radially
integrated OH* intensities with experimentally measured ones (left).
Same comparison for the variances of the flame width (right). Fit
function of the form of Eq. 6.8.

and very good fits were also achieved, as shown in Fig. 6.17. The resulting

parameters of the fit are listed in Tab. 6.3 and Tab. 6.4.

β-range A0 Am Aφ AT Aβ

β ∈ [0, 0.49[ 157.54 1.217 4.529 0.998 -0.166
β ∈ [0.49, 0.7[ 75.31 1.202 3.863 1.039 -0.382
β ∈ [0.7, 0.9] 198.76 1.059 2.826 0.847 1.127

Table 6.3: Parameters describing the value of the maximum in radi-
ally integrated OH* emission profiles recorded by the camera (IOH,BP )

β-range A0 Am Aφ AT Aβ

β ∈ [0, 0.49[ 0.02569 0.2623 -2.106 -0.6877 0.038
β ∈ [0.49, 0.7[ 1.204 -0.008 -0.311 -1.224 0.669
β ∈ [0.7, 0.9] 0.114 0.277 -0.124 -0.771 -1.085

Table 6.4: Parameters describing the value of the spatial variance of
the radially integrated OH* emission profiles recorded by the camera
(IOH,BP )
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6.3 Evolution of the flame position and shape as a function of operating
conditions

The aforementioned fits can be used to predict the flame position. By using

additionally the model of the mixing quality, the unmixedness at the flame

can then be calculated and the experimental correlation of Eq. 6.4 can be

used to finally predict the NOx emissions. These emissions are compared to

the recorded NOx emissions in Fig. 6.18, illustrating that good agreement

is obtained between the model and the measured NOx emissions.
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Figure 6.18: Left: Comparison of the NOx emissions predicted by the
combination of mixing quality model (Eq. 6.2), flame position model
(Eq. 6.8) and NOx emission model (Eq. 6.4) with measured NOx emis-
sions. Right: selection of points with the flame not completely anchored
inside the burner (β < 0.7).

Furthermore, the estimation of the mixing quality at the flame location

(Eq. 6.2, Eq. 6.3) combined with the model of the flame position allows

the best fuel distribution for the different operating conditions to be de-

termined. Not surprisingly, this injection is always close to the balanced

distribution β = 0.5, where the cold flow mixture quality is perhaps not

the most homogeneous (the best mixing is achieved for β ≈ 0.65), but

the flame is stabilized the furthest downstream, thus giving more time to

reduce inhomogeneities in the fuel/air mixture. The fact that the min-

imization of the NOx emissions occurs for some operating conditions at

values close to β = 0.6 can be attributed to the suppression of the helical

structure, which is not captured in the water test rig.
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Figure 6.19: Responses of the NOx from gas analyzer signal, in-
stantaneous OH* signal through the band-pass filter and OH* signal
averaged over one second, OH1, to a step change in the distribution of
burner fuel at constant operating conditions.

6.4 PDF of the mixture, NOx emissions and

chemiluminescence

To control the emissions of the combustor, an accurate and relatively fast

sensor is required. Conventional NOx sensors have a response time which

is too long (dead time of 60 to 90 s) to be used for fast control. Chemi-

luminescence, on the other hand, responds very fast to changes in the

combustion zone, as shown in Fig. 6.19. In particular, the response of OH

signals (detected through the band-pass filter) to a step change in the fuel

distribution is much faster than that of the NOx gas analyzer probe. Fur-

thermore, Fig. 6.20 shows that the band-pass filtered chemiluminescence

signals ICH,BP and IOH,BP recorded with two photomultipliers correlate

very well with the NOx emissions. These signals may be used without cal-

ibration in an extremum-seeking scheme which should minimize the emis-

sions, as minimizing the chemiluminescence correlates with a reduction in

NOx emissions. However, the absolute intensity of the signal varies with

the operating point. It may be then more appropriate to use a monitoring

scheme which is less dependent on the operating conditions.
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Figure 6.20: Band-pass chemiluminescence signals ICH,BP (left) and
IOH,BP (right) recorded by the photomultipliers for the operating con-
ditions OPA, OPB (180 kg/h, 0.678, 423 K), OPC (180 kg/h, 0.560,
423 K).

This improvement is achieved by combining the chemiluminescence sig-

nals recorded by the spectrometer. As has been shown by various authors

( [SM00, HMLC01, MKO+03, GMPS09]), the chemiluminescence signals of

CH* and OH* can be combined to measure the global or local fuel/air ratio.

Typically, the ratio of the chemiluminescence intensities ICH,BP /IOH,BP
is used to monitor the average equivalence ratio φ in different combustor

types and for different pressures. The correlation takes the form

ICH,BP
IOH,BP

= Kφ
B

for φ < 1.2 , (6.9)

with K and B as constants (B > 1). The main advantage of this expression

is that it is independent of the air mass flow. The latter correlation is

optimum when the broadband CO2
∗ emission is subtracted from the total

emission measured around the wavelength of 308 nm as

ICH = ICH,BP − ICO2 (6.10)

where ICH is the corrected signal intensity, the correction being easily cal-

culated by integrating the intensities recorded by the spectrometer around

the wavelength of interest, and the intensity ICO2 is calculated from the

interpolation of the broadband CO2
∗ emission.
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Chapter 6 A quantitative link between mixture PDF and NOx emissions

The relationship of Eq. 6.9 was used to control the fuel equivalence ratio

in a premixed combustor [DLC02], with a fixed injection pattern. As the

present configuration allows the mixing quality to be set through changes

in the fuel distribution, it is interesting to verify if Eq. 6.9 is also valid for

different mixing qualities, or if it can be modified to be somehow general-

ized.
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Figure 6.21: Variation of the ratio ICH
IOH

over the equivalence ratio

φ for different fuel splits β and different air mass flows (Tpre=423 K).
The perfectly premixed case (pre-premix) corresponds to the black line
and �.

Figure 6.21 presents the ratio ICH
IOH

as a function of the equivalence ratio φ

for different total air mass flows ṁair and fuel distributions β. The emis-

sions of a perfectly premixed case (pre-premix) is also reported. Two con-

clusions can be drawn from this graph. The first one is that for a perfectly

premixed case and at a set equivalence ratio, the ratio ICH
IOH

is minimized.

The second one is that the fuel distribution, or the unmixedness, has a

strong influence on the ratio ICH
IOH

. Hence, when the fuel distribution is

varied over a wide range, the global ratio ICH
IOH

cannot be considered as a

measure of the equivalence ratio only. A first improvement would be to de-

fine the ratio ICH
IOH

as a function of the mixture probability density function
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Figure 6.22: Variation of the ratio ICH
IOH

and of the resulting NOx emis-
sions over the fuel distribution β for operating point A

f(φ) as
ICH
IOH

= K

∫

φ

φBf(φ) dφ for φ < 1.2 , (6.11)

with K and B being determined from the pre-premix combustion case. A

priori, as shown in Fig. 6.22 for the operating point A, this relationship

seems to be justified as the minimal value for the ratio ICH
IOH

is obtained

for the fuel distribution which ensures also the lowest NOx emissions, indi-

cating the best mixing quality (β = 0.6). Furthermore, the ratio increases

with a decrease of the mixing quality, as would Eq. 6.11 do if a gaussian- or

beta-distribution of the fuel concentration is assumed. However, Eq. 6.11

does not hold anymore if the air mass flow is varied, as in this case the

empirical flame position model of the previous section and the results of

Fig. 6.21 lead to opposite conclusions. On one hand, if the air mass flow

is increased from 180 kg/h (subscript 180) up to 220 kg/h (subscript 220),

the flame position model of Eq. 6.8 predicts for the whole beta range that

xfl,180 < xfl,220 , (6.12)
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as Am > 0. As a result of the decreasing unmixedness with axial distance,

the unmixedness parameters verify

sfl,180 > sfl,220 . (6.13)

On the other hand, the recordings of Fig. 6.21 show that

(
ICH
IOH

)

180

<

(
ICH
IOH

)

220

, (6.14)

for all the equivalence ratio tested. The latter relationship is the opposite of

what Eq. 6.11 would give with Eq. 6.13 and the assumption of a gaussian-

or beta-distribution of the fuel concentration. Thus, the presented data

does not allow to draw a direct link between the ratio ICH
IOH

and the mixing

quality of the fuel reaching the flame. However, it seems to be a reliable

sensor to reduce the NOx emissions for different operating conditions, as

illustrated in Fig. 6.23. A reduction of the ratio correlates very well with
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a reduction of the NOx emissions. Furthermore, the pre-premix operating

condition depicts a minimum in both NOx emissions and ratio ICH
IOH

.

6.5 Summary

This section has shown that a more accurate estimation of the unmixedness

sfl at the flame location can be obtained using the cold flow field informa-

tion on the mixing quality as well as the information on the flame position.

The resulting NOx emissions can then be estimated more accurately over a

wide range of operating conditions, if a model of the mixing quality and of

its spatial evolution are available. A model describing the flame position

as a function of the operating parameters may also replace visualization of

the flame when there is not full optical access to the combustion chamber.

In case of partially premixed flames, the ratio ICH
IOH

is not only a measure

of the mean equivalence ratio. In fact, it also depends on the degree of

mixing of the fuel distribution. For the different operating points inves-

tigated, a minimization of this ratio correlates with the minimization of

the NOx emissions of the combustor. Therefore, this parameter based on

the signals from chemiluminescence sensors would be also well suited for

feedback control to minimize NOx emissions.
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Chapter 7

Flame transfer function

7.1 Cold flow convective mixing model of the

burner

One of the aims of the present investigations is to measure the convec-

tive time delays in burners with complex geometries and more generally

evaluate the mixing transfer function of the fuel injection. Even though

the flow field inside the burner can be partly analytically modeled (Flohr

et al. [FSP02]), discrepancies between measured and modeled flow fields

remain non-negligible, especially if the shape and orientation of the fuel

injectors is changed. Since the staged fuel injection may change the in-

flow velocity profile for extreme distributions of the fuel, as a consequence

of the high tangential momentum generated (up to 20% of the tangential

momentum of the main flow), an analytical flow field model could not be

derived from first principles. Thus, the mixing transfer function (MTF)

has to be experimentally measured.

7.1.1 Methods

The measurement of convective time delays as well as mixing diffusion

coefficient have been the subject of numerous studies over the last 50 years.

The choice of the method used to record the time delays is critical and for

this reason a brief overview of the possible methods is given here. All

the methods were tested in the water test rig and the final comparison is

presented in Tab. 7.1.
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Chapter 7 Flame transfer function

Many studies have focused on mixing in round pipes ([STS68], [Dan53]), or

mixing vessels ([FPG01]). The response of the pipe outlet to a concentra-

tion pulse (Dirac response) or to a step change in concentration (Heaviside

response) at the inlet is generally used for such configurations, because

simple analytical solutions are available. Control theory states that the

use of the Dirac function has many advantages for the identification of

linear time invariant systems, as the output of the system is directly the

transfer function of the system. The practical realization of such a step is

more complicated, as an actuator which generates a infinitely high pulse

within an infinitely small time is effectively impossible to construct. Prac-

tical applications will generally generate a Gaussian pulse. The width of

the chosen pulse must be small enough compared to the characteristic time

of the system, in order that the frequencies of interest will be contained in

the input signal.

An alternative approach is to record the response of the system to a step,

as used recently by Lans et al. [vdLGDJL97]. Such a step contains much

more energy than the Dirac function. The drawback of recording a step is

that the FFT cannot be applied to this signal. However, the differentiation

of the step input function as well as the outlet response gives, directly, the

response of the system to the Dirac function. Its Fourier transform is then

the transfer function of the system.

To cancel the effect of noise, such measurements are performed many times.

This is straightforward in the case of acoustic transfer functions which offer

great flexibility regarding the signal shape generated and the measurement

time available with a relatively small volume of data. Some difficulties

arise, however, if the measurement time available is limited or the volume

of data is relatively high, which is the case for HS-LIF or for unsteady CFD.

To deal with such data in time-resolved CFD simulations, Polifke [PPPD01]

generated a noisy excitation signal at the inlet of the domain and calculated

then the correlation matrix between the inlet and outlet. The transfer

function of the system (or unit impulse response) can be obtained from the

finite impulse response (FIR) of the system which satisfies

Γijhi = ci , (7.1)
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where Γij is the auto-correlation matrix of the excitation signal, ci the

cross-correlation vector of the input and output signals and hi the impulse

response from which the transfer function is the z-transform H(z). The

equation above is also called the Wiener-Hopf equation. More details on

the overall procedure are given by Polifke [PPPD01].

This method is well suited for numerical simulations where the signals (in

particular the inlet signal) can be taken at any position in the domain.

Although good results were obtained in a generic T-mixer configuration in

the water test rig, this is more complex to achieve on the swirl-inducing

burner with a distributed fuel injection line. In particular, it requires a

second calibrated HS-LIF system to record the fuel flow modulations at

the fuel injection location.

The concentration measurements in the water test rig offer an other possi-

ble forcing signal: instead of a step in the fuel mass flow, a step in the dye

concentration can be used as input signal. Such a step could be generated

upstream of the location of the fuel injection in the burner and ensure a

complete passive step generation. However, its application is limited to

simple injection patterns which show minimal convective delays between

the single injection holes. This is not the case of the swirl-inducing burner

injection lines, in particular when using a staged fuel injection, but ap-

peared to give very good results in the generic T-mixer configuration or in

an premixed swirl-inducing burner without fuel staging [GTLP11].

The last method which was tested to record the convective time delays is

harmonic forcing of the main flow, with single-frequency forcing or sweep

signals. Both measurements are achievable in the test rig with appropriate

adjustments to the forcing valve, but have the drawback of requiring long

measurement times as well as having a low SNR, due to the high degree of

premixing of the burner.

Given the previous considerations, a step response of the fuel mass flow

was chosen for the current configuration. This response allows both the

dynamic response and the mixing quality of the burner to be characterized

with a relatively small number of trials. With regards to the swirl-inducing

burner setup, it also achieves a high signal-to-noise ratio and an almost

immediate response at the fuel injection location.
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Method Advantages Drawbacks

Dirac -Direct measure -Generation of
fuel mass flow of MTF short pulses

Step -High SNR -MTF after differentiation
fuel mass flow -Mixing quality -High SNR ratio needed

recorded -High amplitude mass flow
simultaneously

Step or Dirac -Main flow not -Delay for propagation
of dye -High SNR of pulse in linear

concentration injector array
disturbed -Further delays if

fuel staging used
Random fuel -Better -Recording of

injection forcing correlation matrix input signal
Single-frequency -Accuracy -Amount of data

forcing -Measurement time
Sweep signal -Steady -Harmonic signal needed

main flow fuel mass flow -Recording of input signal
-Low SNR

Table 7.1: Comparison of different methods available to record the
mixing transfer function in a water test rig. SNR: Signal-to-Noise Ra-
tio.

The principle of this measurement technique is illustrated in Fig. 7.1. Typ-

ically, a step change in the total volume flow of the fuel injection ports is

applied with a magnetic step valve (ASCO posiflow). The step response of

the concentration is recorded at the outlet of the burner with the HS-LIF

system and the image signals are converted into concentrations following

Eq. 3.10. The spatially averaged concentration, 〈C∗〉 (t) recorded at the

laser measurement plane is then used for the analysis. Details of the mea-

surement and post-processing are presented in the following.

7.1.2 Measurement of time delays with fuel splitting

Figure 7.2 shows the position of the measurement plane located down-

stream of the burner at xL = 5 mm as well as the two recirculation zones
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7.1 Cold flow convective mixing model of the burner

Figure 7.1: Convective time delay measurement setups for the swirl-
inducing burner

at the outlet of the burner. Two phenomena have an impact on the post-

processing of the step response: firstly, the helical structure shown in the

previous section creates periodic fluctuations in the spatially-averaged con-

centration as the laser measurement plane. Secondly, the recirculation

zones have an impact on the mixing response recorded at the burner outlet

which is not present when reacting flows are considered.

To ensure a good model identification, the ratio of step amplitude to the

relative concentration oscillation amplitude (≈ 10%) has to be sufficiently

high. For this reason, an almost full step (≈ 90% of end concentration)

was selected to record the mixing transfer function, as shown in Fig. 7.3.

This strong step may be seen as a drawback of the method, in particular

if the mixing pattern is strongly dependent on the momentum ratio of the

jet or if local vortices are induced by the unsteady jet. However, lower step

amplitudes did not ensure a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio and good

parameter identification and, accordingly, were not investigated further.
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Figure 7.2: Identification of relevant zones influencing the mixing
recorded at the burner outlet
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tered response, and the spline interpolated resulting signal of 〈C∗〉xL(t)
recorded at the outlet for the injection (α, β) = (0, 1).

If one step response only is recorded, the phase of the helical structure

relative to the fuel step will affect the phase (or mean convective time

delay) of the outlet response. To obtain a mean mixing transfer function

and (at least) partly remove the influence of the helical structure, three

step responses are recorded. Each raw step response is then filtered with a
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7.1 Cold flow convective mixing model of the burner

zero phase low pass filter followed by a spline interpolation (Fig. 7.3). Since

the model identification uses values scaled between 0 and 1 (see below), the

step responses are then normalized as

〈C∗〉∗(t) =
〈C∗〉(t)− (C∗∞)low

(C∗∞)high − (C∗∞)low
, (7.2)

with (·)low and (·)high being the steady states before and after the step

response. The normalized concentration satisfies 〈C∗〉∗(t) ∈ [0− ε1, 1 + ε2],

with εi << 1 after proper filtering.
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Figure 7.4: Post-processed and averaged step response of the
spatially-averaged concentration recorded at the burner outlet as well
as valve command signal

The three responses are then averaged resulting in a single step response

shown in Fig. 7.4. This filtered and averaged step response still shows an

averaged convective time delay1, which is approximately 6 times higher

than the ideal plug flow time delay of the burner τref = L/U0 = Vtot/Qtot.

It was identified that this effect was a consequence of the response of the

1this time delay is calculated in non-recirculating flows with τ =∫∞
0 (1− 〈C∗〉(t)) dt[Dan52]
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recirculation zones and of the non-ideal step response of the fuel injection.

As the recirculation zone effect is inherent to the system, it was investigated

first. The response of the fuel injection is presented in more detail in

Sec.7.1.5.2 below.

7.1.3 Mixing model with recirculation zone

A simple test with two outlet chamber diameters, of 145 and 200 mm

(Fig. 7.5), confirms the influence of the recirculation zone geometry on the

recorded response: the modification changes the volume of the combustion

chamber and hence the recirculation zone volume, with negligible changes

in the flow field inside the burner down to the measurement plane. The

low-pass filtered and average responses recorded by the camera are pre-

sented in Fig. 7.6. While the start of the curve is similar for both cases,

the 145 mm combustion chamber reaches the steady value earlier than the

200 mm combustion chamber. This is a consequence of the smaller volume

of the external recirculation zone of the 145 mm chamber.

d=145mm

d=200mm

38°

Figure 7.5: Geometry of
the two configurations used
for the validation of the
model

<C
*>

xL

Figure 7.6: Average step
responses of the two combus-
tion chambers, with diame-
ters of 145 mm (CC145) and
200 mm (CC200).
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The mixing response of the recirculation zones explains why trying to

record the mixing transfer function directly will not yield the correct re-

sults as the response of the recirculation zone recorded here is not present

in reacting conditions. To extract the pure convective time delays without

the influence of the recirculation zone, as well as understand the impact of

a recirculating flow on the recorded transfer function, a model is needed.

This model should also capture the fuel split used to control the mixing

profile. These requirements lead to the model being based on connecting

three reactors as illustrated in Fig. 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Mixing model of the burner for identification of the ex-
perimental mixing transfer function

Such a model is similar to the one presented by Ferro et al. [FPG01], who

modeled the residence time distribution of vessels presenting two main

peaks with two parallel reactors. The only difference is that a reactor

modeling the recirculation zone is used here while Ferro et al. added a

reactor simulating the dead volume of the system. Each reactor response is

modeled by the 1D convection-diffusion described by Eq. 2.57. The reactors

R1 and R2 describe the convective mixing inside the burner, while the

reactor RZ describes the impact of the two recirculation zones, IRZ and

ERZ.

Some of the parameters of the model are physically set (such as the dye

volume flow Qrho and its concentration Crho, as well as the total water vol-

ume flow Qtot, which does not contain any dye) or approximated from the
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geometry (like the total volume Vtot). The other parameters are unknowns

which have to be identified from the experimental curves.

These unknown parameters are: Pe1, Pe2, PeRZ , the turbulent Péclet

numbers of the three reactors, fv1 = V1

V1+V2
= V1

Vact
and fv2 = V2

Vact
the

volume fractions of the reactors 1 and 2. Vact is the active volume of the

burner which satisfies Vact ≤ Vtot. The dead volume, which does not partic-

ipate in the mixing then satisfies Vdead = Vtot−Vact. To reduce the number

of unknowns, it was assumed that Vact = Vtot and hence fv1 + fv2 = 1. q1

and q2 are the volume flow fractions which satisfy q1 = Q1

Q1+Q2
= Q1

Qtot
and

q2 = 1− q1. The recirculation zone reactor also introduces two unknowns,

the recirculation zone volume fraction defined as fvRZ = VRZ
Vtot

and the re-

circulation zone volume flow fraction qRZ = QRZ
Qtot

. With these definitions,

it is possible that fvRZ > 1 or qRZ > 1. One supplementary parameter,

βsim is used to simulate the real fuel distribution. In the end, 8 unknown

parameters (βmod, Pe1, Pe2, PeRZ , fv1, q1, fvRZ , qRZ) must be identified

from the step response.

With the previous definitions, the bulk residence time τi of each reactor

satisfies

τ∗i =
τi
τref

=
fvi
qi

, (7.3)

with τref = Vtot/Qtot. The unknown parameters can be reformulated

as (βmod, Pe1, Pe2, PeRZ , τ1, τ2, τRZ , τref ). As the volume flows Q1

and Q2 of the reactors R1 and R2 are slightly influenced by the the fuel

distribution, their values may vary slightly over the distributions tested.

The response of interest for modeling the reacting flow is CxL,hot, with no

influence of the recirculation zone, while the response measured in cold flow

is CxL,cold. How the expression of CxL,hot can be obtained as a function of

CxL,cold is described below.

A mole flow rate balance at the outlet of the reactors R1 and R2 gives the

expression of CxL,hot as

q1 · C1,xL + q2 · C2,xL = CxL,hot . (7.4)
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If the inlet concentration fluctuations are generated by fuel inlet concen-

tration fluctuations only (the case of the present cold flow measurements),

then q′1 = q′2 = 0. Linearizing Eq. 7.4, taking its Fourier transform and

using the mixing transfer function of single reactor MTFi = Ĉi,xL/Ĉi,in
leads to the expression

q1Ĉ1,inMTF1 + q2Ĉ2,inMTF2 = ĈxL,hot . (7.5)

The inlet concentration of reactor R1 satisfies

C1,in =
CrhoQrhoβ

Q1 (1 + βQrho/Q1)
(7.6)

If C ′rho = β′ = Q′1 = 0 and if the higher order terms are neglected, one ob-

tains for the Fourier transformation of the inlet concentration fluctuations

Ĉ1,in = Q̂rho
C1,in

Qrho
. (7.7)

Similar expressions are obtained for Ĉ2,in if β is replaced by (1− β). Re-

placing Eq. 7.6 in Eq. 7.7 and inserting the resulting expression in Eq. 7.5

(and similarly for Ĉ2,in) leads to the expression

CrhoQ̂rho

[
βMTF1

1 + βQrho/Q1
+

(1− β)MTF2

1 + (1− β)Qrho/Q2

]
= ĈxL,hot (Q1 +Q2) .

(7.8)

When fulfilling the jet-to-cross flow momentum similitude, the ratioQrho/Qtot
typically satisfies Qrho/Qtot ≈ 0.05. As in the present configuration Q1 ≈
0.5Qtot and β ≤ 1, then βQrho/Q1 < 0.1 and it, as well as (1−β)Qrho/Q1,

can be neglected in Eq. 7.8, which simplifies further to

MTFhot =
ĈxL,hot (Q1 +Q2)

CrhoQ̂rho
= βMTF1 + (1− β)MTF2 , (7.9)

where MTFhot is the transfer function of the dye molar flux in “reacting

conditions” (i.e., without recirculation zones).
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Further, using a second molar balance for the recirculation zone, which

also neglects volume flow fluctuations, one obtains

ĈxL,totQtot + ĈxL,RZ,outQRZ = ĈxL,cold (Qhot +QRZ) . (7.10)

After multiplying by the factor 1/
(
CrhoQ̂rho

)
, and defining the recorded

mixing transfer function MTFxL,cold,rec as

MTFxL,cold,rec = ĈxL,cold/
(
CrhoQ̂rho

)
, (7.11)

the final expression of the cold mixing transfer function reads

MTFxL,cold,recQtot =
MTFhot

1 + qRZ (1−MTFRZ)
, (7.12)

with MTFhot taken from Eq. 7.9. As shown in Sec. 3.3.3.2, the measure-

ment technique does not record the scalar flux through the measurement

plane but only the concentration. Only a combined 3D velocity / concen-

tration measurement technique, much more complicated to handle than the

HS-LIF system alone, can give access to this value. For this reason, it was

assumed that the velocities at the burner outlet could only take the value

of the mean bulk velocity and the passive scalar molar flux is proportional

to the mean concentrations recorded at the outlet2. The normalized cold

transfer function MTF ∗xL,cold,rec then satisfies

MTF ∗xL,cold,rec = MTFxL,coldQtot , (7.13)

and the final expression recorded MTF ∗xL,cold,rec reads:

MTF ∗xL,cold,rec =
MTFhot

1 + qRZ (1−MTFRZ)
. (7.14)

For reasons of brevity, the expression MTF ∗xL,cold,rec is referred to as

MTFxL,cold in the coming sections. The normalized concentration response

2If the scalar flux can be measured, then the sum of the local molar flux over the
flow cross-section of area A should be taken into account in Eq. 7.4 or Eq. 7.12 as∫
A ĈxL,cold,rec(x)u(x) dA to obtain a more exact scalar flux transfer function.
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Ĉ∗xL,cold reads also

Ĉ∗xL,cold = MTFxL,coldĈ∗in , (7.15)

A fit of the recorded cold mixing transfer function with the theoretical

model is performed to identify the parameters of the mixing model. With

the gained parameters, the mixing transfer function in reacting conditions

MTFhot is obtained with help of Eq. 7.9.

7.1.4 Variation of the parameters of the mixing model

7.1.4.1 Cold response

Figure 7.8 illustrates the impact of different parameter combinations

[PeRZ , qRZ , fvRZ ] on the cold response MTFxL,cold. The frequency is

normalized by the reference residence time of the burner τref , giving the

axial Strouhal number St = fτref . This axial Strouhal number, which

varies slightly from the standard definition St = fD
u0

, is employed in the

next section to normalize the time.

The recirculation zone parameters obviously have an impact on the am-

plitude of the transfer function. However, a small impact on the transfer

function phase is also visible, especially in the low-frequency domain. The

amplitude recorded for St > 0.3 is dependent on the relative volume flow

qRZ , high values leading to low amplitude responses (green curve com-

pared to the blue, red and gray ones), while the low-frequency response is

mainly dependent on fvRZ and PeRZ , high values leading to a stronger

damping close to St = 0 (red) than cases with a lower relative volume

(blue). Regarding the impact on the phase, a strong relative volume fvRZ
increases the relative deviation from arg(MTFhot). The cut-off frequency

from which the impact of the RZ on the phase disappears decreases with

decreasing ratio qRZ/fvRZ = τRZ . Hence, the response recorded at the

outlet of the burner may be strongly affected by the recirculation zone

parameters and justifies the use of the model to extract the hot mixing

transfer function.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the impact of the recirculation
zone on the transfer function MTFxL,cold for different combina-
tions [PeRZ , qRZ , fvRZ ]. Other parameters set: Pe1=Pe2=30,
q1=fv1=β=0.5.

7.1.4.2 Mixing transfer function without recirculation zones

The variation of the reactor parameters [Pe1, P e2, q1, fv1] can generally

be assessed in the design phase of the burner. As numerous combinations

are possible, we focus on two questions: first, if an equivalence ratio is

set for each reactor, how does MTFhot evolve if the air distribution (or

power output in combustion) is varied between the reactors? Second, if an

air distribution is set, how does MTFhot evolve if the fuel distribution is

varied?

Part of the response to the first question may be obtained from Fig. 7.9.

The response of two identical reactors with a 50-50 air distribution, i.e.

q1 = q2 = 0.5, (solid black line) is compared to a 66-34 air distribution

(dashed line) and to a 75-25 air distribution. Assuming a constant geom-

etry (reactor length) and flow properties (diffusion and Schmidt number),

the Péclet numbers are adjusted with the mean flow velocity of each reactor.
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7.1 Cold flow convective mixing model of the burner

A constant and identical equivalence ratio through both reactors is ensured

if β = q1. The amplitude of the MTFhot can be only marginally varied over

the frequency range. An amplitude reduction in the low-frequency range is

compensated by an amplitude increase in the high-frequency range. How-

ever, going from the 50-50 to the 75-25 air distribution reduces the total

phase and this property may be used to stabilize an unstable combustor.
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Figure 7.9: Impact of the air flow distribution on the hot mixing
transfer functions MTFhot for a constant and equal equivalence ratio
(or mean concentration) through each reactor

Regarding the second question, Fig. 7.10 also provides at least a partial

answer. To generate these curves, only the fuel distribution β is varied

while a 50-50 air distribution is assumed. The 4 other parameters relevant

for the reacting mixing transfer function correspond approximately to the

typical values of the burner with (Pe1, Pe2, fv1, q1)=(30, 15, 0.66, 0.5).

These parameters mean also that the normalized bulk residence time of

R1 and R2 are equal to τ∗1 = 1.32 and τ∗2 = 0.68 respectively. The ampli-

tude of the response is slightly influenced by the fuel split while the phase

varies by more than 50% in the low-frequency range. The amplitude of the

phase variation may thus be sufficient to avoid an unstable behavior of the
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combustor. This justifies the control method used in the present study.

However, if the fuel is varied over such a wide range, care should be taken

that the mixing quality at the burner outlet is suffiently good to avoid rich

mixture zones.
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Figure 7.10: Impact of the fuel distribution β on the hot mixing
transfer functions MTFhot calculated for the reactor parameters (Pe1,
Pe2, fv1, q1)=(30, 15, 0.66, 0.5)

7.1.5 Model parameters and system identification

7.1.5.1 Parameter identification from geometry and velocity mea-

surements

Recirculation zone The volume of the ERZ and IRZ can be estimated

from the angles of the conical jet where the second radial derivative of

the axial velocity is equal to zero. One obtains the volumes VERZ ≈
1.12 × 10−3 m3 and VIRZ ≈ 0.16 × 10−3 m3. The volume of the flame

is estimated to be Vfl ≈ 1.71 × 10−3 m3, while the volume of the reactor

RZ is estimated to be at least equal to the recirculation zone volume and

at most equal to the total volume VERZ + VIRZ + Vfl downstream of the
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7.1 Cold flow convective mixing model of the burner

burner. This leads to the relationship (using the reference volume in the

burner Vref = 3.48× 10−4 m3)

fvRZ =
VRZ
Vref

∈ [3, 10] . (7.16)

The volume flow of the recirculation zone QRZ is also estimated from

(isothermal) PIV measurements from the radial and circumferential in-

tegration of the axial velocities. The recirculation volume flow QRZ(x)

satisfies

QRZ(x) = Q+(x)−Qtot , (7.17)

with Q+ being the positive axial volume flow and Qtot the total volume

flow passing through the burner. The evolution of Q+ in the two main

axial planes of the flow ((xy) and (xz)-planes) is depicted in Fig. 7.11. It

shows that the positive volume flow increases immediately at the burner

outlet, due to the entrained mass flow, reaches a maximum shortly before

x ≈ D/2 = 41 mm and then falls to values close to the total volume flow.

The strong non-rotational symmetry of the flow field is the main reason

for the offset between the positive volume flows calculated in the (xy) and

(xz) planes. By taking the average of the two curves, one can then write

qRZ =
Q+

Qtot
− 1 ∈ [0.2, 1] , for x ∈ [5, 40] . (7.18)

The maximal recirculating volume flow QRZ can be then as high as the

main volume flow Qtot at the location x ≈ D/2.

Air flow split The volume flow passing through each reactor R1 and R2

is experimentally difficult to measure because of the limited access and the

complex flow field at the inlet slots. Thus, the estimation is performed from

CFD simulations [SOK+10] by integrating the velocity perpendicular to the

slot within the slot. As there is no physical split between the reactors, their

boundary was set at the junction of the two fuel injection chambers. The

relation

q1 ≈ q2 ≈ 0.5 (7.19)
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Figure 7.11: Positive volume flow Q+, normalized by Qtot, and calcu-
lated at the burner outlet from PIV measurements in two axial planes
(xy) and (xz)

is obtained and is used further to reduce the number of unknowns in the

model fitting to 7 parameters.

7.1.5.2 Response of the fuel injection

The 8 parameters previously mentioned (and reduced to 7 using Eq. 7.19)

must be identified from the experimental step responses recorded for the

different injection configurations. As the FFT of a step function leads to

numerical difficulties [Kar02], the pulse response of Eq. 7.15 is calculated

first. In addition, the derivative of the experimental step response is cal-

culated and used for parameter identification. That way, the numerical

problems are overcome.

A typical step function recorded at one injection hole is depicted in Fig. 7.12

and some images of the step are shown in Fig. 7.13 The initial analysis of

the curve shows that the response is very similar to that of a step func-

tion. Different injection configurations were tested and the delay between

the signal and the concentration response was found to be around around

28 ms, the rising time of the step being approximately 50 ms. This means

that a delay of approximately 78 ms is present between the pulse signal and

the full volume flow of the injection. With respect to a reference residence
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Figure 7.12: Filtered re-
sponse of the dye injection to
a step in the valve command
for the injection configuration
(α, β) = (0, 0.3)

Figure 7.13: Instanta-
neous images of the fuel in-
jection during volume flow
steps of the dye line

time of 0.146 ms, the error is not negligible, but a positive finding is that

it is identical for all the configuration tested. Furthermore, because of the

length of the injection tube, it was also necessary to test whether the dye

reached the injection holes at the same time at each injection location.

The images in Fig. 7.13 show the evolution of the injection before, during,

and after the step for an injection configuration (α, β) = (0, 0.3). The dye

flows from the bottom to the top and a small time delay between the bot-

tom and upper holes is present but is always less than 20 ms and was thus

considered negligible.

As the step response of the fuel injection is not a perfect Heaviside func-

tion, it is approximated with an analytical function close to the Heaviside

function which reads

H̃(t) =
1

1 + exp (−2k (t− t0))
. (7.20)

Its time derivative is then employed for the identification process. The

parameter k is used to adjust the slope of the step and t0 to translate the

step so that 0 < H(0) << 1. The cold experimental RTD were found to be

the closest to the RTD calculated from the CFD simulations of Schrödinger
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et al. [SOK+10] with k = 37 and t0 = −3. The derivative of the inlet

concentration step based on H̃(t) is shown in Fig. 7.14.
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Figure 7.14: Derivative of the inlet concentration step based on H̃(t)
with k = 37 and t0 = −3

7.1.5.3 Fitting procedure

Figure 7.15 summarizes the post-processing steps from the recording of the

step response to the parameter identification of the model. The main idea

of the processing is first to obtain a good approximation of the FFT of the

experimental and model data and, second, to obtain a good and robust

estimation of the parameters of the modeled transfer function MTFxL,cold.

The later model is then used to calculate the mixing transfer function in

reacting conditions MTFhot.

First, for each point investigated, 3 experimental step responses are recorded

at a frame rate of 125 Hz. This increases the measurement accuracy and

reduces the dependency of the step on the initial position of the helical

structure. Each step response is low-pass filtered at 20 Hz and a spline

interpolation is applied to reduce the oscillations induced by the helical

structure, which are not taken into account in the model. The three step

responses are averaged together, producing an average step response which

is normalized between 0 and 1. The result is called C∗xL,cold, latter denoted

simply CxL,cold. The derivative of the response is calculated giving C ′xL,cold,

as well as the FFT response of the derivative Ĉ ′xL,cold.

The response Ĉ ′xL,cold,mod of the model with transfer functionMTFxL,cold is

calculated from the modeled pulse response of the fuel injection response
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Figure 7.15: Post processing of the high-speed step response to iden-
tify the parameters of the transfer function MTFxL,cold

ˆ̃
δf as

Ĉ ′xL,cold,mod = MTFxL,cold
ˆ̃
δf . (7.21)

The inverse FFT is also calculated to give the response to the experimental

pulse, C̃ ′xL,cold. The modeled and temporal pulse responses describe the

temporal error of the system and the corresponding modeled and experi-

mental FFT responses describe the error in the frequency domain. Both

errors are multiplied together to calculate the total error of the fit which is

then minimized by the optimizer CONDOR [BB05]3, running under MAT-

LAB, by adjusting the parameters (β, Pe1, Pe2, PeRZ , fv1, qRZ , fvRZ)

of the transfer function MTFxL,cold.

The time and frequency errors are calculated with a weighted form of the

least mean square optimization. Using a cut-off time and a cut-off fre-

quency, it is possible to take only the high-frequency and low-frequency

part of the pulse response, respectively. The time response should be well

3CONDOR is a constrained, nonlinear algorithm which has the advantage of reducing
the number of function evaluations compared to standard optimization algorithms.
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approximated immediately after the pulse and the weight of the measured

points in the error should decrease with increasing time. The same ap-

proach holds in the frequency domain where the low frequencies exhibit

little noise. Values above a certain limit were not taken into account for

the fit, and typical cut-off values were (τ/τref )lim= 13 and Stlim=0.3.

The resulting fit had the strength of being fairly insensitive to the initial

conditions and the cut-off values used.

7.1.5.4 Model parameters identification

A typical transfer function of the step derivative Ĉ ′xL,cold with its identified

function Ĉ ′xL,cold,modis presented in Fig. 7.16 and the corresponding step

and pulse responses are shown in Fig. 7.17. Both figures confirm that the

quality of the fit in both time and frequency domains is very good. Also

shown in Fig. 7.17 are the responses of the model without recirculation

zones, CxL,hot,mod and C ′xL,hot,mod (in blue).
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Figure 7.16: Experimental

(Ĉ′xL,cold, dashed red) and

modeled (Ĉ′xL,cold,mod, solid
black) transfer functions of
the derivative of the con-
centration response. Injec-
tion configuration (α, β) =
(0, 0.7).
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The resulting transfer functions constituting MTFxL,cold are presented in

Fig. 7.18. The injection configuration is (α, β)=(0, 0.7) and the fitting pa-

rameters are (β, Pe1, Pe2, PeRZ , fv1, qRZ , fvRZ)=(0.47, 40, 4.7, 0.24,

0.51, 1.2, 5.76). The curves show that two reactors with two distinct time

delays build the response MTFxL,hot. Reactor R1 is characterized by a

higher Péclet number and a smaller mean bulk residence time, fv1/q1,

than those of reactor R2. The combination of the two reactors, which

gives the transfer function MTFxL,cold, is closer to the response of reactor

R2 regarding the amplitude and closer to that of reactor R1 in terms of the

phase. Some cancelation effects also lead to the total amplitude response

being smaller at high St numbers than the amplitude of the two reac-

tors taken together, which shows the positive effect of combining different

reactors with different characteristic reference times and Péclet numbers.
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Figure 7.18: Typical transfer functions MTFxL,cold, MTFxL,hot,
MTF1, MTF2, obtained for the identified transfer function shown in
Fig. 7.17

The whole measurement and analysis procedure is then applied for one

combination main/fuel volume flow (8.55 m3/h for the main and 300 l/h for
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the fuel) on 9 injection configurations which are distributed as follow: (α =

0, β = [0, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.7, 1]), (α = 0.5, β = [0.5, 0.75]), (α, β)=(1,−). To

ensure reproducibility and reliability in the fitting method, the identifi-

cation of each parameter is performed with the same initial values. No

adjustments are made to optimize one configuration independently from

the others. The (α, β)-maps for the 7 parameters identified are generated

from linear interpolation of the measured points and are shown in Fig. 7.19.
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Figure 7.19: Identified parameters of the mixing model for different
(α, β) injection configurations

First, the change in fuel distribution is well captured by the parameter βMod

with values ranging from 0.2 to 0.9. The highest values are obtained for the

upstream-dominated injection and the lowest for downstream-dominated

injection. As the values of βMod do not take the whole range (0-1), the

reactors R1 and R2 are not completely decoupled as assumed in the model.

The turbulent Péclet number of reactor R1, Pe1, ranges from 4 to 40

and Pe2 from 3 up to 70. The Péclet number of the recirculation zone
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is, as expected, quite low (PeRZ ∈ [0.2, 3]), indicating a low convection

velocity and/or a high turbulent diffusion. The normalized residence time

of reactor R1, which is equal to fv1/q1 = fv1/0.5 remains centered around

1, decreasing when α→ 0 and β → 0, increasing when α→ 1.

The normalized volume flow qRZ = QRZ/Qtot indicates that the recirculat-

ing volume flow is approximately 0.6 times the reference volume flow when

the standard or upstream injections are used. This value increases up to

very high value of qRZ = 1.2 when only upstream injection is used. How-

ever, at the same time, the relative volume of the recirculation zone, fvRZ
also increases strongly and the normalized recirculation time τRZ/τref re-

mains almost unchanged when compared to the standard injection. A

faster homogenization of the recirculation flow with the fresh incoming flow

is thus obtained with upstream-dominated injection, while downstream in-

jection results in an increase in the recirculation time by a factor 2. This

increase is from a geometrical point of view possible, as the characteristic

times of the IRZ and ERZ, which are not split in the mixing model, satisfy

τERZ/τIRZ ≈ 1.75 4. As reactors R1 and R2 mainly feed the IRZ and the

ERZ respectively, homogenization is faster with injection mostly through

reactor R1.

This modeling and fitting approach helps us to understand the mixing

mechanisms inside and outside the staged burner, information which can-

not be obtained with a standard velocity measurement technique. The un-

steady HS-LIF measurement technique allows an experimental cold mixing

model to be obtained and its parameters to be identified. The parameters

presented in Fig. 7.19 can then be used to estimate the mixing transfer

function of the different fuel injections.

7.1.6 Hot mixing transfer function

The mixing transfer functions without the impact of the recirculation zone,

MTFxL,hot, can then be calculated. They are presented in Fig. 7.20 and

Fig. 7.21 for the upstream-dominated injections and downstream-dominated

4The volume ratio of the ERZ to the IRZ in cold flow satisfies VERZ/VIRZ ≈ 7 and
the integral mass flow ratio of the ERZ to the IRZ just downstream of the laser location,
Q−ERZ/Q

−
IRZ ≈ 4.
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injections respectively. The standard injection configuration is displayed

on both graphs for comparison. Regarding the low combustion instability
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Figure 7.20: Amplitude
and phase of MTFxL,hot for
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frequencies obtained in the combustor (f ≤ 150 Hz), as well as the maxi-

mum bulk residence time achieved in the present setup (τref,CC =4.79 ms),

the range of Strouhal numbers which should be considered is St ∈ [0, 0.75].

A single time delay τ can be then estimated from the slope of the phase

until St ≈ 0.7. The resulting map of the normalized time delays τ/τref as

a function of the fuel distribution is depicted in Fig. 7.22. It shows that

changing the injection from an upstream-dominated one to a downstream-

dominated one reduces the convective time delay by approximately 50%.

The injection (α, β)=(0,0.5) and the standard injection (α, β)=(1,-), which

have very similar mixing properties, both result in a convective time delay

approximately equal to τ/τref ≈ 0.85. The main tendencies of the mixing

inside the burner can thus be considered as well captured.

7.1.7 Variation of the combustion chamber geometry

Finally, the ability of the model to capture the changes in the geometry of

the combustor is investigated. The modeled responses of step responses of

the standard injection with the combustion chamber diameters d=145 mm

and 200 mm (see Fig. 7.6) are depicted in Fig. 7.23. The resulting model

parameters are listed in Tab. 7.2.
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Figure 7.23: Experimental and identified responses of the mixing
models for the combustion chamber sizes 145 mm (top) and 200 mm
(bottom)

Some of the identified parameters as Pe1, Pe2, and PeRZ are very simi-

lar between the two configurations. However, higher discrepancies apear
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d βMod Pe1 Pe2 PeRZ q1 fv1 qRZ fvRZ

145 mm 0.43 23 7.7 1.5 0.18 0.23 0.42 0.77
200 mm 0.82 16 9.8 1.6 0.47 0.66 0.24 3.2

Table 7.2: Parameters obtained from the fit of the step responses of
the two combustion chamber diameters d=145 and 200 mm.

for the parameters βMod, q1, and fv1 which may be due to the unperfect

fitting immediately at the start of the step response of the 145 mm combus-

tions chamber. However, the two last parameters, qRZ and fvRZ , which

describe the long tail of the curves, are less subject to fitting errors. They

show that the bulk residence time of the recirculation zones, τRZ , is then

approximately 7.3 times lower with the small combustion chamber than

with the large one.

If a comparison is made from a geometrical point of view, neglecting the

volume of the IRZ, which represents only around 10% to 20% of the to-

tal volume of the recirculation zones, the ratio of the recirculation zone

volumes is around VRZ,200/VRZ,145 ≈ 2.2 and the reactor length ratio ap-

proximately satisfies LRZ,200/LRZ,145 = rL ∈ [2, 3.5] (a ratio smaller than

the ratio of the perimeter of the transversal sections of the recirculation

zones). As the Péclet numbers identified are very similar, and assuming

that the turbulent diffusion properties are independent of the recircula-

tion zone length, it follows that τRZ,200/τRZ,150 = r2
L ∈ [4, 12.25]. The

characteristic time ratio of 7.3 previously identified falls within that range

and confirms that the model is able to capture the mixing response of the

system burner-combustion chamber.

7.2 Flame transfer function estimation

Now that a mixing transfer function has been recorded in the water test

rig, the question arises as to how to draw the link with the flame response

in the combustor. Figure 7.24 is a schematic presentation of the different

time delays involved from the fuel injection down to the flame as well as

the OH* distribution recorded by the flame. While the transfer function of

the convective time delays down to the laser measurement plane located at
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x = xL has been measured, an estimation of the delay from the cold mea-

surement plane down to the flame is now needed to obtain an estimation

of the flame transfer function in the combustor.

Figure 7.24: Schematic diagram of the time delays involved in the
model as well as OH*(x) distribution and estimated reaction progress
variable c

The following questions should be answered prior to any modeling attempt:

1. Where does the flame stabilize in the combustor?

2. What is the impact of the flame on the velocity field upstream of the

reaction zone?

3. Are chemiluminescence images reliable to predict the location of heat

release?

4. How can the time delay distribution (the RTD), measured at the

burner outlet, be linked to a spatial heat release distribution?
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While the two first questions can be answered through measurements of

the velocity field and of the OH* chemiluminescence, the two last questions

require more careful analysis.

7.2.1 Impact of the fuel injection on flame position

and shape for OPA

A general description of the influence of the fuel injection on the flame

shape has been shown in Sec. 6.3 for different operating conditions. Here a

more detailled description of the flame position an shape for the operating

point A is presented. For different fuel injections the radially integrated

OH* band-pass emissions IOH,BP is illustrated in Fig. 7.25. The experi-

mental curves are fitted with an exponential function of the form

IOH,BP = A exp(Bx2 + Cx+ d) (7.22)

which is a very good approximation to the curves and is plotted below the

experimental curves. The profiles show that when the flame stabilizes out-

side the burner (all curves except the three closest to the burner exit), the

axial spreading of the OH* emissions is small. By contrast, the variation

in amplitude is much higher.

The flame position xfl, the corresponding maximal OH* intensity

IOH∗,BP,max, and the flame width, defined by the distance between the

axial quartiles of 5% and 95% of the fitted IOH∗,BP distribution, are pre-

sented in Fig. 7.26. The images show that the flame stabilizes more down-

stream when the fuel is equally split between the upstream and downstream

mixing paths (β = 0.5). This is a consequence of the almost perfect fu-

el/air premixing which requires lower axial velocities to ensure a stable

flame. The flame moves slightly upstream when β decreases (downstream

injection), while an increase in β from β = 0.5 to β = 1 leads to a stronger

upstream shift of the flame position (-25 mm). The position of the flame

also correlates well with the maximum of OH* intensity, increasing val-

ues being observed when the flame moves upstream, confirming that the

chemiluminescence is also related to the mixing quality of the fuel with air.

The standard fuel injection gives the highest flame width and the flame

gets more compact when β → 0.
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Figure 7.25: Axial distribution of radially integrated IOH,BP for dif-
ferent fuel distributions for the operating point OPA. top: raw IOH,BP

signal. bottom: fit of IOH,BP with Eq. 7.22
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Figure 7.26: Impact of the fuel distribution (α, β) on the flame posi-
tion at the burner outlet. OPA, stable and short combustor.

7.2.2 Impact of the fuel injection on the velocity field

The impact of the flame on the velocity field measured with PIV has al-

ready been presented in Sec. 5. For modeling the heat release response, we

are interested in the expression of the velocity at which the reactants are

transported toward the flame. To this end, the mean positive axial velocity
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〈u+〉A+(x) was calculated from the PIV recordings as

〈u+〉A+(x) =
Q+(x)

A+(x)
(7.23)

with Q+(x) being the total radially integrated axial volume flow and A+(x)

being the area occupied by the positive velocities and delimited by the

isoline (in an axial plane) u(x)=0. The profiles 〈u+〉A+(x) taken for a cold

case and 4 fuel distributions are shown in Fig. 7.27. The axial decay of the

mean velocity is moderate and approximately equal to -0.18 m/s/mm for

a flame stabilized downstream of the burner (compared to a decay in cold

flow slightly slower than -0.23 m/s/mm). The mean positive convective

velocity, 〈u+〉A+(x) is thus slightly higher in reacting cases than in cold

flow but is weakly influenced by the flame position, in particular when the

flame is anchored outside the burner.
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Figure 7.27: Average positive axial velocity 〈u+〉A+(x) for different
reacting fuel injections. OPA, stable and short combustor, (xy) plane.

The resulting modeled shape of the positive velocity is shown in Fig. 7.28

and is assumed to be independent of the fuel injection configuration as
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7.2 Flame transfer function estimation

the differences in the profiles of the average positive axial velocity shown

in Fig. 7.27 remain small. The mean positive outlet velocity of 17 m/s

is slightly higher than the mean bulk velocity (〈u+〉A+(x)/u0 = 1.21) as

a consequence of the presence inside the burner of the recirculation zone.

The lowest axial velocity is also calculated from the area of positive velocity

which, from the PIV measurements, satisfies

A+(x) ≈ A+
max ≈ 0.9Acc , (7.24)

with Acc being the total cross-section area of the combustion chamber.

The velocity is then calculated from the mean bulk velocity of the products

u0,prod in the combustion chamber as

〈u+〉min =
Acc

A+
max

u0,prod. (7.25)

The temperature of the product is difficult to measure close to the flame.

Instead, the temperature recorded 660 mm downstream of the burner was

used to calculate u0,prod. For the operating point OPA, the temperature is

equal to T ≈ 1150 K. Then u0,prod ≈ 6.4 m/s and 〈u+〉min ≈ 7 m/s. These

boundaries result in the axial velocity profile shown in Fig. 7.28.
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Figure 7.28: Axial velocity profile of 〈u+〉A+(x) in the burner and
combustion chamber from PIV measurements

The model of the axial velocity is known to be valid here for one operating

point, as no further PIV measurements were performed at other operating

conditions. Furthermore, the influence of the non-symmetrical injection of

fuel on the flow field and on the flame would require PIV measurements
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performed in different axial planes. Given the difficulty and the time re-

quired to acquire a high number of valid snapshots, such measurements

were not performed in the combustor but would be expected to give im-

portant information on the flame/flow field interaction if a more exhaustive

characterization were required.

7.2.3 A statistical link between the Lagrangian cold

RTD and the heat release location

From the notation of Fig. 7.24, the expression of the Lagrangian effective

total time delay for one particle p of fuel from the injection down to the

flame reads

τeff (p) = τxL,hot(p) + τfl(p) . (7.26)

Taking N particles representative of the location and momentum of fuel

injections, the PDFs of the time delay considered, fτeff , fτxL,hot , and fτfl
are obtained. The unknown PDF is fτfl ; fτxL,hot can be measured in cold

flow, and fτeff can be considered to be the response of the flame to fuel

concentration fluctuations, which can be measured from the chemilumi-

nescence response (see below). If one assumes that the variables τxL,hot
and τfl are statistically independent (which is not exactly true as mixtures

with an equivalence ratio close to 1 will tend to burn more quickly than

lean ones), then the corresponding probability density functions fτxL,hot
and fτfl satisfy

fτeff = fτxL,hot ∗ fτfl (7.27)

where the symbol ∗ represents the convolution operation. Using the mul-

tiplicative property of the convolution in the frequency domain (Fourier

transformation) and the definitions F(fτeff ) = FTFYf , F(fτxL,hot) =

MTFhot, and F(fτfl) = Ffl, one obtains the transfer function of the mix-

ture fluctuations at the flame location

FTFYf = MTFhotFfl . (7.28)

The function Ffl will act as a low-pass filter and further increase the total

time delay and the temporal spreading of the function MTFhot. FTFYf is
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7.2 Flame transfer function estimation

the transfer function of the fuel mole fraction fluctuations at the flame as

FTFYf =
Ŷ ′f,fl
Ŷ ′f,inj

. (7.29)

This definition does not take the other source of heat release fluctuations

which is linked with the flame surface fluctuations, as this information is

lacking from cold flow measurements.

An expression for Ffl, or equivalently fτfl(t), now needs to be obtained.

This can be done indirectly though an estimation of the axial heat release

probability density function fHR(x) and the change of variable x 7→ t. If

the axial velocity field in and at the burner outlet is split into the three

regions shown in Fig. 7.28 as

u =





u+
0 if x < 0

ax+ u+
0 if x ∈ [0, xlim]

u+
lim if x > xlim

(7.30)

then the time delay t can be expressed as a function of the axial distance

x as

t =





x
u+
0

if x < 0
1
a

[
ln
(
ax+ u+

0

)
− ln

(
u+

0

)]
if x ∈ [0, xlim]

x−xlim
u+
lim

+ 1
a

[
ln
(
u+
lim

)
− ln

(
u+

0

)]
if x > xlim

(7.31)

The resulting function t = g(x) is thus strictly monotonic (the time de-

lay always increases with the distance) and is continuous within each

interval (three distinct intervals). A univariate change of variable tech-

nique [GLD97] can be used to convert the spatial PDF fHR(x) to the tem-

poral PDF fτfl(t) as

fτfl(t) =
∑

i

fHR
(
g−1
i (t)

) ∣∣∣∣
dg−1
i

dy

∣∣∣∣ . (7.32)

For strictly increasing functions, and regarding discretized problems, it

is often easier to handle the cumulative distribution function Fτfl(t) =
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∫ t
−∞ fτfl(θ) dθ which in this case reads

Fτfl(t) = FHR(g−1(t)) . (7.33)

The PDF fHR(x) should come from measurement of the heat release; in

our case (though this only provides an approximation), it is derived from

the OH* chemiluminescence data. The resulting PDF of the fuel concen-

tration fluctuations fτeff is then obtained from Eq. 7.27 or after Fourier

transformation from Eq. 7.28.

Finally, if a real transfer function is to be approximated, other mechanisms

like the changes in the flame surface due to turbulent fluctuations would

have to be taken into account. Otherwise, considering the response of the

flame for completely premixed mixtures (i.e., with no fuel/air fluctuations)

would produce a flame transfer function equal to zero, (or for the flame

transfer matrix T22 = 1), which is not the case as shown by Schuermans

et al. [SBFP04] and Borghesi et al. [BBS09]. However, these other mech-

anisms cannot be captured by the present model as it focuses on the fuel

fluctuations.

7.2.4 Heat release location and band-pass filtered OH*

chemiluminescence

The previous sections have presented the impact of the flame on the flow

field, and the impact of fuel injection on the OH* chemiluminescence. How-

ever, the parameter of interest is not the axial chemiluminescence profile of

the flame but rather the heat release rate profile, which remains complex to

capture experimentally. Though measurements of total chemiluminescence

may capture the overall heat release rate, the spatial distribution seems to

require much more effort, as shown in a work of Lauer [LS08] on an axisym-

metric flame from which Fig. 7.29 is reproduced. His results show that the

use of whether OH* or CH* signal leads to some errors in the localization

of the heat release location. Assuming that these results can be general-

ized to other swirling flames and operating points, they indicate that the

peak of the heat release rate is located more upstream than that of the

chemiluminescence profiles. The effective flame position xfl,eff is then less

far along the combustor than the one measured with these filters, leading
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to a shorter convective time delay τfl,eff = xfl,eff/u0 < xfl,OH/u0, typi-

cally used to generate stability maps [LTJZ01] or scaling of flame transfer

functions [LB04]. However, as shown by the PIV measurements, the mean

bulk velocity u0 is a decreasing function of the axial position at the burner

outlet as 〈u+〉A+(x), and the effective time delay should be expressed as

τfl,eff =

∫ xfl,eff

0

dx

〈u+〉A+(x)
. (7.34)

It may then occur that the convective time delay generally assumed,
xfl
u0

,

is equal to the effectively measured one as

xfl
u0
≈
∫ xfl,eff

0

dx

〈u+〉A+(x)
. (7.35)

Figure 7.29: Comparison of measured heat release and OH* as well
as CH* integral emissions of a premixed swirling flame [LS08]

Furthermore, the flame profiles of Fig. 7.25 combined with the correspond-

ing mixing quality indicate that the signal IOH,BP increases with increasing

unmixedness. Figure 7.30 shows that IOH,BP , recorded by the camera, also

increases with increasing equivalence ratio and that the emissions are min-

imum for the pre-premix injection. Thus, an increase in the unmixedness

leads also to an increase in the chemiluminescence signal recorded by the

camera, similar to the photomultiplier data.
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Figure 7.30: Band-pass filtered OH* emissions IOH,BP as a function
of equivalence ratio φ for the premix and pre-premix injection config-
urations.

The results described above thus lead to the following assertions regarding

the behavior of chemiluminescence of the flame:

• An increase in the equivalence ratio φ leads to an increase in the

emissions recorded at the OH* wavelength;

• A decrease in the premixing quality leads to an increase in band-pass

filtered OH* emissions;

• The minimum in the band-pass filtered OH* signal is reached for

perfectly premixed fuel/air mixtures at set operating conditions;

• Locally rich fuel pockets are able to stabilize more upstream (where

high flow velocities are present) than their lean counterpart;

• The band-pass filtered OH* signal is not a measure of the heat re-

lease as any variations in the mixture quality change the chemilumi-

nescence intensity;
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• OH* is a long living species and may be present in high quanti-

ties downstream of the main reaction zone (Thermal OH, Griebel et

al. [GSJ07]).

However, even though it is not possible to directly measure the real heat

release profile, it is reasonable to assume that it is related to the OH*

chemiluminescence emission IOH,BP recorded by the camera. The recorded

profile IOH,BP (x) can then be used to approximate the combustion progress

variable c. In the present configuration, the progress variable identifies

the degree of advancement of the combustion along the flow axis, with 0

characterizing the reactant side and 1 the product side. The first test with

c0(x) defined as

c0 =

{
IOH,BP (x)
IOH,BP,max

if x < xfl

1 if x ≥ xfl
(7.36)

without any scaling, leads to a poor agreement between the time delay

recorded directly with the flame transfer function and the time delays cal-

culated from the product of the mixing transfer function and flame re-

sponse. To improve the results, a scaling parameter was introduced. The

first assumption made was that the maximum slope of the progress variable

increases with an increasing OH* for a defined operating point (i.e., when

the fuel distribution is varied). A reference position xref obtained from the

OH* profile is used as an invariant point of the profile. This reference may

be the starting point of the OH* profile or the location xfl for example.

The correction reads then

{
(x2 − xref ) = a (x1 − xref )

c (x2) = c0 (x1)
(7.37)

with the scaling factor a being equal to

a =
A

IOH,BP,max
, (7.38)

where IOH,BP,max is the maximum OH* chemiluminescence signal recorded

by the ICCD camera for the operating point considered and A a constant
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that depends on the operating point. The advantage of this scaling def-

inition is that only one variable, the parameter A has to be be fitted to

reacting measurements of the time delays. Different shapes of the progress

variable c with different scaling rules were tested and are presented in

Fig. 7.31. The best results were obtained with the first case, when the ref-

erence point for the scaling is the first 1% quartile of the fitted IOH,BP (x)

curve. The third case also produced good results. As an example, the

Figure 7.31: Shape assumed for the progress variable c in relation to
the OH* chemiluminescence images

calculated PDF of the flame time delays, fτfl is presented in Fig. 7.32 for

the injection (0, 0.7). An estimation of the flame transfer function is thus

obtained.

7.2.5 Model for the optically-measured flame transfer

function

In recent work, Schuermans [SBFP04, SGM08] uses the property of the

global chemiluminescence signal (whether CH* or OH*) of Eq. 3.5 to derive

an expression of the heat rate release fluctuations Q̇′. The total heat release

rate Q̇ is defined as

Q̇ = ρaStZfhfAt , (7.39)

where ρa is the density of oxidizer upstream of the flame, St the turbulent

flame speed, Zf the fuel mass fraction, hf the reaction enthalpy of the

fuel and At the turbulent flame surface area. Using the property for lean

mixtures

φ ∝ Zf , (7.40)
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Figure 7.32: Top: mean combustor velocity as a function of axial
position, middle: normalized OH* profile, original and fitted progress
variable as a function of axial position; bottom: probability distribution
of the time delays τfl

then, considering that ṁair = StAtρ and Q̇ = ṁairZfhf , then Eq. 3.5 can

be re-written in terms of the heat release rate as

Ii ∝ Q̇Zγi−1
f . (7.41)

Assuming small perturbations for Eq. 7.41, one obtains the relation

I ′i
Ii

=
Q′

Q
+ (γi − 1)

Z ′f
Zf

. (7.42)

Linearizing the heat release rate expression of Eq. 7.39, the heat release

rate fluctuations become

Q̇′

Q̇
=
S′t
St

+
A′t
At

+
Z ′f
Zf

+
ρ′a
ρa

+
h′f
hf

. (7.43)
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The two last terms can be neglected, as can the flame surface oscillations

A′t. The latter is not true at a scale of the order of the flame thickness,

but as St and At are somewhat arbitrarily linked together by the condi-

tion StAtρ = ṁair, for the modeling task it is justified to assume that the

air flow modulations only induce turbulent flame speed fluctuations. Equa-

tion 7.43 leads then to the final expression of Eq. 7.42, where the oscillating

terms are taken at the flame location

I ′i
Ii

=

(
S′t
St

)

fl

+ γi

(
Z ′f
Zf

)

fl

. (7.44)

The first term can be well approximated by the convection of turbulent

velocity fluctuations from the acoustic reference plane with a time delay

and a temporal spreading [SBFP04]. In the frequency domain, the final

expression reads

(
Ŝ′t
St

)

fl

=

(
û′

u

)

ref

e−iωτte
1
2ω

2σ2
t . (7.45)

The turbulent flame speed fluctuations are then directly proportional to

the mean velocity fluctuations taken at a defined reference plane (which is

not necessarily the laser measurement plane).

The model proposed in Eq. 7.29 describes only the transfer function of the

fuel mole fraction fluctuations from the fuel injection location down to the

flame and can be rewritten as
(
Ŷ ′f
Yf

)

fl

=

(
Ŷ ′f
Yf

)

inj

FTFYf . (7.46)

It can be shown that the mole fraction fluctuations are identical to the

mass-fraction fluctuations so that Eq. 7.46 becomes

(
Ẑ ′f
Zf

)

fl

=

(
Ẑ ′f
Zf

)

inj

FTFYf . (7.47)
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In a next step, this term should be linked to the velocity fluctuations

at the reference plane,
(
û′

u

)
ref

. The result will depend on the fuel injec-

tion considered and more precisely on its impedance Zinj , the impact of

which can on the stability of a combustor be quite substantial as shown by

Richards [RSR03, RR08]. The linearized definition of the fuel/air fluctua-

tions at the fuel injection location reads

(
Z ′f
Zf

)

inj

=

(
u′f
uf

)

inj

−
(
u′

u

)

inj

. (7.48)

If the fuel flow is choked, i.e., Zinj → ∞ and the fuel mass flow through

the injectors is constant, then the fuel mass fraction fluctuations at the fuel

injectors solely depend on the air flow fluctuations at the injection location

as (
Z ′f
Zf

)

inj

= −
(
u′

u

)

inj

. (7.49)

However, as shown in Annex A, with the standard fuel injection the flow

is unchoked. The fuel flow becomes choked when only half of the injection

holes are used, i.e., when β=0 or β=1. Given the geometry of the injection

slots and the complex flow field around them, it is almost impossible to de-

termine the impedance of the fuel injection experimentally. Further, it may

become very complex to model this when a shift of the fuel distribution is

applied. The influence of the fuel fluctuations was thus neglected, assum-

ing that the fuel injection impedance was sufficiently high. Furthermore,

compared to the convective time delay, the acoustic time delay between

the reference plane and the injection plane is negligible and Eq. 7.49 can

be transformed to (
Z ′f
Zf

)

inj

= −
(
u′

u

)

ref

. (7.50)

In the frequency domain, Eq. 7.44 finally reads

Î ′i
Ii

=

(
û′

u

)

ref

[
e−iωτte

1
2ω

2σ2
t − γiFTFYf

]
. (7.51)

Measurements performed on the same burner without secondary injection
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Chapter 7 Flame transfer function

indicate that typical values for γ are γCH,BP ≈ 4 for the CH* signal and

γOH,BP ≈ 2.7 for the OH* signal [GGS+10]. Like the present measure-

ments, neither of these values are background corrected. Due to the high

coefficient γ the signal recorded by the chemiluminescence will be domi-

nated by the fuel/air ratio fluctuations, and this will be even more true

if CH* is used to record the transfer function. Therefore, Eq. 7.44 can be

simplified as
Î ′CH,BP
ICH,BP

≈ −
(
û′

u

)

ref

γCH,BPFTFYf , (7.52)

and can be considered as a measure of the response of the flame to fu-

el/air fluctuations. In terms of the experimentally recorded flame transfer

function, Eq. 7.52 can be rewritten as

FTFYf ,meas ≈MTFhotFfl , (7.53)

with

FTFYf ,meas =
−1

γCH,BP

Î ′CH,BP /ICH,BP
(û′/u)ref

. (7.54)

The flame transfer functions FTFYf ,meas of 6 chosen injection configura-

tions presented in Fig. 7.33 are compared with the total transfer functions

obtained from cold flow and flame visualization, which are depicted in

Fig. 7.34.

Except for the injection (α, β)=(0,1) which shows a high gain over a wide

frequency range, all the measured FTFs are similar in amplitude. The nor-

malized amplitude becomes smaller than 0.5 for Strouhal numbers higher

than St > 0.5. The phase decreases almost linearly for all the configura-

tions. The slope of the phase is a measure of the convective time delay of

the fuel/air injection. In particular, the phase of injection (α, β)=(0, 0.5)

remains close to the baseline case (1, 0) up to a frequency of St = 0.6,

confirming that both injection configurations, which are almost identical,

have similar convective time delays. The injection (α, β)=(0, 0.5) also has

the advantage of having a lower gain in the low-frequency range. The other

injection configurations present similar phase slopes and hence convective

time delays, indicating that except for injection configurations close to
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Figure 7.33: Flame transfer function FTFYf ,meas (Eq. 3.17) recorded
in the combustor for different fuel injection configurations (α, β). Op-
erating point A.

(0, 0.5), the impact of controlling the time delays by fuel shifting is limited

due to changes in flame stabilization location.

The total time delays derived from the slope of the FTF phase for the

range St ∈ [0, 0.7] were then extracted and used to calibrate the cold

flow + flame model (FTFYf = MTFhotFfl) presented earlier. In partic-

ular, the parameter A (Eq. 7.38) was adjusted and Fig. 7.34 depicts the

resulting flame transfer function. The amplitude of the response evolves

in a similar way to the response recorded in reacting conditions, with lo-

cal minima obtained around St ≈ 0.75. The phase slopes present a more

continuous variation between the two extremal phases slopes of the fuel

distributions (α, β)=(0, 1) and (α, β)=(1,−) when compared to the phases

obtained from the direct FTF measurements. A comparison of these slopes,

which correspond to the mean convective time delays, is shown in Fig. 7.35.

The direct measured time delay τ∗eff,FTF and the cold + flame shape time

delays τ∗eff,MTF.F are compared with the time delay τ∗eff calculated from

Eq. 7.26 with τfl = xfl/u0. The 9 injection configurations which were

investigated in cold flow are reported here. Both cold-flow-based time delay
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Figure 7.34: Total transfer function FTFYf = MTFhotFfl

calculation methods qualitatively generate the main tendencies observed in

the direct measurements τ∗eff,FTF . In particular, the evolution of the time

delay τ∗eff reproduces the evolution of τ∗eff,FTF very well. However, the

difference between the shortest and the longest time delays does not exceed

0.5 while the directly measured time delays present a difference of 1. This

amplitude of variation is better captured with the new proposed method

and resulting τ∗eff,MTFhotFfl
. However, the main disadvantage is that some

strong outliers appear for injections (α, β) = (0.5, 0.75) and (0,1) .

7.3 Summary

In this section, a method has been presented which can be used to exper-

imentally record and model the mixing transfer function in burner with

short bulk residence times. The important characteristic of the model is

that it captures the effect of the recirculation zone on the mixing response

at the burner outlet. The result allows the residence time distribution of

fuel in the burner to be estimated experimentally prior to any combustion

tests.
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)

Links have been made between the directly-measured flame transfer func-

tion and the cold-mixing transfer function with help of a model of the

velocity decay downstream of the burner and of the flame shape informa-

tion. The velocity model is valid for the operating point considered, as the

focus of the measurements was to assess the impact of changes in the fuel

distribution on the flow field. Extrapolation to other operating conditions

should not be made without further measurements of the velocity field as

the flame may strongly change the mean flow. In particular, an increase

in the equivalence ratio may increase the velocity further downstream as

shown by Alemela [Ale09]. Furthermore, due to the non-axisymmetric flow

and mixing configuration, which becomes even more true for a non-equal

fuel distribution, measurements in other planes are required to achieve a

more accurate mean velocity model.

The methodology presented is only able to capture the response of the sys-

tem to fuel/air fluctuations. The interaction of the non-stationary velocity

field with the flame is not taken into account (i.e., the term e−iωτte−0.5ω2σ2
t

of the flame transfer function model). This mechanism is, however, present

in all burner configurations and must be considered if the fuel/air fluctua-

tions are not the source of the recorded thermoacoustic instabilities.
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Chapter 7 Flame transfer function

Further, the method that has been presented cannot match the quality of

direct measurements of the flame transfer function and such data continues

to be required to perform a precise stability analysis of a combustion sys-

tem. However, the knowledge obtained from non-reacting measurements is

increased as the variations of the convective time delays can be captured.

The residence time distribution obtained can be used to validate numerical

simulations, which are commonly compared to velocity or concentration

profiles but seldom to residence time distributions or mixing transfer func-

tions.
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Chapter 8

Control of combustion instabili-

ties and NOx emissions

One of the goals of the thesis is to use the cold flow model of the mixing

quality and stability to control the pressure pulsations and NOx emissions

of the combustor. However, the modeling task is slightly more complex

than when direct measurements on the final test rig are performed. There

is some error or uncertainty due to the use of slightly different test rigs

and media. However, the main trends are qualitatively well captured by

the models. The model obtained from cold flow measurement is valuable

but the modeling uncertainties have to be taken into account.

As the fuel distribution must ensure low NOx emissions and low-pressure

pulsations, a gradient-based controller is appropriate to optimize the fuel

split in real-time. Extremum-seeking control (ESC) based on slight varia-

tion of the fuel distribution is thus well suited to minimizing the NOx and

pressure pulsations. The principle and the results obtained for the control

of NOx emissions with the fuel distribution β are presented in Sec. 8.1.

To take the cold flow model into account, this extremum-seeking control

scheme was extended with the knowledge gained from the cold flow model.

The principle and the results obtained with this controller are described in

Sec. 8.2.
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Figure 8.1: Block diagram of a SISO extremum-seeking feedback
scheme for minimization of the output y (from Moeck et al. [MBP+07])

8.1 Control of emissions and pulsations with

standard ESC

8.1.1 Extremum-seeking control, the principle

In order to find the optimal values for α and β an extremum-seeking con-

trol algorithm is used. Extremum-seeking control (ESC) is an adaptive,

closed-loop control scheme for finding an extremum in an unknown field

of parameters. A major advantage of ESC is that no plant model is re-

quired for controller synthesis. Furthermore, the algorithm guarantees

closed-loop stability, if designed properly (see Krstić and Wang [KW00]

and Ariyur and Krstić [AK03] for details). The method has been used

in recent years in various applications (such as maximizing the pressure

rise in an axial flow compressor [WK00] and controlling the separation of

the flap of a high-lift airfoil [BKPN06]). The basic principles of ESC are

briefly explained here, based on the example of searching for the mini-

mum of a single-input/single-output (SISO) system (see Fig. 8.1). The

plant is considered to be a block with a static nonlinear input-output-map

y = F (u). The idea is to perform gradient-based online optimization in

order to find the control input u∗ that achieves the minimal steady-state
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8.1 Control of emissions and pulsations with standard ESC

system output y∗. The steady-state input-output-map F (u) and in partic-

ular its extremum y∗ = min (y) = F (u∗) are unknown and/or changing in

time due to variations in the operating conditions.

A small amplitude sine signal a sinωt is superimposed on the initial control

input u0. With the prerequisite that the period of the harmonic perturba-

tion is larger than the largest plant time constant, an approximately sinu-

soidal output y will be obtained, initially oscillating around y0 = F (u0). To

achieve gradient-based optimization, the output signal is passed through a

high-pass filter (HP), which removes the mean value but not the sinusoidal

perturbation. Information about the slope of F is obtained by multiplying

this zero-mean signal by a negative sine of the same perturbation frequency

ω. The product of the filtered output and the sine signal has a non-zero

mean component unless the minimum is attained. If the plant is initially

to the right of the minimum, the input and output perturbations are in

phase, and hence the product will be negative. Conversely, an anti-phase

relation, giving a positive product, will be an indication of the plant being

located to the left of the minimum. The subsequent low-pass filter (LP)

smooths the signal, which is then integrated and multiplied by K yielding

an additional term û. As long as the output of the LP is positive, i.e.,

the system is one the left of the minimum, the value of û is positive, thus

moving u = û+u0 + a sinωt closer to the optimal value u∗. For a negative

output of the LP, the opposite is true [BKPN06].

The choice of certain design parameters is dependent on the dynamics of

the plant. The overall feedback system has a fast, a medium and a slow

timescale corresponding to the plant dynamics, the periodic perturbation

and the filters in the extremum-seeking scheme, respectively. If the plant

behavior varies due to uncertainties, the timescale of the perturbation sig-

nal must be larger than the slowest possible plant dynamics. Cut-off fre-

quencies of the HP and the LP need to be lower than the frequency ω

of the perturbation signal. For these reasons, the speed of the algorithm

is limited. The permanent harmonic input and output perturbations are

another disadvantage.
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Chapter 8 Control of combustion instabilities and NOx emissions

8.1.2 Improvements to the ESC

The ESC algorithm was implemented in a Simulink model running under

MATLAB and the model is then compiled to run on a dSPACE board,

which controls then the fuel distribution. In order to achieve reliable and

faster control over the (α, β) injection field, the following modifications

were made to the algorithm:

• To achieve a faster control of the mass flows through the valves, a

combination of a PI controller with a feed-forward compensator and

an input compensator (to compensate for the nonlinear static map

of the valve at low and high mass flows) was used.

• As α and β are bounded between 0 and 1, the controller has to be

able to run even if the limits of the domain are reached. For this

reason, the integrators of the α and β ESC modules are limited when

extreme values are reached, so that the α or β cannot move out of

the domain 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.

• The amplitude of oscillations of the controller output can be scaled

with the amplitude of the controller input. This implementation

leads, for example, to higher oscillations of α when the combustion

is unstable and smaller oscillations when the system is stable. High

oscillation amplitudes are needed in the event of unstable combustion

to drive significant changes in pressure amplitudes, in order that the

controller can move faster toward the stable point.

• A further improvement of the control scheme concerns the estimation

of the local gradient within the algorithm. As suggested in [HBF+08]

an extended Kalman filter is used for the estimation instead of the

classical high and low-pass combination. That way a faster and better

estimation of the gradient is achieved.

8.1.3 Control of NOx emissions with an ESC controller

(SISO control)

The implementation of the ESC algorithm in the combustor is first demon-

strated for a SISO configuration, the NOx emissions being controlled solely
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8.1 Control of emissions and pulsations with standard ESC

by the fuel distribution β (α = 0). The steady-state chemiluminescence

measurements (OH* and CH*) showed a very good correlation with the

NOx emissions. Furthermore, as the response of chemiluminescence to

changes in the fuel/air profile is very fast (see Fig. 6.19), the test should

prove whether CH* is suitable as a fast surrogate for the NOx emissions in

closed-loop control situations. The function F which must be minimized

by the ESC is thus only the CH* emission processed with a moving average

filter with a 1-second window.
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Figure 8.2: Evolution of the normalized NOx and CH* emissions in
the combustor when the ESC is applied with CH* as input and β as
output. A transient in preheating conditions starts after 6 minutes,
and a transient in the fuel mass flow after 11.5 minutes. The fuel
injections (red circles) obtained during the control for the operating
conditions before the temperature transient and after fuel mass flow
transient are compared to steady emissions recorded before and after
the test. Combustor length 1.5 m, 60 mm orifice (stable conditions).
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Chapter 8 Control of combustion instabilities and NOx emissions

The combustion chamber end (Lcc = 1.5 m) was equipped with a 60 mm-

orifice with low reflectance to ensure stable combustion. Figure 8.2 shows

how the fuel distribution evolves when the ESC is switched on and when

variations in the operating conditions are set. It is found that the combina-

tion of ESC and CH* chemiluminescence is able to adjust the fuel injection

when there are transients in the operating conditions, and the average fuel

distribution around which the controller stabilizes the system (red circle

in the top of Fig. 8.2) is very close to the fuel distribution which minimize

the NOx emissions. For ease of representation and as it is the relative

variations that are of interest, the values of the NOx emission, air and gas

mass flows, and preheat temperature were normalized between 0 and 1.5.

At the start of the recording, the oscillation amplitude of β is set to 0.025

and this appears sufficient to bring the fuel distribution from the starting

point β=0.7 with high NOx down to β ≈0.55 very close of the optimal

fuel injection recorded at these operating conditions. The controller takes

approximately two minutes to drive the system toward the best injection.

The transient in temperature starting after 6 minutes leads to an increase

in the NOx and CH* emissions. A slight increase in the value of β can

be observed. After 11.5 minutes, the fuel mass flow is decreased. The

controller increases the value of β only slightly but rapidly to β ≈ 0.61 so

that the NOx emissions are again very close to their minimum. Hence the

ability of the CH* sensor and of the controller to achieve low NOx emissions

during transient operations is demonstrated.

The information from the CH* and pressure sensors can also be linearly

combined together to build the function which must be minimized. De-

pending on the goal of the controller (low NOx priority or low pulsation

priority), weighting parameters can be introduced to put more weight on

one or the other sensor.

The disadvantage of such an ESC is that it is not able to move out of

a local minimum of the function. Therefore, an extension of the ESC

was developed to take into account the information concerning the model

presented in the previous sections.
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8.2 Control of emissions and pulsations with

extended ESC (SIDO control)

Using different test rigs as well as a simple time lag model, which captures

one aspect of the mixing dynamics, uncertainties of the model are identi-

fied. A robust controller is needed to deal with these model uncertainties.

For this reason, the cold flow model is implemented in the feedback loop

of a gradient-based extremum-seeking controller as shown in Fig. 8.3. The

information from the model allows the speed of the controller to be in-

creased and to avoid local minima if better fuel injection configurations

are predicted by the model.

Functional

ESC

Valves &
Massmeters

CH

βset αset

CH1

αβ

Signal
Processing

σp

Umap

Smap

Combustion 
chamber

Mixing Model

F

Figure 8.3: Modified ESC controller using the mixing model to opti-
mize the fuel distribution in a SIDO case

The goal of the controller is to find the optimal fuel distribution minimiz-

ing a function F by varying the fuel distribution parameters α and β. A

single-input/dual-output (SIDO) controller is thus required. The function

that is to be minimized contains the measured pressure pulsations, char-

acterized by their standard deviation σp, as well as the average over 1 s of

the CH* signal (CH1), which is in this configuration, like OH*, a surrogate

measurement of NOx emissions. Depending on the actual values of α and β

in the combustor, the model adds values of the unmixedness and stability

maps (Umap and Smap) to the function in regions that should be avoided.

That way, the ESC performs its gradient-based optimization over a map
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defined by the model, and the weight of the map decreases as the controller

narrows the optimal region. Specifically, the function F reads:

F (α, β) = aσp + bCH1 + cUmap (α, β) + dSmap (α, β) . (8.1)

The three parameters σp, CH1, and Umap, are normalized to values between

0 and 1, and the positive weighting coefficients satisfy the criteria a+ b+

c + d = 1. The values of c and d depend on the level of confidence in

the model. If the confidence in the model is high, then c and d take high

values and the controller moves α and β toward the minimum of the sum

of Umap and Smap. On the contrary, low values c and d mean that the

fuel distribution is altered mainly as a function of measurements from the

pressure and CH* sensors.

The emission map Umap is, for the presented test, the normalized standard

deviation of the temporal fluctuations of the spatially-averaged concen-

tration recorded at the burner outlet. This value, which also correlates

with the NOx emissions [LMP+09], could be replaced by sfl. The stabil-

ity map Smap is defined as the square distance of the injection (α, β) to

the point which is expected to be the most stable (i.e., with the lowest

mean time delay), in this case (α, β) ≈ (0, 0), for the operating point A

(220 kg/h, 0.555, 423 K) (see also Fig. 7.22). The maps corresponding to

the weighting parameters (a, b, c, d)=(0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.4) are shown in Fig. 8.4.

The substantial drop in the value recorded around (α, β)=(0,0) is due to

the strong lifting of the flame which could not be fully captured by the

photomultiplier, leading to a decrease in the recorded intensity.

An example of instability control with the transients for moving from op-

erating point OPA to a second operating point is presented in Fig. 8.5.

The parameters of the combustor (ṁ∗f , ṁ
∗
air, α, β), the output of the con-

troller (αset, βset), the measured signals (CH∗, σp, NOX) and the value of

the function F are shown. All the parameters are normalized between 0

and 1.

At the beginning of the experiment, F is defined by the weighting parame-

ters (a, b, c, d)= (0.5, 0.5, 0, 0), which means that only the sensor values are

used for the optimization. The system starts at the injection configuration
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controller

(α, β)=(0.8,0.8). The amplitude of the perturbation is 0.05 for both pa-

rameters α and β. After a minute (vertical line 1), the controller is started

and the system moves toward a local minimum of the pressure oscillations

at (α, β) = (1,−), which still exhibits strong pressure oscillations.

After 4 minutes (vertical line 2), the weighting parameters are set to

(a, b, c, d)=(0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.4) and the function F takes the shape of Fig. 8.4.

The system then moves in the direction of the injection (α, β) = (0, 0) to

stabilize finally close to the global minimum around (0.1, 0.25), where the

combustor is stable and NOx emissions are very low. For clarity, the paths

of fuel injection are plotted on the pressure, NOx and function F maps in

Fig. 8.6.

After 19 minutes, a move to a second operating point with lower equivalence

ratio is started, and the controller remains at the optimal point.
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Figure 8.5: Time signals of the SIDO control system showing the
evolution of the system parameters with the control map F

8.3 Summary

This chapter has demonstrated the feasibility of using an extremum-seeking

controller to control the fuel distribution of the combustion chamber. The

chemiluminescence can be used as a fast NOx sensor, which is very effec-

tive during transient operations which require fast adjustment of the fuel

distribution to minimize the emissions. An improvement of the ESC has

been achieved by using the information coming from the cold flow mea-

surements (i.e., the time delay) to control the thermoacoustic instabilities

of the operating point A. That way, local minima, in which the combustor

was still unstable, can be avoided.

The model used in the ESC can also be progressively extended with the

data obtained on site. An adjustment of the coefficients of the function

may then further increase the speed of the controller to move faster toward

a stable point with low NOx emissions.
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Chapter 9

Scalar mixing quality enhance-

ment

9.1 Motivation

Even if modern premixed combustors have an optimized mixing quality,

there remains potential to reduce the NOx emissions through further im-

proving the mixing quality, as the fuel which reaches the flame is almost

but not completely perfectly mixed. To investigate the potential for further

reducing NOx, the emissions of the standard premix injection of the berner

were compared with those of a so-called pre-premixed system, where the

fuel and air are premixed well upstream of the burner (similar injection

to the one used to obtain homogeneous images in the LIF experiments).

The resulting NOx emissions as well as their ratio are presented in Fig. 9.1.

A fall in emissions is visible over the whole φ-range tested, and the gain

in NOx reduction is more pronounced moving to leaner mixtures (up to a

30% reduction at the air mass flow and preheating temperature considered

here).

Even though some degree of unmixedness is recommended to stabilize the

flame [BG07], a reduction in the NOx emissions is indeed possible if the

mixing quality of the burner is further improved, as this is the only param-

eter changed for the tests shown in Fig. 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: NOx emissions of the standard premix injection (red and
�) compared to those of the pre-premix case (blue and �). The pre-
premix injection is performed by mixing fuel and air 600 mm upstream
of the burner. Operating conditions: mair=200 kg/h, Tpre = 423 K.

9.2 Passive control

The mixing quality of the injectors I01, I02, and I03 shown in Fig. 3.5

is measured at the burner outlet (xL = 5 mm). The measurements are

performed for 3 fuel distributions β = 0.3, β = 0.5 and β = 0.7, and

for different equivalent jet-to-crossflow momentum ratios Jeq (momentum

obtained with an injection β = 0.5 with the same dye mass flow).

The evolution of the temporal unmixedness is presented in Fig. 9.2 (the

spatial unmixedness presented the same trends and is not shown here).

The injector I03, which was designed to reduce the convective time delays,

exhibits the worst mixing quality for all the configurations tested. It is,

thus, not suitable to ensure low NOx emissions. Furthermore, injecting

the fuel further upstream (β → 0.7) increases the mixing quality recorded

at the burner outlet (change of more than one order of magnitude for all

injections). For a given fuel distribution, injector I02 gives the best mixing

quality for β = 0.3 and β = 0.5, but performs slightly less than injector
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Figure 9.2: Temporal unmixedness for the fuel distributions β = 0.3,
0.5, and 0.7, as a function of the equivalent jet-to-crossflow momentum
ratio Jeq

I01 for β = 0.7. The maximum decrease in temporal unmixedness with I02

compared to I01 is 21% for fuel distributions of 0.3 and 0.5. Therefore, a

slight improvement in the mixing quality is possible when using injection

at alternating angles (I02). However, no injection is optimum for all the

fuel distribution and methods are thus investigated to further improve the

mixing.
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9.3 Active flow control

The question which then arises is, considering a passive fuel injection con-

figuration, what other approaches can be used to increase the mixing qual-

ity at the burner outlet? Two possibilities are investigated here: forcing

of the main air flow and forcing of the fuel injection. The results obtained

with forcing of the main air flow are obtained without the 200 mm out-

let cylinder, while the setup for the forced fuel injection reproduces the

geometry of the atmospheric combustor downstream of the burner dump

plane.

9.3.1 Influence of forcing on the velocity field

As shown previously, the MTF of the burner (Eq. 2.61) characterizes the

response of the burner to concentration fluctuations at the inlet, whether

they are induced by fluctuations of the main air flow or fluctuations of the

fuel flow. Figure 2.9 showed that for a typical Péclet numbers of a standard

premix burner (Pe ∈ [15, 50]), the response of the mixer to perturbation

frequencies higher than St > 1 is strongly damped. Regarding the mixing

quality, this means that low-frequency temporal fluctuations will increase

the unmixedness, while higher forcing frequencies will produce slight tem-

poral fluctuations in the mean concentration. They can thus be used to

further increase the mixing quality, as reduction in the coherent concen-

tration fluctuations is also a condition to reduce the unmixedness. Other

nonlinear phenomena like flow resonant frequencies may occur, but are not

explicitly described by the MTF.

LDA measurements made inside the inlet slots of the burner (see setup in

Fig. 3.7) show that the oscillation amplitude inside the slot increases lin-

early with the forcing amplitude. The fluctuation amplitude also increases

with the axial distance (Fig 9.3). The effect of forcing on the mean velocity

field is marginal as long as very high amplitudes leading to back flow are

not set (Fig 9.4).

In contrast, the flow field at the burner outlet reveals more changes in the

mean field and in the coherent structures. The mean vorticity distribution

is strongly altered with the forcing frequency as shown in the first row of
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natural flow

forcing 20% 

forcing 50%

forcing 90%

Figure 9.3: Relative oscil-
lation amplitude of ũt as a
function of the axial position
x/D for three forcing ampli-
tudes at the natural helical
Strouhal number St ≈1

natural flow

forcing 20% 

forcing 50%

forcing 90%

Figure 9.4: Impact of the
forcing on the mean flow ve-
locity ut in slot 1 at helical
Strouhal number St ≈1.

Fig. 9.5. Increasing the forcing frequency reduces also the opening angle of

the conical jet.

Phase-locked PIV performed for a forcing frequency equal to the helical

structure frequency provided evidence that the helical flow structure is

then replaced by an axisymmetric structure [LFG+09]. POD analysis of the

velocity field (central column in Fig. 9.5) shows that the dominant modes

are indeed axisymmetric (modes 1 to 3), while they are antisymmetric for

the unforced case (left column in Fig. 9.5). However, antisymmetric modes,

like mode 4, are still present in the flow. Surprisingly, at a forcing frequency

of Stf ≈ 1.55 (right column in Fig. 9.5), the axisymmetric modes no longer

dominate the coherent flow field, as the first two modes and certainly also

the third mode are antisymmetric. The axisymmetric forcing is then only

visible in the fourth mode.

Reacting flow measurements performed with high forcing amplitudes pro-

duced by a loudspeaker also provided evidence that forcing at the heli-

cal structure frequency shifts the frequency of this structure to lower and

higher frequencies while also damping its amplitude [LLB+10]. The pre-

vious work showed also that the helical structure is unaffected by forc-

ing frequencies higher or lower than its characteristic frequency. These

measurements therefore confirm the findings obtained with the velocity

recordings. The effect of axisymmetric forcing on the passive scalar mixing
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Figure 9.5: Contour plot of the azimuthal vorticity Ω of the mean
flow and four first POD modes from PIV measurements in the (xb, zb)-
plane for the unforced flow (left), forcing at the natural flow frequency
Stf ≈ 1 (center), and forcing at St ≈ 1.5 (right)

quality recorded at the burner outlet is further investigated in the coming

section.

9.3.2 Impact of axisymmetric forcing on the passive

scalar field

The impact of the axisymmetric forcing on the scalar mixing is illustrated in

Fig. 9.6 and Fig. 9.7 where the RMS value of the concentration fluctuations

in the axial plane (xy) is depicted. For these tests, no staged injection is

used and the fuel is injected through the standard injector. The upstream
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and downstream injection configurations are obtained by obstructing in

the injection slots the 30 injection holes located downstream or upstream

respectively.

Figure 9.6: Impact of forcing on the RMS value of the local concen-
tration fluctuations C∗′. Top: unforced case. Bottom: St ≈ 1. Left:
standard injection. Middle: downstream injection. Right: upstream
injection.

When forcing is applied at the frequency of the helical structure, the zone

of maximal fluctuations in concentration flattens radially (bottom row in

Fig. 9.6). On the contrary, when forcing is applied at a lower (St ≈ 0.55

and Fig. 9.7) or higher (St ≈ 1.2, not shown here) frequency, the amplitude

of the concentration fluctuations increases, though the main mixing profile

remains very similar to the unforced case.

These observations can be quantified when the unmixedness is calculated

over the streamwise position, assuming that the system is rotationally sym-

metric [LMK+07]. The results presented in Fig. 9.8 show that the forcing

at the natural helical frequency reduces the spatial unmixedness Ux (left

plot) mainly for the baseline and upstream injection. These changes are

less pronounced when downstream injection is considered. The temporal

unmixedness Ut (right plot) is marginally affected by forcing directly at

the burner outlet, but the effect is more pronounced further downstream.

When lower or higher forcing frequencies are considered (left and right plot
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Figure 9.7: Impact of forcing on the RMS value of the local concen-
tration fluctuations C∗′. Top: unforced case. Bottom: St ≈ 0.55. Left:
standard injection. Middle: downstream injection. Right: upstream
injection.
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Figure 9.8: Axial evolution of the spatial (left) and temporal (right)
unmixedness parameter. The parameter is calculated for baseline, up-
stream, and downstream injection for the forcing frequencies St ≈ 1
and St = 0 (cases of Fig. 9.6) with a main flow Reynolds number
Re = 3.3 × 104. It is calculated after applying radial weighting, as-
suming a rotationally symmetric concentration profile.

in Fig. 9.9 respectively), the mixing quality tends to worsen for the different

injection configurations at almost all axial locations.

Overall, these results show that nonlinear effects may influence the mix-

ing quality and lead to an increase in the mixing quality recorded at the

burner outlet when the forcing frequency is properly set. Here, such posi-

tive mechanisms occur when forcing is applied at the natural frequency of
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the helical structure.

9.3.3 Impact of fuel flow pulsation on the mixing qual-

ity

The impact of square pulsations on the mixing quality of the jet-in-crossflow

configuration was investigated. One advantage of this approach is the lower

energy input required to modulate the fuel injection compared to modula-

tion of the total air flowing through the burner.

Figure 9.10: Setup for the pulsating fuel injection
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A pulsed control signal is therefore imposed on the standard 90◦ crossflow

fuel injection of the burner ((α, β) = (1,−)) as illustrated in Fig. 9.10. The

tests are conducted for different forcing frequencies and duty-cycles for a

fully modulated fuel mass flow. The maximum axial Strouhal numbers set

are St=2.49, 1.91, 1.47, 0.73, for duty-cycles of 20%, 35%, 50%, and 70%

respectively. The concentration is once again measured with HS-LIF 5 mm

downstream of the burner outlet. The temporal unmixedness parameter

Ut is presented in Fig. 9.11 and shows that a decrease in the unmixedness

is possible when using high forcing frequencies (St = 2.49, 1.91, 1.47). A

maximum decrease of approximately 31.5% is obtained for a duty-cycle

of dc=35% and a forcing frequency of St=1.91, while all the duty-cycles

working with high-frequency actuation are able to reduce the unmixedness

parameter Ut.
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Figure 9.11: Temporal unmixedness Ut recorded 5 mm downstream
of the burner outlet for the fully modulated fuel distribution (α, β) =
(1,−) as a function of the average jet-to-crossflow momentum ratio J
and the forcing frequency. The frequency is normalized with the mean
residence time in the burner St = fτref and displayed in italics.

For the highest forcing frequencies (Fig. 9.11), which deliver the best re-

sults, the temporal and spatial unmixedness parameters are compared in

Fig. 9.12. Though the gains in temporal unmixedness Ut are still clearly

visible, the spatial unmixedness Ux of the pulsated fuel does not vary very

much from the reference spatial unmixedness. This is an expected result,
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as axial fuel forcing, even if it increases the penetration of the fuel jet, does

not completely change the mixing path, which is mostly determined by the

main flow field. Hence, zones with lean or rich mixtures are expected to

remain at the same location at the burner outlet. As the temporal un-

mixedness is reduced, one can conclude that the pulsation of fuel has more

influence on the micromixing than the macromixing. Indeed, as reported

by Johari et al. [Joh06], the generation of small puffs increases the contact

area between between the dye issuing from the jet and the surrounding

water crossflow and leads to a faster homogenization of the mixture than

a steady jet would do.
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Figure 9.12: Comparison of temporal and spatial unmixednesses Ut

and Ux 5 mm downstream of the burner outlet as a function of the
average jet-to-crossflow momentum ratio J for the fuel distribution
(α, β) = (1,−)

These considerations are illustrated in Fig. 9.13(a) where the images of

the time-averaged concentrations C∗(x) for forced and unforced cases are

compared. A better homogenization is obtained with the pulsated fuel flow

while the locations of the lean zones (in blue and in the top and bottom

of the image) and of the rich ones (on the left and right) remain almost

unchanged. The images of the time-averaged concentration fluctuations√
C∗′2(x) (on the right side in Fig. 9.13(a)) show that the locations of the
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maximum fluctuations do not vary much, but that the amplitude of the

fluctuation decreases when forcing is applied.
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(b) Forcing, dc=50%, St = 1.47, maximal volume flow, J=4.22

Figure 9.13: Local time-averaged concentration C∗(x) (left) and cor-

responding local fluctuation

√
C∗′2(x) (right) for the reference (top)

and forced cases (bottom, dc=50%, 10Hz, 100 % fuel modulation, max-
imum volume flow)

This is confirmed when the probability density functions of both the time-

averaged concentration and the concentration fluctuations for the two cases

are compared in Fig. 9.14. The PDF of the time-averaged concentration

shows the slightly improved mixing for the forced case, as the dominant cen-

tral peak becomes higher. The slight shift of the main peak toward higher

concentrations when forcing takes place is mainly due to the slightly higher

mean concentration recorded at the outlet (〈C∗〉ref = 0.01768 against

〈C∗〉 = 0.01796). The PDF of the concentration fluctuations indicates
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Figure 9.14: Comparison of the probability density functions of the

time-averaged concentration C∗(x) (left) and the time-averaged con-

centration fluctuations

√
C∗′2(x) (right) for the reference (dark blue)

and actuated (red) cases of Fig. 9.13.

how the concentration oscillations decrease in amplitude when the forcing

is applied, explaining the reduction of the temporal unmixedness previously

observed. This confirms that the forcing enhances the micromixing inside

the burner more than the macromixing. The latter is mostly influenced

by the burner flow field, the fuel distribution and the geometry of the fuel

injection lines.

The results described above are valid for relatively small jet-to-crossflow

momentum ratios. To investigate the impact of higher jet momentum,

the main volume flow was decreased from 8.55 m3/h to 2.85 m3/h, i.e., the

Reynolds number was decreased from 3.5 × 104 to 1.2 × 104. The results

presented in Fig. 9.15 show that the pulsed injection then has a negative

impact on the unmixedness when J is increased above J ≥30. The positive

effect of pulsation of the fuel injection is thus restricted, for this injection

configuration, to lower jet-to-crossflow momentum ratios.

Adjusted to air flow conditions, the frequencies of interest should be higher

than 200 Hz, which is a constraint if the pulsation needs to operate contin-

uously. The manufacturing of devices capable of reaching such frequencies

will be key to further improving the mixing quality of premixed burners.
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jection case (dc=50%, St = 1.47) compared with the non-pulsed cases

The implementation of such actuators is expected to reduce the unmixed-

ness and, as a consequence, the NOx emissions. For this reason, a new

injection concept was tested on the burner: the fluidic injector.

9.4 Pulsations without moving parts: Fluidic

injectors

To circumvent the need to implement an external pulsating device, self-

oscillating fuel injectors are manufactured in a linear array on staged fuel

injection lines. A sketch of the type of fluidic setup investigated is provided

in Fig. 9.16. It is similar to the one used by Guyot et al. [GPR09] which was

successfully used to control the thermoacoustic instabilities of a combustion

chamber. The main difference is that the present design has only one

outlet port instead of two. Furthermore, the actuator was scaled down by

a factor of nearly 10 to fit within the geometrical constraints of the system

tested. Design and manufacturing were performed by Advanced Fluidics

Corporation.
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Figure 9.16: Simplified sketch of the fluidic injector

The steady flow enters the fluidic device through the power nozzle and is

converted into a planar oscillating flow through the combination of flow

attachment in the chamber and alternating feedback of the two feedback

channels (for a more extensive description consult [GPR09]). The flap-

ping motion of the exit jet produced is expected to generate locally dis-

continuous puffs of concentration, which should have a positive effect on

the micromixing. Given fluidic geometrical constraints, the spacing of the

injectors had to be greater than the spacing of the standard injection con-

figuration (6.4 mm versus 4 mm). Hence, to compare the mixing efficiency,

similar square injectors were manufactured with an outlet area equal to

the power nozzle area (0.7 x 0.6 mm2). Photographs of the fluidic device

and of the reference injector are presented in Fig. 9.17.

Figure 9.17: Photographs of the fluidic and reference injectors.

Figure 9.18 depicts the oscillation of the jet over one period at the outlet
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of the fluidic device and provides evidence of the radial spreading of the

jet. The mixing quality tests were performed for one main mass flow and

different fuel injection mass flows. No variation of the fuel distribution

was tested. The concentration measurement procedure was similar to the

procedure described in the previous sections.

Figure 9.18: One period of oscillation of the fluidic matrix in a fluid
at rest. Recording with a high-speed camera at 3000 fps.

The mixing quality of the two injector arrays is depicted in Fig. 9.19 as a

function of the jet-to-crossflow momentum based on the outlet area of one

jet. The graph shows that the fluidic injectors do not lead to an improve-

ment of the temporal mixing quality over the whole range of momentum

ratio investigated. A slight improvement of the spatial mixing quality can

only be achieved for high values of J. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 9.20,

the power required by the fluidic injector is much higher than the one

required by the standard injector.

Thus, this experiment shows that the fluidic injection design tested does

not perform better than a standard fuel injection system. However, no

design rule is yet available for optimizing the design of crossflow fluidic

injectors in terms of the resulting scalar mixing quality. In particular,
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and Ux, for the fluidic and reference injections as a function of the
jet-to-crossflow momentum J based on the outlet area of one jet

the critical spacing ratio of the fluidic injection holes will depend both on

the momentum and on the flapping angle of the injectors. As reported

by Nathan et al. [NMA+06], for a different self-oscillating configuration,

the mixing efficiency of such fluidic injectors is the highest close to the

injection location, the far-field behavior being less influenced by the initial

oscillation conditions. Therefore, an optimal design has to take the mixing

length into account. If the flame is located close to the injector, then

such fluidic actuation can be expected to considerably improve the mixing

quality.

For the present configuration and considering a flame stabilized outside

the burner, better results are expected if the jet oscillation plane were to

be rotated by 90◦around the jet main axis. The flapping motion would

then no longer cause interaction between neighboring injection holes but

rather would act similarly to the pulsed fuel injection tested in the previous

section. Here the design plans of the scientist had to be scaled back due

to manufacturing constraints for such an array; the originally conceived

design would have been much more complex to manufacture and mount on

the burner (due to geometrical constraints). Accordingly, in future work,
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Figure 9.20: Power (Qfuel∆p, in Watt) of the injectors as a function
of the jet-to-crossflow momentum J . Pressure recorded approximately
1 m upstream of the fuel injection location.

it would be very interesting to go on to test the impact of other angles on

the mixing quality in a generic crossflow configuration.

However, the efficiency of the fluidic injector could be demonstrated on

another fuel injection configuration which is presented below.

9.4.1 Mixing improvement with fluidic implemented

in a generic configuration

The investigated setup is a generic jet-in-crossflow configuration; a lance

is mounted centered in a square channel of side length L. The ratio of the

lance diameter to the channel side length is equal to 0.296. Through four

rectangular holes a mixture of fluorescent dye and water is injected with

an angle of 90◦ relative to the main water flow. The main direction of the

dye injection is colinear to the diagonal of the cross-section of the square

channel as illustrated in Fig. 9.21.

Similar to the fluidic implementation on the swirl-inducing burner, two

types of injectors are considered: a standard jet and a fluidic jet. Both jets

have the same rectangular outlet corresponding to a hydraulic diameter dh.

The ratio of the rectangle sides is equal to 2.35 with the longest side parallel

to the main flow direction. The fluidic injectors induce a jet oscillation in
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a plane perpendicular to the direction of the main flow. This oscillation is

expected to increase the dilution of the jet with the surrounding fluid by

increasing first the macro-mixing (i.e. the spatial distribution of the fuel)

close to the injection and then the micromixing, as the surface of contact

between the dye and the main flow is expected to augment when compared

to a standard jet injection. The tests are performed in the water test rig and

Figure 9.21: Jet-in-
crossflow configuration
and illustration of the
fluidics oscillation plane

x/dh=67

45

22Dye + water

Main flow

Jet centerline

r
x

Figure 9.22: Slice of the
test channel and localiza-
tion of the axial measure-
ment planes downstream of
the injection location

the test section is illustrated in Fig. 9.22. Three screens placed upstream

of the injection location ensure a symmetrical velocity profile of the main

flow. The Reynolds number in the square test section is calculated as

Re =
u0Dh

ν
, (9.1)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the cross-section area of size L×L, u0

the mean bulk velocity of the test section and ν the water viscosity. In the

present work, the Reynold number was hold constant at Re=72300, which

is high enough to ensure a relative independency of the mixing process and

resulting quality with a variation of the mean bulk velocity. The jet-to-

crossflow momentum ratio is equal to 2.3, 6.4, 17.7, or 55.

The concentrations are recorded with the HS-LIF system at a frequency of

125 Hz or 250 Hz in the axial planes shown in Fig. 9.22. The ratio of the av-

erage particle displacement in the flow direction due to the camera shutter
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time δs to the jet hydraulic diameter dh is equal to δs/dh =0.11. Fur-

thermore, the average axial displacement in the measurement plane is two

times smaller than the laser sheet thickness. As the radial and azimuthal

velocity components are much smaller than the axial one, the recorded

pictures can be considered as a frozen pattern of the mixing process.

A comparison of instantaneous concentrations recorded in the plane lo-

cated at x/dh = 67 for a momentum ratio J = 17.7 is first presented in

Fig. 9.23. The structure of the concentration distribution greatly changes

between the fluidic and the reference injectors; the fluidic injectors present

a more homogenized pattern than the reference injection. The maximal

concentrations encountered are also lower in the fluidic case, indicating a

better dilution of the fuel with the surroundings. These snapshots are thus

qualitatively indicating that the mixing quality increases when the fluidic

injectors are used. Similar conclusions could be drawn for instantaneous

snapshots recorded in the two other measurement planes.
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Figure 9.23: Instantaneous concentrations C∗ recorded at the mea-
surement plane x/dh = 67. Top: fluidics injection, bottom: standard
injection. Re = 72300, J = 17.7.

The total unmixedness Ut is then recorded for different jet-to-crossflow

momentums J at the measurement planes shown in Fig. 9.22. The ratio

of the total unmixedness of the fluidics injectors to the total unmixedness

of the reference standard jet is calculated and presented in Fig. 9.24. All

the investigated cases present a great improvement of the mixing quality

over the whole mixing path. The best mixing quality improvements are

achieved for the jet to crossflow momentum J = 17.7, with a decrease in
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Figure 9.24: Relative gain in temporal unmixedness Ut/Ut,ref de-
pending on the axial position normalized by the hydraulic jet diameter,
x/dh, and for different jet-to-crossflow momentums J

the relative temporal unmixedness by approximately 50%, and this over

the whole mixing path! These results confirm thus the potential of fluidic

actuators to improve the mixing quality of jet-in-crossflow mixers. Further

results concerning this configuration are presented in Annex C.

9.5 Summary

In this last chapter, the effect of passive and active control methods on

the passive scalar mixing quality at the outlet of two configurations was

reported. Passive modifications of the fuel injection arrangement can im-

prove the mixing quality but offer a poor flexibility. Active forcing of the

main flow or of the fuel flow injection can also lead to improvements if

the frequency of actuation is properly adjusted. When considering a fuel

injection modulation, the mean jet-to-crossflow momentum must also be

maintained low to influence positively the mixing quality. Finally the use

of fluidics actuators shows great potential to improve the mixing quality

of the last configuration investigated. Unlike for standard jets, which were

relatively well investigated over more than 30 years, further investigations
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are required to characterize the influence of geometrical and dynamical

parameters on the mixing quality when self-oscillating devices are used.
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By adjusting the fuel injection profile, (open-loop) control of the pressure

pulsations and NOx emissions has been achieved in a lean premixed com-

bustor using fuel staging. To implement a closed-loop controller, a model

of the mixing inside the burner is required. Adjusting the fuel injection

leads to strong changes in the flame shape and stabilization location which

have to be taken into account for the modeling task. As most burner de-

sign tests start with non-reacting experiments, this thesis shows how cold

flow measurements can be combined with flame visualization to model the

spatio-temporal response of fuel/air mixing in a lean premixed combustor

using fuel staging.

As water flow tests allow better quality data to be obtained than exper-

iments in air, the similitude between water, air and reacting flow mea-

surements is investigated. A good agreement was obtained between the

velocity and turbulent fields in the two media. The slight discrepancies

observed, in particular regarding the degree of turbulence, are mainly due

to the different inflow conditions of the two types of test rigs. The passive

scalar mixing quality, which is a normalized expression of the variance of

the concentration fluctuations, exhibits a weak Reynolds number depen-

dency, suggesting that the mixing quality in water and in air remain very

similar. Therefore, it is concluded that the use of water experiments to

model the mixing is valid.

The velocity and concentration measurements performed at the burner

outlet as well as in the burner slot reveal strong coherent fluctuations.

Phase-locked particle image velocimetry, laser Doppler anemometry and

hydrophone measurements confirmed that a helical structure rotating with

the swirl but winding in the opposite sense (mode = +1) is present inside

and outside the burner. The Strouhal number is close to unity (St ≈ 1).

Periodic oscillations are measured upstream of the inlet slots and induce

fuel/air concentration fluctuations which can be detected at the slot as
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well as outside the burner using high-speed laser-induced fluorescence (HS-

LIF). The simultaneous measurement of concentration and velocity with

PIV/LIF confirms the strong coupling mechanism between the velocity and

concentration fluctuations.

The reacting flow also bears a strong similitude with the non-reacting flow.

However, the degree of similarity was strongly dependent on the flame sta-

bilization location. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) applied to

the velocity field demonstrated that if the flame remains stabilized down-

stream of the burner, the helical structure is almost unaffected by the flame.

As the coherent oscillations are associated with concentration fluctuations,

they also induce local heat release fluctuations which can be seen in phase-

averaged OH* chemiluminescence images and when POD is applied to the

chemiluminescence signals. On the contrary, when the flame anchors inside

the burner, the helical structure is almost completely damped.

For a flame stabilized outside the burner, the turbulent velocity length

scales also have a strong similitude and can be used to estimate the com-

bustion regime within the Borghi diagram. Hence, depending on the sta-

bilization location, the cold flow measurements can capture the mixing

properties upstream of the flame very well and this property is used to

derive the temporal mixing model.

Using the water test rig, the mixing quality of the different fuel injection

configurations is recorded in different axial planes at the burner outlet.

An experimental model of the scalar variance is derived for different fuel

distributions and operating conditions. The measured probability density

function (PDF) of the mixture is reasonably well approximated by a beta

function distribution, which can be then calculated from the variance and

mean concentration of the experimental PDF. The latter values build the

unmixedness parameter of the mixture. The flame position as well as

an exponential decay of the fuel/air unmixedness measured in cold flow

are then used to estimate the mixing quality at the flame location. An

empirical correlation predicting the NOx emissions for various operating

parameters, such as air and gas mass flows and preheating temperature,

is thus greatly enhanced. A simple chemical network model, developed in

CANTERA, is used to cross-check this estimated PDF of the mixture. It

reveals that a good quantitative agreement is obtained for a flame stabilized
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outside the burner but with a shorter decay coefficient of the unmixedness

than the one measured experimentally. Due to the strong changes in the

flow field, the real PDF of the mixture for a flame anchored in the burner

is not accessible without further modeling effort. However, the modeled

unmixedness can be used for both flame types with a controller minimizing

the NOx emissions.

Control of NOx emissions requires a fast sensor. Chemiluminescence-based

sensors are shown to be appropriate, as they are very fast compared to con-

ventional gas analyzers and a minimization of their value correlates with

a decrease in the unmixedness and, hence, in the NOx emissions. Mea-

surements performed with a spectrometer indicate that a reduction of the

ratio CH*/OH* correlates even better with a reduction of NOx emissions.

However, it does not allow for quantitatively capturing the mixing quality

of the fuel/air mixture.

To control the stability of a lean premixed combustor, the response of the

fuel/air mixture to velocity perturbations has to be modeled, both time

delays and temporal spreading playing a key role in the stability of the

combustion process. Accordingly, the residence time distribution (RTD) or

mixing transfer function (MTF) needs to be recorded. For this, a measure-

ment technique based on a step response measured using high-speed laser-

induced fluorescence (HS-LIF) is developed, making it possible to record

the short convective time delay (or high-frequency response) of such burn-

ers. A mixing model-based on the interconnection of three reactors solving

the one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation is built. The necessary

parameters are identified from the step response recorded using HS-LIF

and the model then allows the MTF for different fuel injection distribu-

tions to be predicted. The link of the cold mixing transfer function with

the flame transfer function recorded in the combustor is made by estima-

tion of the one-dimensional axial heat release distribution obtained from

the OH* chemiluminescence images, assuming statistical independence be-

tween the MTF and the heat release distribution. The evolution of the

main convective time delay as a function of the fuel injection distribution

is reasonably well captured by this method. The discrepancies observed
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can be attributed, firstly, to the differences between OH* chemilumines-

cence and heat release distributions and, secondly, to the statistical inde-

pendence assumption. Both assumptions weaken as the fuel/air mixture

inhomogeneity increases.

Active control of the fuel split is achieved with help of an extremum-seeking

control (ESC) scheme to adjust the pressure pulsations and NOx emissions

of the combustor. The standard ESC is able to stabilize and reduce the

emissions. However, it does not use the knowledge of the mixing model and

may stabilize in local minima. Therefore, the temporal and mixing qual-

ity models are combined with the ESC approach to develop an extended

extremum-seeking controller. Specifically, the stability and mixing quality

maps are added to the sensor signal and generate a new model-based func-

tion, which must be minimized by the controller. Local minima can then

be removed from the map if there is strong confidence in the models. The

system is able to stabilize at the optimal injection and to remain stable

when transients in the operating conditions occur.

Finally, the effect of different passive (modification of the injection hole

arrangement) and active control strategies on the mixing quality is inves-

tigated, as a decrease in the NOx emissions is recorded when a perfectly

premixed mixture is burnt in the combustor. It is shown that passive fuel

arrangements involving different fuel injection angles can slightly increase

the mixing quality of the staged fuel injection over a range of different jet-

to-cross-flow momentum ratios. This improvement is not, however, true

for all the fuel distributions and restricts thus the effectivity of passive

fuel injection modifications. Therefore, the effect on the mixing quality of

actively pulsating the fuel injection is investigated. It is shown that high-

frequency pulsations increase the mixing quality at the burner outlet by

decreasing the amplitude of local temporal fluctuations in concentration.

On the basis of these results, a self-oscillating injector based on fluidic con-

cepts is developed and implemented for the first time in a premixed burner.

A reference injector with a similar geometry allows for a comparison of the

mixing qualities. An increase in the mixing quality for a given mass flow

is achievable. However, the ratio of unmixedness to the power used by the

actuator clearly favors the standard fuel injection. Further optimization of

the design is expected to enable the mixing properties of fluidic injectors
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to be fully exploited to reduce the mixing length of premixed combustors.

Indeed, the concept of fluidic injection is validated in another cross-flow

injection configuration, which showed an increase in the mixing quality of

up to 50% compared to a standard fuel cross-flow injection.
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Mixing transfer function measurement technique As stated in the

thesis, an improvement of the measurement technique would allow a more

accurate mixing transfer function to be identified. This improvement re-

quires the simultaneous use of high speed LIF and PIV measurement tech-

niques in order to record precisely the passive scalar flux. Without the

velocity information, the inhomogeneity in the velocity profile may induce

some errors in the mixing transfer function. The drawback of such a tech-

nique is the amount of data that would be produced by such a complex

measurement as well as the time needed to set up and calibrate the system.

Therefore, a first step could be to quantify the error when the local velocity

information is not taken into account.

Another improvement of the measurement technique would be to use a

second calibrated HS-LIF system immediately downstream of the fuel in-

jection location in order to increase the precision of the inlet transfer func-

tion. If simple fuel injection is used, with no staging but which offers

optical access, a step of the concentration in the fuel line recorded by a

photomultiplier would allow the inlet step to be recorded more accurately.

Furthermore, a step in the concentration does not affect the flow field, a

fact which is neglected when a step of the fuel mass flow is used.

Mixing model In the present work, it appears that a statistical analysis

of the mixture quality has been sufficient to obtain information which can

be used in a relatively low frequency fuel adjustment scheme to minimize

the NOx emissions. However, for a model to capture the mixing quality at

higher frequencies, two approaches might be considered. A mixing network

model, similar to the one used for the convective time delays, could be built

to capture the spatial and temporal variations in the scalar variance. For

this, the approaches of Fox [Fox03] or Osenbroch [Ose04] could be used

to derive the network model. The advantage of this approach would be

to describe with one model the time delay as well as the mixing quality
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information. An alternative approach would be to use POD analysis to

extract the dominant passive scalar modes of the flow and obtain a low

order model of the main coherent fluctuations. The latter can be used to

evaluate the instantaneous mixture quality. The disadvantage of the POD

approach is that the time delay information would not be contained in the

model obtained.

Scalar mixing optimization It has been shown that fluidic actuators

may bring a large increase in mixing quality, in particular in generic jet-

in-crossflow configurations. Unlike simple jets which have been extensively

investigated for more than 20 years, the mixing characteristics of fluidic

injectors are just starting to be explored. The present results demonstrate

the great potential of such actuators and should open the door to further

research projects in that field. In particular, reductions in costs, as well

as in the pressure loss of the actuators, should be considered at the same

time as gains in mixing quality.
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Compressible jet mass flow

The gas injection through a series of small holes is similar to the discharge of

a pressurized tank in the state p0, ρ0, T0, and the initial velocity u0 through

a small orifice of area Ae. The gas at the outlet is in the state pe, ρe, Te
and has the velocity ue. Assuming an isentropic process, the theoretical

outlet velocity can be calculated after a simple enthalpy balance as

u
′

e =

√√√√2
γ

γ − 1

p0

ρ0

[
1−

(
pe
p0

) γ−1
γ

]
. (A.1)

The resulting equation is also called the Saint-Venant and Wantzel equa-

tion. Because of energy losses caused by the contraction (separation, vor-

tices), the expansion cannot be considered as purely isotrop. Thus, the

effective velocity at the jet outlet is smaller and the effective temperature

higher. Both values are depending on the geometry of the orifice and the

expression of the effective velocity ue at the nozzle outlet is then

ue = φu
′

e . (A.2)

This velocity occurs at the location of the smallest cross-section equal to

αAe where α is the jet contraction. For the calculation, φ was equal to

0.82 and α was equal to 1 [Boh98]. The product φα is also known as

the orifice flow coefficient. The velocity being the searched parameter,

and no information being known on the pressure p0 just upstream of the

injection in the actual combustor setup, an iterative procedure is used to

calculate total gas mass flow ṁth by adjusting the upstream pressure p0
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until the theoretical mass flow ṁth = ρeueAe matches the set mass flow.

The theoretical expression of the gas mass flow ṁth is:

ṁth = Ae
√

2ρ0p0

√√√√ γ

γ − 1

[(
pe
p0

) 2
γ

−
(
pe
p0

) γ+1
γ

]
= Ae

√
2ρ0p0ψ , (A.3)

where ψ is the outflow function. The resulting real total gas massflow ṁf

is

ṁf = φαṁth . (A.4)

The outflow function shows a maximum of 0.473 at a critical pressure ratio

(pe/p0)crit of 0.546 for γ = 1.3 as it is the case for methane. This condition

is necessary to obtain a chocked fuel injection. Regarding the atmospheric

combustion chamber used, and neglecting first the pressure loss inside the

burner, the pressure at the outlet of the jet is pslot = 1.013 · 105. Pa. A

critical pressure ratio of 0.546 means that the pressure in the injection line

should be at least equal to p0 = 2.026 · 105 Pa.

In modern premixed combustors, chocked fuel inlet conditions are often

achieved and assumed for modeling of the thermo-acoustics [LTJZ01]. This

condition is achieved when the Mach number of the fuel at the outlet of

the injection holes is equal to unity, which means also that the function ψ

reaches a maximum. Looking at the geometry of the combustor and using

Eq. A.1, this means that a minimal fuel mass flow of 17.5 kg/h is needed

to obtain chocked conditions. As the actual operating conditions of the

burner remain generally well below 10 kg/h, an unchocked injection of gas

at the burner inlet is obtained.
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Forcing mechanism of the water

test rig

B.1 Forcing mounted in the bypass of the

pump

One of the particularity of the test rig is its forcing mechanism, placed

upstream of the test section. It was previously developed by Wang [Wan00],

who used the shape of a standard valve (a big hole through a sphere) to

force the flow of a shear layer. This mechanism was mounted first in

the bypass of the pump, as shown in Fig 3.6. The forcing amplitude was

first adjusted with the valve of the bypass. Very high forcing amplitudes

could be achieved, but a proper sinus wave was difficult to obtain, and was

limited to high forcing frequencies. The amplitude of the response was also

strongly depending on the frequency set, as shown in Fig. B.1.

To circumvent this problem, a simulation in Simulink based on the un-

steady Bernoulli equation, and quasi-steady response of the pump was

performed. The simulation showed that the test rig would be more recep-

tive if the forcing mechanism was mounted in the main piping (see also

Fig 3.6). Furthermore, the shape of the valve was modified to improve the

signal quality and control the amplitude of the forcing. If the pressure drop

over the forcing valve is considered as constant over one forcing period, the

volume flow through the valve depends solely on the blockage ratio and its

corresponding pressure loss coefficient. If the temporal shape of the volume

flow oscillation is set (a sinusoid), then the blockage ratio of the valve can
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Figure B.1: Response of the forcing amplitude in the test section
for different rotation frequencies of the forcing mechanism. Standard
valve, mounted in the bypass.

be calculated over one period. This results in a valve which has an ellip-

soidal shape. Figure B.2 illustrates the two geometries used to generate

small and large sinusoidal volume flow oscillations. Rapid prototyping was

used to manufacture the vales.

Figure B.2: Geometry of valves used for forcing in the main piping.
Low forcing amplitude (left, ball D), strong forcing amplitude (right,
ball B).
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B.2 Forcing mounted upstream of the test

rig

The impact of the different valves on the velocity oscillations recorded at

the burner outlet was recorded with LDA for different forcing frequen-

cies. The axial velocity is recorded close to the hydrophone mounted as in

Fig. 3.7. As the measurements are performed at the burner outlet, the char-

acteristic peak of the helical structure is visible in all the recorded spectra

(peak close to 5 Hz). Still, the velocity spectra presented in Fig. B.3 show

that the forcing can be considered as purely harmonic and that a decrease

of the forcing amplitude occurs when the forcing frequency is increased.

The spectra of the hydrophone are close to the LDA spectra even if they

present harmonics which are not shown by the velocity spectra.
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Figure B.3: Power spectra of the responses of the axial velocity ux

(left) and hydrophone (right) for the ball B, at different forcing frequen-
cies. Forcing mechanism equipped with ball B and located upstream of
the test section. Hydrophone located at the burner exit as in Fig. 3.7
and LDA measurement volume located close to the hydrophone.

LDA measurement were further conducted in the inlet slot for the two

different valve sizes and at the same frequencies as in Fig. B.3. Table B.1

summarizes the measured relative amplitude a of the axial velocity os-

cillations defined as ux(t) = ux (1 + a · sin(ωt)) measured at the position

(x, y, z)=(-61 mm, -9.5 mm, -29 mm). Forcing amplitudes of up to 90% are
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possible with ball B; this amplitude being aproximately 3 times the one

achieved with ball D.

Frequency (Hz) 3 4 4.95 5.95 6.8

a, ball B 0.90 0.88 0.59 0.40 0.32
a, ball D 0.16 0.32 0.25 0.09 x

Table B.1: Amplitude of axial velocity oscillation a recorded with
LDA in the burner inlet slot at the position (x, y, z)=(-61 mm, -9.5 mm,
-29 mm) and for a volume flow of 8.55 m3/h, forcing mechanism located
upstream of the test section

Further measurements performed at the outlet of a simple bluff-body showed

that the coherence between hydrophone signal and forcing valve sweep sig-

nal as well as the forcing bandwidth increase with increasing volume flow.

However, as the response of the valve is still depending on the pressure loss

in the whole test rig, tests of the response of the forcing at the frequency

of interest should be performed prior to any measurement.
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Fluidic oscillator in a generic cross-

flow configuration

This section describes more in details the mixing mechanisms which take

place in the generic jet-in-crossflow configuration shown in Sec. 9.4.1.

C.1 Oscillation frequency recorded at the flu-

idic outlet

The oscillation frequency of the fluidic was calculated from the FFT anal-

ysis of local concentration fluctuations recorded at a distance x/dh = 2.2

downstream of the fuel injection location.The flapping motion of the fluidic

at this location is illustrated in Fig. C.1 and confirms the wide azimuthal

spreading of the jet. The measurements were performed for different dye

mass flows and hence different jet Reynolds numbers. The main volume

flow was set at a very low value simply to avoid the accumulation of dye in

the measurement plane. Figure C.2 depicts the evolution of the normalized

frequency (the Strouhal number based on the hydraulic diameter of the

rectangular injector) of the fluidic with the jet Reynolds number.

Figure C.1: One period of oscillation of the fluidic injector recorded
at x/dh=2.2
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Figure C.2: Strouhal number of the oscillation frequency depending
on the jet Reynolds number of the fuel injection

A small decrease in the Strouhal number (from 0.07 down to 0.05) is visible

with an increasing jet Reynolds number. This means that the frequency

of the jet oscillation is not a linear function of the velocity. Regarding

the present work and a constant main flow Reynolds number, this means

also that an increase in the jet-to-crossflow momentum will induce an in-

crease in the oscillation frequency. This frequency change may certainly

also affect the mixing process. However, the variation of one parameter

at once (frequency or jet momentum) would have required hardware mod-

ifications to adjust the oscillation frequency. This was not performed in

the present work, as it is not relevant for practical applications where one

fluidic geometry should work well for different operating conditions. Hence

the reader should bear in mind when looking at the following charts that

an increase of the jet momentum is linked with an increase of the fluidic

oscillation frequency. The frequencies involved in the air with the present

fluidic would be typically of the order of 1000 Hz (not measured here). In

water, they were of the order of 20 Hz and higher.
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C.2 Mixing comparison at one axial location

C.2.1 Time-averaged concentration

The comparison of the time-averaged concentrations confirms the first im-

pressions gained from the instantaneous pictures: the dye distribution of

the fluidic injectors is more concentrated in the center of the square chan-

nel while 4 distinct islands are visible for the standard injectors. Even if

the injector geometry ensures an equal mean bulk velocity at the outlet of

the injectors (and hence an identical absolute jet to crossflow momentum),

it is clear that the oscillating motion leads to a much lower penetration of

the fluidic injector. This low jet penetration is responsible for the centered

pattern obtained with the fluidic injectors.
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Figure C.3: Time-averaged concentration pictures C∗(x) for the stan-
dard (top) and fluidics (bottom) injections, recorded at x/dh = 67,
J = 17.7.

Furthermore, the maximal time-averaged concentrations are slightly lower

for the fluidic injection than for the reference jet-in-crossflow. This result

is well illustrated by the probability density functions of the time-averaged

concentration shown in Fig. C.4: the maximal value of the reference case

is close to C∗ =0.025 while the fluidic case presents a much lower maximal

time-averaged concentration of C∗ =0.015. This confirms that the dilution

of the fluidic jet with the surrounding flow is much higher than the one of

the standard crossflow jet.
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Figure C.4: Comparison of the probability density functions of the

local time-averaged concentrations C∗(x) for the standard and the flu-
idic injections, recorded at x/dh = 67, J = 17.7

C.2.2 Concentration fluctuations

The improvement in the mixing quality is also visible in the pictures of the

RMS values of the local concentration fluctuations. The images shown in

Fig. C.5 present first a pattern similar to the time-averaged concentration

pictures shown in the previous section. This is particularly true for the

standard jet injection. For the fluidic injection, the position of the maxima

in concentration fluctuations are slightly shifted toward the corners of the

channel when compared to the maxima of the time-averaged concentration

pictures (Fig. C.3).

The amplitude of the local concentration fluctuations is also much lower

with the fluidic injection than with the standard jet injection, as confirmed

by the PDF of the two injection types shown in Fig. C.6. This decrease in

the local concentration fluctuations is an indication of an increase in the

micro-mixing quality.
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Figure C.5: Pictures of the RMS value of the local concentration
fluctuations C′∗RMS(x) for the standard (top) and fluidic (bottom) in-
jections, recorded at x/dh = 67, J = 17.7.

Figure C.6: Comparison of the probability density functions of the
local RMS value of the concentration fluctuations C′∗RMS(x) for the
standard and the fluidic injections, recorded at x/dh = 67, J = 17.7

C.3 Mixing quality improvement

C.3.1 Evolution of the unmixedness parameters at x/dh=22

and x/dh=112

The spatial and temporal unmixedness parameters allow the mixing quality

to be quantified. Looking at the results recorded at x/dh=22 downstream
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of the injection location (Fig. C.7), the fluidic injectors present a dramatic

enhancement of the mixing quality when compared to the standard injec-

tion: a decrease by 50% in the spatial unmixedness Ux and by 40% in the

temporal unmixedness Ut are recorded. Even if less pronounced, the gain

in mixing quality at x/dh = 112 can still reach 50% if the momentum ratio

is properly adjusted (J=17.7 in Fig. C.8).
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Figure C.7: Spatial and temporal unmixedness criteria depending on
the jet-to-crossflow momentum recorded at x/dh = 22

Furthermore, for the fluidic injector and the two illustrated measurement

planes, the mixing quality is mostly independent of the injection momen-

tum J , while the standard injection presents stronger variations. These

results may be of strong importance if different operating points involving

different momentum ratios are used in practical application. The fluidic in-

jectors would ensure a constant mixing quality over the different operating

conditions.
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C.3.2 Evolution of Ux and Ut for J=17.7

The same data are plotted over the mixing length x/dh and are shown

in Fig. C.9. It confirms that the fluidic injector presents a better macro-

mixing (lower Ux) close to the injection location, consequence of the os-

cillating motion. This improvement decreases while moving further down-

stream until x/dh=112 is reached and where both injectors present the

similar spatial unmixedness. However regarding, for example, NOx emis-

sions in gas turbine combustors, the total mixing quality is relevant and

therefore the important parameter is the total unmixedness Ut. In this

respect, the fluidic technology leads to the best results, at least over the

range of parameters investigated. For the momentum ratio J= 17.7, the

fluidic injectors reduce the temporal unmixedness by approximately 50%.

Indeed, it would potentially be possible to reduce the combustor length by

50% and still achieve the same mixing quality.
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